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Introduction and summary

Unemployment insurance, or UI, has been a pillar of our nation’s social insur-
ance system for 80 years. It is an essential ingredient for economic security, 
shared prosperity, and a stable economy. Designed as a partnership between 
the federal government and the states,1 it is a critical support for unemployed 
jobseekers: UI temporarily replaces a share of lost wages for unemployed work-
ers while they search for a new job. To be eligible for UI benefits, workers must 
have sufficient earnings history, have paid into unemployment insurance via 
their employer’s payroll taxes,2 have lost a job through no fault of their own, and 
be actively seeking work. 

UI protects families from hardship. But it also helps to stabilize the economy dur-
ing downturns by boosting the spending power of struggling families and creating 
demand in the economy. In part because of significant, temporary improvements, 
the UI system once again proved to be essential during the Great Recession, both 
to family economic security and to our nation’s economic health. In 2009 alone, 
UI kept more than 5 million Americans out of poverty3 and saved more than 2 
million jobs by boosting demand in a sagging economy.4 Between 2008 and 2012, 
UI prevented an estimated 1.4 million foreclosures,5 and from 2008 to 2010, it 
closed more than 18 percent of the shortfall in gross domestic product, or GDP.6 

However, our nation has dramatically underinvested in UI and has failed to update 
this vital system for the 21st century. In 2015, only about one in four jobless work-
ers received UI benefits at all—a historic low.7 This erosion of one of our nation’s 
most important social insurance programs is not only problematic for workers, 
it also leaves the U.S. economy severely underprepared for the next recession. 
Only twice since 1860 has the United States gone more than eight years without 
a downturn—and 2016 marks the seventh year of economic expansion.8 The next 
recession—while unpredictable—is inevitable, and experts are already pressing 
policymakers to prepare.9 

In 2015, only about 

one in four jobless 

workers received UI 

benefits at all—a 

historic low.
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To protect more working families from the risk and hardships of unemployment, 
policymakers should act now to fortify the nation against the next recession. 
America must ensure a robust employment, training, and income-security system 
for involuntarily unemployed workers by substantially strengthening UI. Further, 
our nation must also help the many jobseekers who will not qualify for traditional 
UI—even under a modernized UI system—to actively seek employment, connect 
to job opportunities, and improve their work-related skills. 

To this end, the Center for American Progress, or CAP; the Georgetown Center 
on Poverty and Inequality, or GCPI; and the National Employment Law Project, 
or NELP, came together on a proposal to modernize the nation’s system for assist-
ing unemployed jobseekers. This report proceeds in two distinct sections. 

Section 1 proposes ambitious, but strongly needed, reforms to UI. This includes 
bolstering UI’s effective re-employment services to connect more jobseekers with 
workforce development opportunities and strengthening tools such as work shar-
ing that help workers stay in the jobs that they already have. It includes detailed 
reforms to expand UI eligibility to reach more unemployed workers, improve 
the adequacy of UI benefits, and increase participation in the program. In addi-
tion, this section recommends reforms to UI’s financing that would improve the 
program’s solvency, as well as steps that would improve UI’s ability to respond to 
future recessions, including repairing the Extended Benefits program. 

In Section 2, the report recommends the establishment of a new Jobseeker’s 
Allowance, or JSA, for workers who would remain ineligible for UI. This section 
describes the need for a modest, short-term benefit that would assist jobseekers 
such as unemployed independent contractors and those with limited work history. 
The report lays out eligibility criteria for the JSA, characterizes the moderate but 
important benefits and services the JSA would provide, and outlines the administra-
tion and financing of the proposed program. Finally, the report briefly describes the 
anticipated costs of the proposal, including both reforms to UI and the new JSA. 

Challenges facing our nation’s social assistance system for jobseekers 

As important as UI has been in the past, the system has not kept pace with changes 
in the labor force and the economy over the past several decades. Absent efforts to 
modernize the system and bring it into the 21st century, UI’s effectiveness in pro-
tecting workers and the economy will continue to decline, with enormous conse-
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quences for both middle-class security and economic growth. Even if the country is 
fortunate to continue its current economic expansion for an unprecedented period, 
UI is still underperforming as a tool for improving job placements, maintaining 
labor force attachment, promoting skills and training, and, of course, ensuring 
economic security for those who lose a job through no fault of their own. Among 
the challenges facing our nation’s assistance system for jobseekers:

• Too few unemployed workers have access to tools for successful re-employ-

ment, first employment, and/or training: UI was designed for an economy 
in which workers had greater job security and, upon job loss, often returned to 
the same field or position. Today, technology and globalization mean that many 
jobs lost in recent years are not returning to the U.S. economy, and those work-
ers need to retrain for employment in a different sector. However, at the same 
time as the need for them has grown, UI’s effective re-employment services are 
significantly underfunded, and overall U.S. spending on workforce development 
as a percentage of GDP is one-seventh of its 1979 peak.10 

• American workers are more vulnerable than ever to involuntary unemploy-

ment, yet fewer are protected by UI: In the 80 years since UI was enacted, the 
American workforce has undergone dramatic changes. Low-wage jobs that often 
lack basic labor protections comprise a larger share of employment. Women 
are now primary breadwinners in 40 percent of households—yet far fewer are 
protected by UI, in part because women are more likely to work part-time or 
need to leave a job due to caregiving responsibilities. Antiquated rules in many 
states exclude from UI the growing number of workers who face erratic and 
unpredictable schedules, low wages, lengthy job searches, and unpredictable pay. 
Many people who are willing and able to work—such as young adults beginning 
their careers, individuals returning to the formal labor force after completing 
primary caregiving responsibilities, and older discouraged workers—remain on 
the sidelines of the labor force, but they often lack the recent earnings history to 
obtain support for their job search through UI. Independent contractors—who 
often have recent and long-established work histories—also currently have no 
such UI protection should they lose their job. 

• The unemployment insurance system is unprepared for the next recession: 
Since UI was first enacted, recoveries from recessions have become lengthier 
and increasingly jobless, meaning that unemployment remains high long after 
economic growth resumes. At the same time, UI’s capacity as an automatic 
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macroeconomic stabilizer has been steadily undermined by policy decisions, 
including states making deep cuts to the duration and adequacy of UI benefits, 
as well as tightening eligibility criteria for workers. Today, two involuntarily 
unemployed people from different states—with otherwise similar work his-
tories and levels of need—have access to vastly different levels of UI income 
support. Given that the next recession is inevitable, it is critical that policymak-
ers strengthen assistance for jobseekers in ways that protect more workers and 
ensure the economic stability of the entire nation. 

Reforming unemployment insurance 

To adapt the system to 21st century realities, CAP, GCPI, and NELP joined 
together on this comprehensive proposal to reform unemployment insurance and 
create a Jobseeker’s Allowance. In Section 1 of this report, we explain in detail how 
our proposal would address the challenges facing the UI system with recommen-
dations organized into the following three categories:

1. Ensure that more unemployed workers have access to the tools they need 

for successful re-employment and training, and reduce layoffs by imple-

menting effective job-retention measures: To this end, CAP, GCPI, and 
NELP’s proposal introduces new ideas to support worker training and upskill-
ing, encourage entrepreneurship, and increase geographic mobility. It would 
reinvigorate and expand UI’s effective re-employment programs and services; 
connect workers with a greater variety of job opportunities such as apprentice-
ships, subsidized employment, and national service positions; and provide an 
overdue makeover for outdated technological systems—making UI into the 
pillar of the workforce development system that it should be. In addition, under 
this proposal, all states would bolster tools such as work sharing programs that 
help keep workers in the jobs they already have, reducing the human and eco-
nomic costs of unemployment in the first place.

2. Provide more Americans with more adequate protection against the shock 

of unemployment: A modern insurance system for jobseekers must reflect the 
changed composition of America’s labor force. By reforming states’ disparate 
eligibility rules, CAP, GCPI, and NELP’s proposal would make UI’s earned 
insurance available to a much larger share of American workers—notably, many 
women and low-paid workers—who are currently ill-served by a system whose 
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rules have not kept pace with the realities of 21st century workers and families. 
By expanding the UI system’s reach and improving benefit adequacy, this pro-
posal offers a way not only to increase working families’ economic security, but 
also to boost labor force participation. Furthermore, the more workers who are 
adequately protected by UI, the more powerful UI’s countercyclical response 
will be when unemployment rises. 

3. Prepare the unemployment insurance system for the next recession: The 
insurance system for jobseekers is our economy’s first line of defense against 
economic downturns. UI—partially through a number of temporarily enacted 
provisions—closed more than 18 percent of the shortfall in GDP caused by 
the last recession.11 But its countercyclical effectiveness has been undermined 
by state policy choices that starve the program of revenue and severely restrict 
the number of unemployed workers it reaches. Knowing that the next reces-
sion is likely to occur within a few years, it is essential policymakers strengthen 
insurance for jobseekers in ways that protect more workers and, in doing so, 
protect the economy. This proposal ensures that UI lives up to its macroeco-
nomic potential by widening the payroll tax base and lowering rates, as well as 
by introducing solvency requirements for states’ trust funds. In addition, the 
proposal offers parameters for an improved, fully federally financed Extended 
Benefits program that would kick in automatically during recessions, limiting 
the need for Congress to enact emergency extensions.

The reforms that CAP, GCPI, and NELP propose in this report would signifi-
cantly bolster family economic security, enhance labor-market participation, and 
better protect our economy during recessions. State decisions to weaken UI in 
recent years have underscored the need for a strong federal role in mandating, 
encouraging, and implementing these reforms. 

Updated, independent analysis from the Urban Institute, commissioned by CAP, 
GCPI, and NELP and released concurrently with this report, shows that just three 
of the proposed reforms would significantly increase the share of newly unem-
ployed workers who are protected by UI. They would increase the share of work-
ers who are able to rely on UI when they become newly unemployed by nearly 9 
percentage points (from 64.7 percent to 73.6 percent)—an increase of more than 
13 percent.12 
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Creating a Jobseeker’s Allowance

Even with a modernized UI system, there will be workers who do not qualify 
for traditional UI, either because their work histories are too limited or because 
they are independent contractors and have, thus far, not paid into the UI system. 
To help these jobseekers who are not eligible for UI actively search for work and 
improve their employment-related knowledge and skills, in Section 2, we propose 
a Jobseeker’s Allowance, or JSA—a small, short-term weekly allowance to support 
work search and preparation. The JSA would offer a stipend of about $170 per 
week to jobseekers for up to 13 weeks, replacing approximately 50 percent of the 
wages of a typical low-paid worker.13 While JSA’s weekly benefit would be quite 
modest relative to UI—and its job-search requirements at least as stringent as 
UI—the JSA would encourage workforce participation, support geographic labor 
mobility, and promote family stability and social cohesion. The JSA would provide 
an incentive and support for individuals with limited or no recent work history 
to reconnect with or newly attach to the labor force, as well as connect them with 
counseling, employer referrals, and training and education opportunities. These 
features of the JSA could help improve labor-market participation and employ-
ment outcomes for low-income workers, as well as for previously self-employed 
discouraged workers—individuals who want to work and are available for work 
but have given up actively looking for a job. 

The JSA would complement the modernized UI system this report envisions: 
Together they would form a significantly more robust system of assistance for 
American jobseekers. Table 1 below compares the proposed UI system to the 
proposed JSA. 
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Effects of these proposals on unemployment assistance coverage 
for jobseekers 

Today, our nation’s social insurance system provides assistance to only a fraction 
of jobseekers—those who have sufficient earnings history under a traditional 
employer-employee relationship to qualify them for UI. As shown in the table 
below, our proposal to expand UI and create a new JSA would extend protection 
to the many categories of workers who are currently left without assistance during 
their job search. 

TABLE 1 

Comparison of reformed unemployment insurance program to 
proposed Jobseeker’s Allowance

Unemployment insurance Jobseeker’s Allowance

Target population Workers involuntarily separated 
from recent employment

New labor market entrants, re-entrants, 
UI exhaustees, legitimately self-employed 

workers, and intermittent workers with 
limited resources

Eligibility Involuntary separation from 
employment and voluntary 
separation for good cause; 

minimum recent earnings history

At least age 19 or GED/high school degree 
holder; ineligible for UI; annual household 

income below the Social Security maxi-
mum taxable wage ($118,500 in 2015)

Benefit duration At least 26 weeks with tiers of 
Extended Benefits during economic 

contractions

At least 13 weeks with tiers of Extended 
Benefits during economic contractions

Weekly benefit level Weekly benefit varies with base-
period earnings; maximum weekly 

benefit of at least 50 percent of 
state average weekly wage

Uniform weekly benefit of $170 (about 
half of a typical low-wage worker’s wages) 

indexed to the 10th percentile of wages

Administration Federal funding for state admin-
istration for benefits and service 

delivery; federal government main-
tains state financial accounts

Federal funding for state administration 
for benefits and service delivery; federal 
government splits state administrative  

and outreach costs evenly

Financing State payroll taxes fund regular 
benefits; federal payroll tax funds 
Extended Benefits; federal appro-

priations fund state administration

Federal funding from general revenues 
with options for partial offsets

Services Re-employment services (required 
for long-term unemployed)

Employment services, skills and training 
options, subsidized employment option
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Taken together, the measureable UI reforms and the new JSA would roughly dou-
ble the number of workers who are served each year by our nation’s social assis-
tance system for unemployed jobseekers.14 The proposal would also increase the 
share of unemployed workers who would be protected by this assistance—mean-
ing they would have access to either UI or JSA if they became unemployed—to 
more than three in four workers, compared to only one in four unemployed work-
ers who receives UI today. And for the first time through JSA, it would also extend 
protection for jobseekers to independent contractors.

Costs of the proposal 

The total cost of the combined UI and JSA proposal is about $18.9 billion per 
year. Of this amount, our newly proposed JSA accounts for $10.9 billion per year, 
or about 58 percent of the total cost, and would serve about 5.4 million jobseek-
ers annually. This translates into a daily cost per American worker of less than 19 
cents per day. Given that two-thirds of Americans will experience at least a year 
of unemployment for themselves or their household head during their working 

TABLE 2 

Proposed reforms would extend jobseeker protection  
to all types of workers

Worker coverage under current and proposed social assistance programs for jobseekers

Type of jobseeker Current coverage Proposed coverage

Employee Sufficient work history to 
qualify for current UI program

UI UI

Insufficient work history to 
qualify for current UI program

None UI for those with more 
work history; JSA for those 
with very little work history

Currently misclassified as an 
independent contractor

None UI

Long-term unemployed, 
including UI exhaustees

None JSA

Other jobseekers Self-employed, including 
independent contractors

None JSA

No recent work history None JSA

Note: The proposed system includes the reforms to UI and the new Jobseeker’s Allowance proposed in this report, as well as full enforcement 
of labor laws.
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years, this is cost-effective protection for a risk that many families face.15 The JSA 
would be fully federally funded through general revenues, although lawmakers 
could choose to offset its cost with revenues from a number of possible sources, as 
described in Section 2. 

The remaining 42 percent of the cost outlined in the proposal is what is required 
to improve the UI system. The large majority of funds for improving UI would 
come from changes to the existing federal and state unemployment taxes that 
employers already pay on behalf of their employees. Specifically, the CAP, GCPI, 
and NELP proposal would expand the wage bases and lower the rates of these 
taxes, making UI’s financing significantly less regressive. 

Updating our nation’s protection against unemployment to reflect 21st century 
realities is an essential step in stabilizing our nation’s economy and in providing 
working families with economic security and mobility-enhancing opportunities. 
The United States needs a social insurance system that is responsive to today’s 
economy, families, and workforce and puts unemployed workers back on a path 
to prosperity.



Section 1: 

Recommendations to 
modernize unemployment 
insurance

10 Center for American Progress | Strengthening Protections Against Unemployment in America
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This section describes recommendations to bring the unemployment insurance 
system into the 21st century. It is organized into three parts corresponding to the 
following goals:

• Ensure that more unemployed workers have access to the tools they need for 
successful re-employment and training by strengthening UI’s effective re-
employment services and reduce layoffs by implementing effective job-retention 
measures 

• Provide more Americans with more adequate protection against the shock of 
unemployment by reforming eligibility criteria to reflect our modern labor 
market, boosting the adequacy of UI benefits, and increasing program access 
and participation 

• Prepare the unemployment insurance system for the next recession by reform-
ing UI’s financing to boost the program’s solvency and improving UI’s ability to 
respond to recessions 
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1.1 Ensure that more unemployed 
workers have access to  
re-employment assistance and 
training and reduce layoffs

1.1.1 Strengthen re-employment services 

A key objective of UI is to keep workers attached to the labor market, meaning 
that they are either working or actively seeking work. Critical to the success of 
this objective are the many services UI offers to unemployed workers—connec-
tions with local employers and job openings; screenings to assess skills and needs; 
work-search tools, in-person assistance, and counseling; and links to training and 
education opportunities. 

UI serves as a major point of entry into the nation’s workforce development 
and re-employment services system, thanks in part to the program’s job-search 
requirements: In addition to being able to work and available for work, UI 
requires all recipients to be actively seeking work. The nation’s 2,500 American 
Job Centers, or AJCs, formerly called One-Stop Career Centers, are the hubs 
of this system, providing information, self-service facilities, staff-assisted re-
employment services, workshops, and referrals to training programs.16 The U.S. 
Department of Labor, or DOL, administers two major programs through AJCs—
the Employment Service,17 or ES, and Workforce Innovation and Opportunity 
Act,18 or WIOA, programs. WIOA primarily serves youth, dislocated workers, 
and adults, many of whom are not eligible for UI. It authorizes employment 
and training programs, adult education and literacy programs, and programs for 
workers with disabilities.19 UI claimants are often referred to training or education 
resources provided by the WIOA system.20
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The ES serves two main functions for UI claimants: to ensure that claimants meet 
UI’s work-search requirements and to provide re-employment and related ser-
vices. The most prevalent service offerings are self-service tools, including online 
job postings, résumé-writing classes, and other short-term services. Depending 
upon funding availability and local priorities, some jobseekers receive more 
intensive, staff-assisted services, including comprehensive assessments, individual 
job search plans, and career counseling.21 The ES also provides assistance to 
displaced workers who are not UI recipients. In addition, the ES provides services 
to employers, including referrals of qualified jobseekers to openings, as well as 
assistance developing job postings, handling layoffs and job restructuring, and 
arranging job fairs.

There is considerable evidence that the so-called public labor exchange function 
of the ES—that is, its role as a neutral party that facilitates matches between work-
ers and firms—is a valuable resource both for workers and employers.22 In this 
capacity, ES staff members broker connections between jobseekers and employers 
who face information barriers to successfully finding and filling job vacancies. As 
economist Louis S. Jacobson points out, many unemployed workers need govern-
ment assistance—provided primarily by American Job Centers—to select the 
re-employment strategy that is best for them from among many options, such as 
identifying growth sectors in which to seek work or entering a training program to 
build new skills.23 

Employers can also benefit from ES staff ’s assistance in providing them with 
recruitment, retention, and other related business services. There is evidence 
that some employers, like some jobseekers, have unrealistic expectations about 
the wages they must pay and the quality of job candidates they can attract 
at those wages.24 Thus, employers often also need help to develop a realistic 
approach to filling open positions, accurately identify and communicate the 
skills required for a job, and find and train suitable workers.25 Serving as bro-
kers, ES staff members who are familiar with the local labor force and training 
providers and are also knowledgeable in identifying transferable skills can assist 
employers in posting and filling job vacancies. Ensuring that workers accept 
jobs that are well-suited to their skills and attributes is important for a smoothly 
functioning economy. However, the availability of these services for jobseekers 
and employers has declined as ES funding has remained flat and local offices 
have closed over the past 30 years. 
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The UI system has tools to target intensive, staff-assisted services toward unem-
ployed workers who are most likely to need these resources. In 1993, Congress 
passed the Worker Profiling and Reemployment Services, or WPRS, program.26 
Under this program, states use statistical models, herein referred to as worker 
profiling models, to identify participants who are most likely to exhaust their 
UI benefits. In other words, worker profiling models identify individuals who 
are unlikely to become successfully re-employed before receiving all of the UI 
benefits for which they are eligible and who, thus, stand to benefit most from UI’s 
intensive services. Selected claimants receive in-person re-employment services, 
also known as RES, which could include orientations, assessments, counseling, 
job placement services and employer referrals, job search workshops, and educa-
tion or training referrals. In 2005, Congress established the Reemployment and 
Eligibility Assessment, or REA, program as an initiative of the UI program.27 
REAs are in-person interviews conducted to ensure claimants are abiding by 
their state’s work-search and other ongoing eligibility requirements.28 Through 
REAs, claimants are referred to re-employment services and training, as necessary. 
Historically, states have not had the resources to provide REAs to every claimant. 
In addition, they have had broad latitude to determine which jobseekers receive an 
in-person assessment and have not consistently relied on existing worker profiling 
systems to target services toward those who most need them. 

Research shows that added investment in re-employment services, especially when 
focused on UI claimants, can pay for itself by shortening unemployment spells, 
facilitating better-quality matches between workers and employers, and lower-
ing the cost of hiring for employers. This saves money for state UI trust funds.29 
To highlight just two examples, a 2010 study published by the National Bureau of 
Economic Research reviewed 97 evaluation studies and documented the posi-
tive impacts of job-search assistance programs.30 And a recent U.S. Department of 
Labor study of Nevada’s 2009 re-employment program demonstrates the cost-
effectiveness of an approach that combines re-employment eligibility assessments 
early in a UI claimant’s benefit year with the provision of individualized re-employ-
ment services, such as help with drafting a résumé and developing a work-search 
plan.31 Nevada was the first state to have the same staff administer the eligibility 
assessment and re-employment services—effectively combining REA and RES—a 
model now called the Reemployment Services and Eligibility Assessment, or 
RESEA, program. The research on the Nevada program is especially useful because 
claimants were randomly selected to either participate in the program or to become 
part of a control group, allowing researchers to isolate the program’s effects on 
participants’ re-employment and future earnings.32 Relative to nonparticipants, 
the program reduced the average duration of participants’ UI receipt by 3.5 weeks 
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and reduced the average amount of UI benefits paid to each participant by $877. 
Participants were also found to have higher earnings in the follow-up period. 

Based on Nevada’s success, Congress increased federal funding in fiscal year 2016 
appropriations to scale up the RESEA model in all states, effectively combin-
ing REA and RES throughout the United States—a promising development. In 
addition, the U.S. Department of Labor is newly requiring states to utilize their 
worker profiling programs to target services toward individuals who are at greatest 
risk of long-term joblessness, as well as toward military veterans who are receiving 
Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Servicemembers, or UCX.33

Re-employment services are underfunded and underdeployed

Despite their effectiveness, UI’s re-employment services are underfunded and 
underdeployed, largely as a consequence of federal neglect.34 Between 1985 and 
2015, the size of the American labor force grew by 36 percent,35 but funding for 
Employment Service grants provided to states shrank by 61 percent in inflation-
adjusted terms. (see Figure 1) Total ES funding per participant was just $46 in 
2014, which is too low to provide the individualized attention many jobseekers 
need.36 On average, each year only slightly more than half of UI claimants receive 
at least one staff-assisted service through the ES.37 

FIGURE 1

Funding for the Employment Service has not kept pace with inflation

Employment Service grants to states, nominal and adjusted for inflation, 
FY 1984 to 2016, in billions

Note: Annual funding levels adjusted for in�ation using the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers. 2009 funding includes 
additional appropriations made under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The 2015 and 2016 data points re�ect enacted 
funding levels.

Source: Authors' calculations from Stephen Wandner, "The Response of the U.S. Public Workforce System to High Unemployment 
During the Great Recession." Unemployment and Recovery Project Working Paper 4 (Urban Institute, 2012), Table 6, available at 
http://www.urban.org/sites/default/�les/alfresco/publication-pdfs/412679-The-Response-of-the-U-S-Public-Workforce-System-
to-High-Unemployment-during-the-Great-Recession.PDF; U.S. Department of Labor, FY 2017 Congressional Budget Justi�cation: State 
Unemployment Insurance and Employment Service Operations (2016), Table 6, available at https://www.dol.gov/sites/default/�les/docu-
ments/general/budget/CBJ-2017-V1-08.pdf. 
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While a majority of jobseekers find jobs relatively quickly without needing a broad 
range of aid or assistance, a significant number of individuals need more inten-
sive services. The widespread lack of in-person resources means many jobseek-
ers—under stress and lacking sufficient information—make less-than-optimal 
decisions about how to search for work, what sort of jobs to seek, and whether to 
participate in training.38 

Furthermore, workers who are likely to become long-term unemployed are not 
being targeted in sufficient numbers for early intervention and job-search assis-
tance. In part, poor targeting is due to UI’s aging information technology, or IT, 
infrastructure. More than one-third of states have never updated their worker 
profiling models—the statistical models that identify participants who are most 
likely to exhaust their UI benefits—which were first created more than two 
decades ago. But an even greater challenge is lack of funding: Since the mid-2000s, 
grants for RES have largely dried up, with the exception of temporary funding 
boosts in 2009 and 2010. Instead, Congress has prioritized funding for the REA 
program. During this time, the underfunded Employment Service has taken on 
most of the cost of providing re-employment services.39 These realities may have 

FIGURE 2

Unemployment spells have become longer and a greater share of UI 
recipients exhaust benefits

Average and median weeks of unemployment and UI exhaustion rate, 1972 to 2015

Note: Shaded areas represent periods when the U.S. economy was in recession during all or part of the year. The UI exhaustion rate is 
the percentage of UI recipients who run out of UI bene�ts before they successfully �nd new employment.

Source: Authors’ calculations from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey (U.S. Department of Labor, 2016), “Average 
(Mean) Duration of Unemployment,” retrieved from Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, FRED Economic Data, available at https://re-
search.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/UEMPMEAN/ (last accessed February 2016); U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey 
(U.S. Department of Labor, 2016), “Median Duration of Unemployment,” retrieved from Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, FRED Economic 
Data, available at https://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/UEMPMED/ (last accessed February 2016); U.S. Department of Labor 
Employment & Training Administration, Report 5159, "Claims and Payment Activities," available at http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/Dat-
aDownloads.asp (last accessed March 2016). 
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contributed to the fact that, at the peak of unemployment in 2010, nearly 6 in 10 
UI claimants exhausted their regular UI benefits before finding employment; this 
figure remains elevated today at nearly two in five claimants, as shown in Figure 
2.40 Indeed, in the fiscally tight years following the Great Recession, when unem-
ployment soared, only about 15 percent of workers who were identified by state 
worker profiling models as likely to exhaust UI benefits were referred to services, 
and most within this group received only assessment and orientation services 
rather than more intensive services, such as job counseling.41 

Finally, in addition to UI claimants, ES funding also serves a large number of 
jobseekers who are not eligible for UI. This compounds the need to boost ES 
funding: Even under the expansions to UI proposed in this report, many jobseek-
ers will remain ineligible for UI, and thus will not have access to employment and 
re-employment services targeted exclusively at UI claimants. This leaves a large 
and diverse population who could benefit from the ES; but given its current lack 
of resources, the ES will fail to reach most of these individuals. This population 
includes, for example, millions of long-term unemployed individuals who have 
exhausted UI benefits in recent years, many of who are now among the more than 
2 million missing workers—potential workers who would be either employed 
or actively seeking work if job opportunities were stronger.42 Young workers are 
often ineligible for UI, as well, because they have little work history, yet unemploy-
ment among workers ages 20 to 24 has been as much as 80 percent higher than 
the overall unemployment rate over the past decade.43 So while the improvements 
proposed in this report would greatly reduce the share of jobless workers who are 
currently unprotected by UI—which in recent years has climbed higher than 85 
percent in more restrictive states—the large numbers of individuals not assisted 
by UI re-employment services further create a compelling need for increased 
ES funding. The proposed Jobseeker’s Allowance, described in Section 2 of this 
report, would provide a platform for better connecting jobseekers who have tradi-
tionally fallen outside of UI’s reach to such services. 

Additional services and supports for UI claimants are too limited in scope

Technology and globalization mean that many jobs lost in recent years are not 
coming back to the U.S. economy, so an increasing number of unemployed 
workers will need to retrain for employment in a different sector. Yet very few 
UI claimants receive training or education, in part because Employment Service 
and RESEA funds can only be used for re-employment and related services, 
not for training services. Moreover, overall funding for training programs in the 
public workforce development system has declined by 20 percent since 2000.44 
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However, many claimants cannot afford to retrain, even when a qualified provider 
is found and funding is provided.45 This is because most training and education 
programs for high-demand skills require longer than UI’s conventional 26 weeks, 
and participants must first spend time seeking out a provider and completing the 
approval process. Few unemployed jobseekers can afford to be without income 
support while they complete a suitable training program. In addition, because 
Employment Service and RESEA funds can only be used for certain purposes, 
some low-income jobseekers are left without the supports needed to take advan-
tage of UI’s re-employment resources. During an unemployment spell, relatively 
small costs may prevent workers—particularly those who have low incomes, 
little savings, or limited access to credit—from pursuing or accepting a particular 
employment opportunity.46 For example, an unemployed low-income worker may 
not be able to afford appropriate clothing for a job interview. 

These costs can be especially constraining for those who reside in areas where 
they have few job prospects and need to relocate to seek work. Workers with poor 
credit, for example, may not be able to accept a well-suited job in a neighboring 
state because they do not have sufficient cash or credit to finance their move. A 
complementary program to UI, the Trade Adjustment Assistance, or TAA, pro-
gram—which serves workers who have been displaced due to international trade 
dynamics that lead to layoffs or reduced work hours—addresses this problem by 
providing job-search allowances up to a maximum of $1,250 to cover expenses 
associated with job search and relocation.47 Unlike under TAA, however, job-
search allowances are not currently a permitted use of Employment Service funds 
for UI participants. 

Few other support services have historically been made available to help low-
income participants engage in job search under UI. Under the earlier Workforce 
Investment Act, or WIA, just 3.9 percent of UI claimants received supportive 
services in 2014.48 Its recently authorized successor, WIOA, takes several steps to 
improve employment and training services for those who face barriers to eco-
nomic success—including adults with work histories who may be eligible for UI, 
as well as adults and youth with little or no work experience. However, without 
sufficient funds, states will still struggle to provide the services low-income par-
ticipants need to be successful. 

Finally, the opportunities UI’s re-employment services offer tend to focus on jobs 
that fall under the traditional employer-employee model. For example, few states 
offer entrepreneurship opportunities to interested UI participants or connect 
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participants who need training in a new sector to apprenticeship opportunities. 
While it is true the traditional employer-employee model accounts for, by far, the 
largest share of employment in the United States—and is expected to continue 
to do so—not all unemployed workers will be best served by this one-size-fits-all 
model of employment.49 By focusing narrowly on traditional opportunities with 
local employers, some UI participants may miss the opportunity to maximize 
their career potential or to enter a new field—and others may not find any oppor-
tunities that suit their skills, needs, and personal circumstances. 

Steps to reinvigorate UI’s re-employment services

Policymakers must reinvigorate UI’s re-employment resources to get people back 
to work in quality jobs and strengthen UI as a pillar of our nation’s workforce 
development system. As the economy returns to prerecession levels of unemploy-
ment, now is the time to bolster and update this critical infrastructure before its 
capacity is once again strained by a future economic downturn.

Adequately fund and expand effective services

Reducing long-term unemployment and reconnecting jobseekers with employ-
ment provides critical assistance to affected families and communities. Given the 
widespread need for more services for jobseekers, as well as the demonstrated 
cost-effectiveness of these services, we suggest a significant expansion of inten-
sive re-employment services. An investment of approximately $1.54 billion in 
additional annual funding, relative to 2016 spending levels, would help prevent 
newly jobless workers from exhausting benefits and dropping out of the labor 
market while strengthening workforce connections for long-term unemployed 
individuals and youth. This funding would include new investments for addi-
tional re-employment services for claimants likely to exhaust UI benefits, as well 
as more individualized re-employment services for the majority of jobseekers 
who are not UI recipients. 

Addressing the needs of both of these groups will require boosting two federal 
grant funding streams for states: unemployment insurance (for Reemployment 
Services and Eligibility Assessments, or RESEAs) and the Employment Service. 
The following recommendations take as a starting point the Obama administra-
tion’s budget requests of the past two years, which acknowledge the importance of 
re-employment services for UI claimants and other jobseekers and build upon the 
existing infrastructure of the public re-employment system. The Obama adminis-
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tration’s FY 2017 budget calls for an additional $70.9 million of UI program fund-
ing for RESEAs relative to 2016 levels. This would enable the RESEA program 
to reach approximately one-third of UI claimants identified by their state’s UI 
profiling process as likely to exhaust benefits, as well as all veterans receiving UCX 
benefits. Taken together with the increased RESEA funding that was secured in 
FY 2016, the administration’s budget proposal—if enacted—would represent sig-
nificant progress on behalf of UI claimants. Nevertheless, there is justification to 
go even further than the administration with respect to re-employment services.

Adding a total of $650 million to RESEA funding for UI claimants would furnish 
services to the large majority of individuals identified by worker profiling models 
as likely to exhaust UI benefits, based upon estimates included in the administra-
tion’s two most recent budget proposals. We estimate that this would result in 
assistance for at least 3 million total claimants at risk of exhausting UI benefits 
each year.50 Extending the cost-savings ratio from the successful re-employment 
initiative in the state of Nevada in 2009, a total investment of $650 million for ser-
vices to these claimants would produce an estimated annual savings of nearly $1.7 
billion in UI benefit payments, with a net savings of about $1 billion to state UI 
programs.51 These savings make an ongoing investment of this size well justified. 

As for the second stream of funding—ES grants—only about $700 million per 
year has been made available to states for the past several years, although some 
modest but temporary additions were made during 2009 and 2010 under the the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.52 In keeping with this pattern, the 
administration’s FY 2017 budget requests an appropriation of $680 million for 
state ES grants, the same level as was enacted in FY 2016.53

However, given the decades of neglect of funding for this program and the clear 
need to increase these cost-effective services, this proposal calls for an additional 
$1 billion per year for Employment Service state grants—or $1.68 billion total. 
This would restore Employment Service funding to its mid-1980s level, had it kept 
pace with inflation ever since. It would represent an increase of $1 billion from FY 
2016 actual spending and from the administration’s FY 2017 request, as shown in 
the table below.54 

In addition, a modest one-time federal investment is needed to upgrade UI’s aging 
IT infrastructure, including modernizing worker profiling models. Among other 
things, this would provide the resources states need to ensure they are targeting 
services to the most at-risk jobless workers. The administration’s FY 2017 budget 
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would provide $50 million for states’ IT updates but neglects to address the need 
to upgrade worker profiling. In Section 1.2.3, we propose funding for this and 
other critical technological updates as part of a larger investment to bolster states’ 
administrative capabilities and effectiveness. 

TABLE 3 

Federal re-employment services funding levels: Recent and proposed

Federal grant to states 
FY 2016  

appropriations
President Obama's FY 2017 

budget request
CAP, GCPI, and  
NELP proposal

Unemployment Insurance—
RESEA

$115 million FY 2016 appropriations + 
approximately $70.9 million = 

$185.9 million

FY 2016 appropriations  
+ $535 million =  

$650 million

Employment Service $680 million No difference  
from FY 2016

FY 2016 appropriations  
+ $1 billion =  
$1.68 billion 

Source: Office of Management and Budget, Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2017 (Executive Office of the President, 2016), available at https://www.
whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/budget/fy2017/assets/budget.pdf; U.S. Department of Labor, Fiscal Year 2017 Congressional Budget Justification, Employment and 
Training Administration (2016), available at https://www.dol.gov/sites/default/files/documents/general/budget/CBJ-2017-V1-08.pdf.

In addition to its UI and ES proposals, the administration’s FY 2017 budget also 
requests $300 million per year over five years to significantly expand resources for 
Career Navigators as part of the administration’s job-driven training initiative.55 
Career Navigators provide re-employment assistance and counseling to the long-
term unemployed, workers who have dropped out of the labor force, and part-time 
workers who are seeking full-time work. Many of the jobseekers who would be 
served by Career Navigators would be ineligible for UI, even under the modernized 
UI system proposed in this report. Under our proposal, these individuals would 
receive assistance and services during their job search through the ES and/or from 
our new Jobseeker’s Allowance program, described in Section 2. While not of the 
scale required to meet the diverse needs of all of today’s jobseekers, the enhanced 
Career Navigator funding would nonetheless be a step forward in assisting the 
nation’s many underserved jobseekers. However, unlike the administration’s bud-
get, the authors urge that greater funding for Career Navigators be introduced in 
addition to—rather than at the expense of—additional funding for ES.56 

Enhance training opportunities

In order for UI to serve as a workforce-development platform for workers who 
need training to find a role in a changed labor market, policymakers should allow 
workers to receive up to 26 weeks of additional unemployment compensation 
while they are participating full time in a qualifying education or training pro-
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gram. To take advantage of the opportunity, participants would need to continue 
meeting the other requirements for UI eligibility and be enrolled by the 13th week 
of their UI claim. The recommendations above—including modernizing the tech-
nology in states’ worker profiling systems and expanding the RESEA program—
would improve targeting of workers early in their unemployment spell who are 
most in need of intensive training.

Broaden the allowable use of funds

Many unemployed workers have very limited financial liquidity: Studying data 
prior to the Great Recession, economist Raj Chetty noted that “nearly half of job 
losers in the United States report zero liquid wealth at the time of job loss.”57 The 
allowable uses of Employment Service and WIOA funding should be broadened 
to cover several currently excluded purposes to alleviate workers’ liquidity con-
straints. States should be allowed to use up to 10 percent of Employment Service 
funds for several currently disallowable purposes. 

First, following the model of TAA, policymakers should allow Employment 
Service funds to cover a limited set of costs associated with job search and 
relocation for workers who have economic need.58 Cash-constrained workers are 
unlikely to have the funds to relocate in order to seek higher-quality employment, 
but up-front support from the UI program in addition to the weekly benefit could 
allow them to do so, while also encouraging geographic labor mobility. Evidence 
from a German labor-market policy demonstrates that such a relocation subsidy 
boosts subsequent wages and job stability, primarily as a consequence of improved 
matching between workers and firms.59 UI claimants or exhaustees who receive an 
offer of employment—or demonstrate a strong likelihood of re-employment—
outside of their normal commuting zone could receive assistance up to 90 percent 
of the expenses involved in moving themselves, their family, and their household 
goods.60 Additionally, they would be eligible to receive a lump-sum payment of up 
to three times their average weekly wage. Relocation allowances would be subject 
to a maximum cap of $2,000 in the initial year—the equivalent of about six weeks 
of benefits for the average UI recipient—and linked to inflation thereafter.61 An 
individual worker could receive a relocation allowance, at most, once during any 
five-year period.62 And for interstate moves, the receiving state would cover the 
cost of the allowance under its ES grant.63 

Additionally, UI’s re-employment services must connect unemployed workers 
to—or provide them with—supportive services such as transportation, child care, 
housing assistance, and need-related payments for qualifying reasons such as to 
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prevent eviction or foreclosure. This will enable low-income participants to suc-
cessfully seek work and participate in training. Making these supportive services 
available will require policymakers to fully fund WIOA. Such supportive services 
will take on increased importance in the expanded UI system envisioned in this 
proposal because it extends coverage to a greater share of low-wage and economi-
cally vulnerable workers. (see Section 1.2.2 below)

Encourage entrepreneurship and increase access to alternative  

employment options

In addition to increasing the reach of existing re-employment services—and 
ensuring that cash-strapped workers have the supports needed to engage in job 
search—policymakers should expand the types of employment opportunities UI 
supports beyond the traditional employer-employee model. 

First, we recommend dramatically increasing unemployed workers’ opportu-
nity to become entrepreneurs through UI. While entrepreneurship will not be 
the best path for the vast majority of UI participants, supporting entrepreneur-
ship among the minority of participants for whom business-creation is a strong 
option is valuable: Young, small businesses are an important source of new job 
creation in the United States, but the rate of new business formation has fallen 
by nearly half over the past three decades.64 We recommend increasing entrepre-
neurship by expanding access to Self-Employment Assistance, or SEA, programs. 
These programs assist UI claimants in starting small businesses by providing 
entrepreneurship training and other resources and by waiving UI’s typical work-
search requirements to allow participants to build their businesses on a full-time 
basis. In 2015, six states had active SEA programs.65 We recommend every state 
be required to create and maintain a SEA program as a condition of receiving the 
full Federal Unemployment Tax Act, or FUTA, tax credit. (As explained in the 
text box in Section 1.3.1, the federal government collects a FUTA tax of 6 percent 
on the first $7,000 of wages paid to employees in every state. However, except 
under special circumstances, it then returns most of the tax revenue by giving 
states a credit of 5.4 percent, making the effective FUTA tax rate 0.6 percent. 
We recommend that the amount of this credit be reduced in states that fail to 
create and maintain SEA programs.) Federal policymakers should provide one-
time funds to initiate these programs in states where they do not already exist 
and to enhance operations in states with previously established programs. SEA 
programs should be required to connect participants with local Small Business 
Development Centers run by the U.S. Small Business Administration. And to 
encourage states to invest in the quality of their SEA programs, the current 
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requirement that SEA programs be budget neutral should be lifted.66 However, 
recognizing that entrepreneurship will be appropriate for only a minority of UI 
participants, our proposal would maintain the current restriction that caps SEA 
participation at 5 percent of UI beneficiaries in a state.67 

To further foster UI as a channel to entrepreneurship, jobless workers should 
be allowed to consider participating in SEA from the beginning of their unem-
ployment spell, rather than requiring that the worker profiling system identify 
potential participants among those who are likely to exhaust UI benefits. Finally, 
SEA participants should be given the option to claim up to half of their remaining 
unemployment compensation as an upfront payment to finance the start of their 
business—following the example of France, which introduced such an initiative in 
2007.68 SEA will never represent a large share of UI participation, but the evidence 
from France suggests there likely is a meaningful level of untapped entrepreneurial 
talent that can be revealed and invested in effectively through this mechanism, 
with positive overall effects for the economy. 

In addition to entrepreneurship and traditional employment opportunities, 
American Job Center counselors who administer re-employment services should 
seek to connect UI participants with other types of employment opportunities, 
as appropriate for them, including subsidized jobs, national service jobs, and 
apprenticeships. Under a subsidized job program, an employer receives a subsidy 
from the government to temporarily offset some or all of the costs of employing 
a participating worker.69 Firms receive a break in labor costs to train new work-
ers they may not otherwise have hired, while the workers gain work experience, 
income, and the expectation of a permanent position if they perform well. Under 
a national service program, the government directly pays participants a modest 
stipend to work in areas of national need such as affordable housing or environ-
mental conservation.70 And under an apprenticeship program, a worker learns a 
certifiable set of skills through on-the-job training, with wages paid primarily or 
fully by the employer and the expectation of a full-time position upon completion 
of the apprenticeship program.71 

These three opportunities are primarily targeted toward less experienced and 
disadvantaged workers in ordinary economic times—a greater number of whom 
would be eligible for UI under this proposal than is currently the case. Moreover, 
proposed national-level programs would be highly countercyclical, making them 
appropriate for a greater share of workers when jobs become scarce during times 
of high unemployment. Although the United States lags behind other developed 
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nations in its use of the apprenticeship model, recent federal efforts to support 
apprenticeships may increase their use as a tool for reskilling and retraining work-
ers seeking a career change, as well as for new entrants to the labor market.72 The 
apprenticeship model of worker training is beneficial to employees and employers 
alike—raising wages, increasing productivity, and boosting employers’ bottom 
lines. It is also a promising option to close the shortfall of 5 million qualified 
workers that the United States is projected to experience by 2020 in high-demand, 
high-growth industries.73 Two recent reports from the Center for American 
Progress propose the creation of national programs for subsidized employment 
and national service, both of which hold similar promise for unemployed youth, 
disadvantaged workers, and others seeking a foothold in the labor market.74 

Summary of recommendations: Strengthen re-employment services 

• Increase total annual funding for the Reemployment Services and Eligibility 
Assessment, or RESEA, program for UI claimants to $650 million and for 
Employment Service state grants to $1.68 billion 

• Require that all states provide intensive re-employment services to at least half 
of UI claimants who are not likely to return to their former employer or industry 
and that states rely on the Worker Profiling and Reemployment Services system 
to prioritize service delivery 

• Require states to provide qualifying workers with up to 26 weeks of additional 
unemployment compensation following exhaustion of regular state benefits 
while participating in state-approved education or training full time

• Encourage entrepreneurship as an option for UI recipients: 

 – Require states to establish Self-Employment Assistance, or SEA, programs, 
and provide one-time federal funds to establish these programs

 – Lift the requirement that SEA programs be budget neutral 
 – Mandate SEA programs to connect participants with local Small Business 
Development Centers 

 – Allow jobless workers to participate in SEA from the beginning of their UI 
claim 

 – Allow SEA participants to claim up to half of their remaining UI benefit 
entitlement upfront to finance the start of their business 
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• Encourage job counselors to connect UI claimants with appropriate opportuni-
ties beyond conventional employment, such as apprenticeships, national service 
jobs, and subsidized jobs

• Allow up to 10 percent of Employment Service, or ES, funds to be used for cur-
rently disallowable purposes:

 – Make job search and relocation allowances of up to $2,000—available to 
individuals, at most, once in a five-year period—an allowable use of ES funds 
for UI claimants and exhaustees 

 – Provide job seekers with—or connect them to—supportive services such as 
transportation, child care, housing assistance, and need-related payments to 
enable participation in training

1.1.2 Reduce layoffs by implementing effective job-retention 
measures

In addition to connecting workers to new job opportunities when they become 
unemployed—and preventing their families from falling into poverty while they 
seek these opportunities—our UI system also helps currently employed workers 
keep the jobs they already have. UI has built-in incentives that encourage employ-
ers to retain workers, thereby helping working families, taxpayers, the macroecon-
omy, and employers themselves. 

The UI system has two main tools to encourage continued employment: work 
sharing and experience-rated taxation. In addition to these tools, the UI system 
also increases the tenure in new jobs by facilitating improved matching between 
workers and firms—meaning that workers find a job that is well suited to their 
skillset and interests. By encouraging continued employment, UI enhances mac-
roeconomic stability and promotes economic certainty.

Layoffs and unemployment are costly

It is well established that job loss carries high personal costs for workers and their 
families. Unemployment spells may lead to financial hardship and economic 
insecurity among working families in the near term—and may also permanently 
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reduce workers’ earnings potential, as well as inflict lasting emotional and psycho-
logical damage.75 Workers themselves are not the only ones harmed when a job is 
lost: Research shows that children experience reduced educational performance 
and increased behavioral problems when a parent loses a job.76 Furthermore, job 
loss can threaten family stability and cohesion, compounding the negative effects 
on children’s long-term outcomes.77 UI’s ability to reduce the frequency of layoffs 
thus reduces the incidence of economic hardship and other negative conse-
quences for workers and their families. 

In addition to the personal costs experienced by workers and their families, 
layoffs and job loss carry high social costs—that is, costs borne by govern-
ment and society more generally. Most notably, eligible laid-off workers impose 
costs on the UI program when they draw UI benefits. But unemployed work-
ers are also more likely to turn to other forms of public assistance as well, such 
as the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, or SNAP—formerly food 
stamps—and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, or TANF, cash assis-
tance. Job loss is also a common trigger of home foreclosure—which, par-
ticularly on a large scale as occurred during the Great Recession, can destroy 
communities’ wealth. Macroeconomic instability, uncertainty, and downturns 
carry social costs as well.78 

Layoffs can also be costly to firms in the long run, causing employers to lose 
experienced employees—who tend to be more productive than new employ-
ees—and, when demand ticks up, requiring them to expend resources to search 
for replacements for laid-off workers.79 Policies that encourage continued employ-
ment reduce firms’ incentives to compete based on business models that prop up 
short-term profits at the expense of longer-term sustainability.80 Indeed, when 
firms retain workers for longer periods of time, they face increased incentives to 
invest in those workers, such as through education and training—leading, in turn, 
to a better-educated, more-productive workforce.81 

How UI reduces layoffs and encourages continued employment 

As noted above, the UI system encourages continued employment through work 
sharing, experience-rated taxation, and facilitating better matching between work-
ers and employers.
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Work sharing

When firms face a temporary reduction in demand for their products, such as 
during an economic slowdown, they may lay off workers to cut labor costs and 
scale back production. Work sharing programs—also called short-time com-
pensation—provide an alternative to layoffs by giving employers the option to 
reduce work hours for all or a segment of employees, who then receive partial UI 
benefits to replace part of the lost income. For example, as an alternative to laying 
off 20 employees out of a workforce of 100, an employer could instead reduce the 
work hours of all 100 employees by one day per week. Work sharing benefits are 
deducted from an employee’s maximum entitlement for regular UI benefits in a 
given benefit year. These programs benefit workers and firms alike. They allow 
workers to retain their jobs and most of their wages, with UI paying benefits to 
offset part of the earnings loss.82 In this way, work sharing more equitably spreads 
the pain of a recession by distributing the reduction in work hours across a larger 
number of workers. These initiatives also help firms weather a recession and allow 
them to retain experience and human capital in their workforce and reduce future 
costs of hiring to replace laid-off workers.83 By reducing the extent of layoffs when 
firms face temporary reductions in demand, work sharing may help dampen the 
depth and length of recessions, reducing the social cost of downturns. 

Work sharing is a well-established and widely used practice in other developed 
economies—particularly in European nations, where research suggests that work 
sharing significantly reduced job loss during the Great Recession. In Germany, 
for example, work sharing saved an estimated 400,000 jobs.84 By contrast, in the 
United States, work sharing is infrequently used and is not well known among 
employers.85 Only 17 states had work sharing programs at the start of the Great 
Recession, and research suggests that the programs could have had far greater 
impact in forestalling job loss had they been implemented widely across the 
United States.86 In 2009, these programs only assisted 0.2 percent of employees 
in these states—compared to participation rates of 3.2 percent in Germany, 
3.3 percent in Italy, and 5.6 percent in Belgium.87 Although the Obama admin-
istration offered grants to states to create and expand work sharing programs 
between 2012 and 2014, 21 states did not establish programs by the deadline.88 
Nonetheless, some states and their employers made significant use of work shar-
ing; their experience demonstrated how work sharing can be a highly effective 
job-retention tool, saving an estimated 160,000 jobs in 2009 and more than 
501,000 since 2008.89 
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Experience rating 

As noted above, layoffs create several types of costs firms themselves do not pay, 
including social costs to taxpayers and the economy. When firms do not face 
the full cost of their layoffs, they tend to lay off workers more frequently than is 
socially or economically optimal. To ensure that firms take into account at least 
a portion of these additional costs, states experience rate the taxes they impose 
on firms. This is accomplished by adjusting the State Unemployment Tax Act, or 
SUTA, tax rates that each firm faces according to that firm’s historical behavior (its 
experience) with layoffs, usually on an annual basis. 

The threat of a higher future tax rate is intended to encourage employers not to lay 
a worker off unless the benefit of doing so exceeds the true cost, which includes 
part of the social cost. By ensuring that firms face some of the externalized costs of 
their layoffs, experience rating also reduces the advantage some firms could obtain 
over their competitors by rapidly laying off workers during temporary demand 
shortfalls and rapidly rehiring when demand resurges. Thus, experience rating may 
preclude a so-called race to the bottom among firms, which can lead to business 
practices that hurt working families and contribute to macroeconomic instability. 
By corollary, experience rating also rewards firms that impose fewer social costs 
in the form of layoffs. By taxing employers based in part on their layoff history, UI 
assigns to employers a portion of the system’s costs imposed by the same employ-
ers when they lay workers off. 

However, experience rating is not without its downsides. In particular, it can 
encourage employers to aggressively challenge valid claims or fire employees for 
the purpose of avoiding higher unemployment insurance taxes.

Other indirect incentives to continued employment

Finally, by giving them a temporary means of support, UI allows workers the time 
to search for higher-quality jobs that are better suited to their skillsets rather than 
accepting the first position they find out of financial desperation. This leads to bet-
ter matches between workers and firms: Research shows that more generous UI 
benefits cause workers to stay in their new jobs longer—another way in which UI 
incentivizes continued employment.90 
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Improving incentives for reducing layoffs and maintaining employment

Enhance work sharing

Both international experience and some state experience suggest workers, 
employers, and the economy would benefit from greater work sharing participa-
tion—particularly at the start of the next recession, when work sharing could 
contribute to a slower increase in state and national unemployment rates. 

To this end, we recommend all states be required to create work sharing programs 
that conform to the national program standards established under federal legisla-
tion in 201291 and that the federal government provide a one-time partial federal 
funding to design, implement, and promote these programs according to best 
practices. This will ensure that work sharing is available to all American employ-
ers. In addition, establishing these programs simultaneously on a wide scale may 
increase employers’ awareness of the program as an alternative to layoffs. Most 
importantly, having programs in place would allow all states to hit the ground 
running during future economic downturns by ramping up participation more 
quickly.92 This is critical, because under this proposal, as described in Section 1.3.2 
below, the federal government would fully fund work sharing benefits for a mini-
mum of one year in states that experience elevated unemployment and thus begin 
paying Extended Benefits to long-term unemployed claimants.

There are several key components of successful work sharing programs that 
serve the needs of workers and employers alike.93 First, state UI programs should 
provide employers with administrative flexibility to use the tools they think will 
be most effective. This includes permitting employers to rotate which employ-
ees participate in work sharing; factor in individual employee preferences when 
determining reductions; and change the overall scale of the work hours reduction 
while a work sharing plan is active in order to accommodate changes in business 
conditions on a week-to-week basis.

States should monitor participating employers to ensure they are not relying on 
work sharing as a permanent business model and that they have a plan to return 
participants to full employment. However, they should also be flexible enough to 
adjust when slack business conditions persist for longer than expected. The sug-
gested approach is an initial six-month plan with the potential for an extension of 
up to six months. 
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Furthermore, states should eliminate overly restrictive limits on employer participa-
tion. For example, Wisconsin limits employer participation to six months every five 
years. State UI agencies must be free to evaluate work sharing applications on an indi-
vidualized basis and grant approval when—after examination—they conclude that 
work sharing offers an effective job-retention strategy, that an employer has a reason-
able plan to restore full-time jobs, and that implementation is in the best interest of 
the employer and workers alike. To this end, states should have the latitude to permit 
employers with histories of high layoff activity to participate in work sharing. These 
will typically be employers with negative account balances, meaning they have paid 
less in UI taxes than benefits to former employees, or employers that are paying their 
state’s maximum tax rate. Though such restrictions on participation are meant to limit 
abuses of the program, they effectively discourage participation among the businesses 
whose workers could most benefit from a layoff aversion strategy. Similarly, they 
reduce the potential for companies that have historically relied on layoffs to transition 
to an alternative, such as work sharing, that is based on schedule reduction.

To improve state administration of work sharing programs, the U.S. Department 
of Labor should identify appropriate software that all states can use both to better 
manage their programs and to track relevant metrics that will help state agencies 
target their employer outreach. In the interim, states should use federal imple-
mentation grants to automate the processing of employer plans and work sharing 
claims, much as they have done for regular UI claims, and better integrate work 
sharing into existing UI data systems. Such upgrades could make participation 
more attractive to employers. 

Certain benefit features of state work sharing programs have been shown to 
positively influence support from workers. Because work sharing payments are 
deducted from a worker’s maximum UI benefit entitlement, employees who 
expect they will be laid off in the near term may prefer to forgo work sharing 
compensation entirely. Instead, states should treat participating workers as though 
they are still employed, an approach used in Canada and most European coun-
tries. For the sake of administrative ease and to encourage greater employer par-
ticipation, state unemployment insurance laws should also eliminate provisions 
that reduce work sharing payments when claimants make the perfectly rational 
choice to supplement their weekly income with a part-time job.94

Finally, meaningful employer outreach by various program stakeholders—including 
state UI agencies, government officials, and representatives of the business commu-
nity—has proven key to raising employer participation in work sharing in states.95 
States must have adequate federal funds appropriated to them in order to do so. 
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Improve experience rating

Experience-rated taxation is the second key tool for keeping workers in the jobs 
they already have. Each state has a different approach to experience rating, and an 
identical firm could face very different experience ratings in different states. In many 
states, experience ratings are not well aligned with the true cost of layoffs to the UI 
system—even though these costs affect taxpayers nationwide—in part because 
many states seek to keep taxes on their firms favorably low. Notably, all states cur-
rently have maximum caps on the experience-rated components of their SUTA tax 
rates. Once a firm’s tax rate exceeds this cap, it no longer absorbs any of the social 
costs associated with additional layoffs, greatly undercutting the ability of the expe-
rience-rating system to affect future layoff behavior at those firms. Under current 
law, states can set a ceiling on employers’ tax rates as low as 5.4 percent—the lowest 
maximum rate permitted under FUTA. In 2015, states’ tax ceilings ranged from 5.4 
percent in a number of states to nearly 12.3 percent in Massachusetts.100 

Insuring against earnings loss 
In its proposed FY 2017 budget, the Obama administration 

put forth a number of proposals that would vastly strengthen 

the UI program and its ability to respond to the next recession. 

Although some of its proposals are not as far reaching as this 

report argues is warranted, the administration’s efforts to help 

reform and restore the UI program are broadly in line with the 

recommendations put forward in this report and would signifi-

cantly protect against the harms of job loss. 

One proposal that has drawn particular attention is the creation 

of a wage insurance program. Under the administration’s pro-

posal, workers who earn less than $50,000 per year and accept 

a lower-paying job after a period of unemployment can collect 

half of the difference between their previous and current sala-

ries—up to $10,000—over the course of two years. It is similar 

in structure to a small existing wage-insurance program avail-

able for workers displaced from their jobs due to trade, known 

as Alternative Trade Adjustment Assistance—although that 

program is targeted toward workers age 50 or older.96 From the 

perspectives of workers and the economy, there are arguments 

both in favor of and against wage insurance. For example, pro-

ponents of wage insurance tend to believe that it will speed re-

employment and cushion the economic blow of having to take 

a lower-paying job.97 Opponents express concern that evidence 

showing wage insurance speeds re-employment is limited.98 

Furthermore, they worry it can encourage workers to follow a 

permanently lower earnings trajectory than they should pursue 

given their skill level, leading to downward economic mobil-

ity for the individual worker and depressing wages across the 

board, especially in lower-paying jobs and industries.99 

A targeted wage insurance program may be worth considering 

as part of an overall discussion of what our nation must do to 

shore up the UI program. As such, wage insurance should be 

considered in conjunction with other policy options that can 

facilitate re-employment, such as work sharing and a pro-

gressive tax code that cushions some of the wage loss when 

someone moves from a higher to a lower tax bracket. Critically, 

however, wage insurance is only appropriate as part and parcel 

of broader UI reform: It is in no way a substitute for a modern, 

effective UI program that protects working families.
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Experience rating was conceived by its proponents as a means to ensure that 
employers in every state face the social costs of their layoffs, thereby increasing 
equity across employers and reducing the prevalence of rapid-turnover business 
models that hurt working families and the macroeconomy.101 However, the lack of 
transparency in states’ experience-rating formulas—as well as the ceilings on tax 
rates—prevent the tax rates from fully charging employers for the costs that they 
impose on the UI system, thereby insufficiently deterring layoffs.102 If employers 
were forced to properly incorporate these costs through UI, however, UI would 
make higher-layoff firms less profitable and lower-layoff firms more profitable. 
This would likely shift more job creation toward lower-layoff firms. There are gaps 
in experience rating in every state, including low maximum tax rates and narrow 
taxable wage bases.103 

Our recommendation is to strengthen experience rating by addressing these gaps, 
while at the same time—recognizing that experience rating has disadvantages as 
well as advantages—also allowing some states to experiment with the elimination 
of experience rating through waivers. (see text box below) 

To strengthen experience rating,104 we propose gradually increasing the low-
est maximum tax rate from the current 5.4 percent to 7.0 percent.105 A stronger 
experience-rating system could be phased in over a period of three years to 
avoid sharp changes for employers and to give employers a chance to respond 
to the newly introduced incentives by improving their employment practices. 
Changes to experience rating should be phased in alongside additional measures 
to improve and align states’ taxation practices, and non-job-related good-cause 
separations should not be charged to the employer, as discussed in Sections 
1.3.1 and 1.2.1, respectively. Finally, states should be given the option to sus-
pend experience rating for work sharing benefits paid and not charge participat-
ing employers during periods of federal reimbursement, as discussed in Section 
1.3.2. This will encourage employers to use work sharing to spread the burden 
of reduced demand across their workforce during temporary downturns in 
demand rather than laying workers off.

Additional measures to reduce layoffs and maintain employment

Finally, by adopting recommendations elsewhere in this report—recommenda-
tions that would expand UI’s reach among unemployed workers, enhance its 
adequacy, and improve its resources for jobseekers—UI will lead to higher-quality 
matches between employees and employers. This may lead to both greater pro-
ductivity and longer tenure at a given job. 



Adjusting employer taxes based on layoff histories 
The practice of experience rating is unique to the United 

States.106 While it has positive effects that have been document-

ed,107 experience rating also has several limitations. First, it can 

be difficult to set experience rates at optimal levels to properly 

discourage layoffs. Furthermore, experience rating creates a 

financial incentive for employers to avoid responsibility for 

their layoffs in order to keep their tax rates low.108 For example, 

employers may seek to fire a worker for cause when a layoff is 

the appropriate course of action. This not only results in a black 

mark on workers’ employment records—making subsequent 

employment more difficult to find—but also renders the 

workers ineligible for UI, denying them benefits that they have 

earned and often desperately need. 

Employers have found additional ways to avoid being charged 

for their layoffs, as well. Research by Jeffrey B. Wenger at the 

University of Georgia and others documents the existence of 

an entire industry of intermediary firms that are hired by large 

employers to contest the attribution of layoffs in administrative 

courts. This industry includes firms such as Talx (now Equifax 

Workforce Solutions) and ADP. A 2007 internal study by the 

DOL found that Talx, for example, was “significantly slower and 

less complete in answering auditors’ questions than employers 

who handled their own claims,” as detailed in a 2010 New York 

Times article.109 The article further describes the frustrations 

that various state UI administrators had with Talx and other 

agents, with Iowa’s deputy director for employment security 

noting that “We are more likely to see a claim of misconduct 

that is completely unsupported by the factual record” when 

third party agents are involved.110 

These undesirable side effects of experience rating could be 

partially mitigated by introducing a federal standard to harmo-

nize the experience-rating system across states and otherwise 

reforming states’ SUTA tax rates (see Section 1.3.1 below). These 

steps would lead to greater transparency in taxation and would 

better align the taxes that firms face with the true social costs 

they impose. 

However, the many practical challenges of experience rating 

have led some UI scholars to suggest eliminating the practice 

altogether.111 Policymakers could allow interested states to 

obtain waivers or introduce pilot programs in order to forego 

experience rating in their state. This would allow researchers 

to evaluate the impact on firms’ layoff practices and to study 

whether the benefits of experience rating—its usefulness in 

deterring layoffs and allocating program costs among employ-

ers—outweigh the costs in terms of wasted resources and 

detriment to workers. 

This could hold particular benefit to low-wage workers.112 Since 

UI taxes are passed through to the worker in the form of lower 

wages, low-wage workers who work for high-turnover firms are 

already indirectly paying most or all of the cost of these taxes 

today—yet are frequently denied benefits because employers 

have an incentive to fight their claims.

Furthermore, although it could tend to increase layoffs, 

suspending experience rating could make the UI system less 

costly—by reducing legal challenges from employers—and 

less complicated to administer. This would free up UI adminis-

trative funds to be used to make major improvements to the 

UI infrastructure and provide more customized services to UI 

recipients.
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Summary of recommendations: Reduce layoffs by implementing effective 
job-retention measures 

In summary, the following recommendations would improve the UI system’s 
capacity to help workers keep the jobs they already have:

• Mandate that all state UI laws include a work sharing program that conforms 
to the related provisions of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act 
of 2012; for states that do not already have programs, provide one-time federal 
grant funding for implementation and for promoting and marketing work shar-
ing to employers and workers

• Implement work sharing with an eye toward the best practices that result in 
effective programs:

 – Provide employers with the administrative flexibility they need to make pro-
grams work in their businesses

 – Allow employers to extend the duration of work sharing plans where 
appropriate

 – Eliminate overly restrictive limits on employer use of work sharing, including 
allowing employers with histories of high layoffs to participate

 – Use federal grants to automate work sharing claims filing and better integrate 
work sharing into existing UI systems

 – Consider certain benefits features that are known to raise employee support
 – Take advantage of federal grant funds to conduct effective and ample 
employer outreach in partnership with other work sharing stakeholders 

• Require 100 percent federal funding of work sharing benefits for a minimum of 
one year when states trigger (or automatically turn on) Extended Benefits (see 
Section 1.3.2)

• Standardize the approach to experience rating across states, including gradually 
increasing the lowest maximum tax rate from 5.4 percent to 7.0 percent

• Create waivers for a small number of states to temporarily suspend experience 
rating in order to study the costs and benefits of doing so

• Improve the quality of job matches by enhancing the coverage and adequacy of 
UI (see other sections)
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1.2 Provide more Americans with 
more adequate protection against 
the shock of unemployment

1.2.1 Reform eligibility criteria to reflect our modern labor force 
and contemporary employer practices

Two in three Americans will experience at least a year of unemployment for them-
selves or their household head during their working years.113 The UI system was 
created to ensure that periods of unemployment—whose timing is unpredictable, 
despite being highly likely to occur at some point over the course of a worker’s 
career—do not throw American families into poverty and turmoil. 

For 80 years, UI has successfully smoothed the unpredictable costs of job loss for 
tens of millions of workers, supported by very modest payments from employers 
(on their workers’ behalf) based on their workers’ earnings. Between 2008 and 
2012, in the aftermath of the recession, UI prevented an estimated 1.4 million 
foreclosures114—and in 2009 alone, it kept more than 5 million Americans out 
of poverty.115 What’s more, a recent study by Nathaniel Hendren of Harvard 
University shows when researchers account for the costly precautions that work-
ers would otherwise take against the risk of job loss, UI is more than one-third 
more valuable to workers than previous estimates indicate.116

However, like any insurance system, UI cannot fully protect individuals who are 
unable to participate—yet cutbacks to benefits and failure to modernize UI as 
the economy and families have changed mean that today only about one in four 
unemployed workers receives UI.117 Strong federal standards for UI eligibility 
must be introduced to ensure that workers can access the protection they have 
earned and that each state’s program contributes to macroeconomic stabilization.
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How UI eligibility is determined

The exact criteria workers must meet to be eligible for UI today differ across 
states—and often markedly so. However, there are several broad categories of 
criteria, including both monetary and nonmonetary, that are common. In addi-
tion, all states provide reduced, or partial, unemployment benefits to underem-
ployed workers.

First, in most cases a fundamental requirement for UI eligibility is that workers 
must have been laid off “through no fault of their own.” Although there are several 
exceptions for workers who separate for good personal cause rather than being 
laid off,118 these exceptions generally arise due to circumstances that, like layoffs, 
are beyond the control of the worker. In most states, for example, workers who 
must leave their jobs to escape a situation of domestic violence could receive UI 
if they are otherwise eligible. UI’s no-fault rule exists primarily to prevent so-
called moral hazard: If workers were able to collect unemployment compensation 
after voluntarily leaving their jobs, this could induce some workers to leave work 
unnecessarily, ushering in higher and potentially unsustainable program costs and 
undermining the UI’s primary role as insurance.

Second, UI applicants must also be monetarily eligible for benefits.119 To qualify 
for UI, a worker must have sufficient recent work history, usually evaluated over a 
base period spanning four or five calendar quarters prior to filing a claim. (Some, 
but not all, state programs make special exceptions to workers whose employment 
was disrupted by illness, disability, or a caregiving responsibility.) In most states, 
workers’ monetary entitlement—the value and duration of the benefits for which 
they qualify—is then determined based on wages earned and weeks or quarters of 
employment during the base period. Some jurisdictions consider additional fac-
tors such as income from other sources or the number of dependents a worker is 
supporting in determining what UI benefits a worker is entitled to receive.

A third, fundamental nonmonetary requirement across states is that UI recipients 
must be able to work, be available for work, and be actively searching for work 
in order to maintain eligibility. Work-search criteria generally require unem-
ployed workers to perform a certain number of job search-related activities each 
week—such as submitting job applications, attending trainings or workshops, or 
interviewing—and to provide documented proof of these activities. Active work-
search requirements are a key way that UI keeps unemployed workers attached to 
the labor market.In addition to full unemployment benefits, all states provide that 
workers whose hours have been reduced because of a business slowdown, or who 
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have lost a full-time job and accept part-time work with a new employer while job 
searching, can claim partial unemployment benefits. In general, claimants must 
be working part time and have weekly earnings below a certain threshold. To 
calculate partial weekly benefit amounts, most states take the difference between 
the claimant’s benefit for total unemployment and the value of weekly earnings, 
after accounting for an earnings disregard. The earnings disregard refers to the 
portion of wages that is not subtracted—or, in other words, is disregarded—when 
determining a claimant’s UI benefit. It is intended to minimize the financial pen-
alty associated with accepting a part-time job while receiving UI benefits, thereby 
encouraging re-employment.120

Under the far-reaching Recovery Act of 2009, the federal government made avail-
able $7 billion in incentive funding for states that adopted one or more recom-
mended reforms to their UI programs. These included covering part-time workers, 
permitting separation from a job for compelling personal and family reasons, and 
allowing workers with more limited or erratic work histories to qualify under 
an alternative base period of the immediately preceding four quarters—all as an 
effort to enhance states’ UI coverage and adequacy.121 UI modernization, as the 
effort was called, improved coverage in adopting states’ programs122 and helped 
pull the U.S. economy out of the Great Recession more rapidly. Without the 
unemployment insurance system—including, importantly, these modernization 
improvements—the recession would have been significantly deeper, according 
to analysis by economists Alan Blinder and Mark Zandi.123 Thirty-four states and 
the District of Columbia took advantage of the funding opportunity to introduce 
a subset of the reforms, and four states received awards for reforms previously 
introduced, but 12 states passed on the funding entirely.124 Perhaps unsurprisingly, 
states in the latter group were among those with the most restrictive UI programs 
at the time—a situation that remains the case today. 

The current recipiency shortfall 

In many states, requirements for accessing UI and maintaining eligibility are 
highly restrictive and exclusionary. Eligibility and program standards have been 
allowed to lapse or erode over time or have been deliberately weakened by state 
lawmakers seeking to cut state spending or slash taxes on behalf of employers. A 
significant number of states have outdated partial UI rules, in the form of narrow 
definitions of partial unemployment, low earnings disregards, or both. Yet at the 
same time as states have introduced increasingly stringent eligibility criteria, the 
American labor market has undergone changes that make many jobs even less 
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secure and lower paying and hours more sporadic, increasing the need for effective 
social insurance while decreasing the likelihood that many workers will qualify 
based on their employment history.

As a consequence of labor-market trends and policymakers’ actions, UI has very 
limited reach within today’s workforce. As of 2015, the national UI recipiency rate—
the share of unemployed workers receiving benefits—is at a historic low, serving 
only 27.2 percent of unemployed workers nationwide, as shown in Figure 3. This 
represents an 8 percentage-point drop from a decade ago. This percentage is even 
lower—23.4 percent—if one does not account for UI waiting or penalty weeks. 125 

FIGURE 3

UI receipt among unemployed workers fell to record lows in 
2014 and 2015

Share of unemployed workers receiving unemployment insurance benefits, 1972 to 2015

Note: Shaded areas represent periods when the U.S. economy was in recession during all or part of the year. Figures are 12-month 
moving averages of monthly continued weeks of unemployment insurance bene�ts claimed relative to the unemployed level. Regular 
programs include state UI, Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees, and Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Service-
members. Federal programs include federal-state Extended Bene�ts and temporary emergency extensions, including the most recent 
Emergency Unemployment Compensation of 2008. Data do not include Puerto Rico or the U.S. Virgin Islands.

Source: Authors' calculations from U.S. Department of Labor Employment & Training Administration, Report 5159, "Claims and Payment 
Activities," available at http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/DataDownloads.asp (last accessed March 2016).
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The situation is particularly dire in several states: In Florida, for example, where 
policymakers introduced a series of onerous new eligibility procedures between 
2011 and 2015, in addition to cutting benefit duration nearly in half, UI served 
just 11 percent of unemployed workers in 2015. In 13 states, fewer than 20 
percent of jobless workers were protected by UI in 2015. This leaves a large share 
of working families without financial protection from the shock of a job loss and 
is an issue that will hamper the force of UI’s countercyclical response to a future 
economic downturn. 

As of 2015, 

the national 

UI recipiency 

rate—the share 

of unemployed 

workers receiving 

benefits—is at  

a historic low, 

serving only 

27.2 percent of 

unemployed 

workers 

nationwide.
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State UI recipiency rate

Florida 10.9%

North Carolina 12.4%

South Carolina 12.6%

Georgia 13.7%

South Dakota 13.8%

Mississippi 14.7%

Tennessee 15.0%

Arizona 15.3%

Louisiana 15.4%

Virginia 17.2%

Alabama 17.4%

Indiana 18.4%

New Hampshire 18.9%

Missouri 20.8%

New Mexico 21.2%

Utah 21.3%

Kentucky 22.8%

Ohio 23.8%

Nebraska 24.2%

Maryland 24.5%

Idaho 25.4%

Michigan 25.9%

Nevada 26.3%

Washington 27.0%

Oklahoma 27.7%

Kansas 27.8%

State UI recipiency rate

Texas 28.8%

Colorado 29.1%

Oregon 29.9%

Maine 30.0%

Arkansas 30.4%

Illinois 31.0%

Delaware 31.2%

Rhode Island 31.5%

West Virginia 31.7%

District of Columbia 32.1%

California 32.8%

Hawaii 33.8%

New York 34.8%

Wisconsin 35.8%

Montana 38.2%

Iowa 38.5%

Wyoming 39.4%

Connecticut 40.0%

Vermont 41.7%

Minnesota 42.9%

Massachusetts 42.9%

Pennsylvania 44.6%

New Jersey 44.7%

Alaska 45.5%

North Dakota 70.0%

TABLE 4 

 In 13 states, fewer than 1 in 5 jobless workers received UI in 2015

 Share of unemployed workers who received UI in 2015

Note: States indicated by dark blue bars had reduced their maximum regular benefit weeks below the conventional 26 weeks as of the end of 2015. Data cover weeks claimed of state UI, 
Unemployment Compensation for Federal Civilian Employees, and Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Service Members.

Source: Authors’ calculations from U.S. Department of Labor Employment & Training Administration, Report 5159, “Claims and Payment Activities,” available at http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/
DataDownloads.asp (last accessed March 2016); U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey,” Table A-1, available at http://www.bls.gov/webapps/legacy/
cpsatab1.htm (last accessed March 2016).
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What’s more, the workers who are most likely to fall through the cracks in cover-
age are typically those in greatest need of the financial security UI can provide. 
Low-wage workers, for example, are twice as likely to lose a job as middle-income 
workers but only one-third as likely to get UI, even though they are less likely to 
have savings to fall back on.126 In fact, monetary eligibility rules established on base-
period wages may require lower-income workers to work more hours than higher-
income workers to qualify for UI. The fact that low-wage workers are less likely to 
qualify for UI is particularly troubling given that they are more likely to be multi-
ple-job holders—and therefore contribute a disproportionate amount into the UI 
system because more than one employer submits payroll taxes on their behalf. 

Outdated UI rules pertaining to partial unemployment, also known as under-
employment, fail unemployed claimants who are eager to return to work, as well 
as employees dealing with erratic, unpredictable job schedules. Unemployed 
claimants in states with low earnings thresholds for partial unemployment face a 
tough choice: If offered a part-time job that pays more than what their state deems 
to be partial unemployment, they can either accept the job and take home just 
a fraction more than their full UI benefit, or they can turn it down, potentially 
weakening future job prospects. Similar challenges result from low or no earnings 
disregards—in other words, methods of determining the weekly UI payments that 
deduct all or a large portion of earnings from a claimant’s full benefit. 

Unemployed claimants facing the possibility of a sharp benefit reduction, or no 
payment at all, may choose instead to remain out of work while they look for 
a permanent, full-time job because it is in their financial best interest to do so. 
Similarly, workers dealing with low earnings as a result of employers reducing 
their hours lose out on crucial income support during a time when they may 
need it most.

In addition to low-paid workers, many other groups are underserved or excluded 
under the current system. These groups include part-time workers and those who 
have temporary or seasonal jobs or volatile schedules; experience involuntary 
pay or hours cuts; are independent contractors; or are self-employed. They also 
include workers who are long-term unemployed; lack sufficient work history; 
quit voluntarily for compelling family or personal reasons, such as caring for an 
ill spouse or escaping domestic violence; are caregivers of young children or have 
other dependents; need long-term retraining and income support; live in states 
with less adequate UI programs; or have difficulty accessing application and 
enrollment systems. 
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By neglecting these workers, UI programs in many states are effectively discrimi-
natory: Certain communities such as women, workers of color, and older work-
ers are disproportionately likely to hold these types of jobs and face these sets of 
circumstances. Workers of color, for instance, are disproportionately likely to earn 
low wages and to have seasonal employment.127 An analysis of the most recent 
“nonfilers” supplement to the Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey found 
that workers of color who became unemployed were significantly less likely than 
non-Hispanic white workers to apply for UI—and among those who did apply, 
were less likely to receive UI.128 Women, in addition to being disproportionately 
more likely to earn low wages, are also nearly twice as likely as men to be part-
time workers.129 A greater number of women are caregivers as well, making them 
more likely to need to exit the workforce temporarily to fulfill caregiving duties.130 
Expanding eligibility for UI could thus help reverse women’s declining labor force 
participation, which has shrunk in the United States since its peak in 1999—and is 
now at 57 percent, its lowest level since 1988 and below most other Organisation 
for Economic Co-Operation and Development, or OECD, countries.131

The large gaps in coverage are clearly problematic when it comes to protecting the 
economy from recession. But coverage shortfalls make UI less efficient and effec-
tive for other reasons as well. Excluded workers are more likely to have lower wages 
and incomes, to be supporting children and other family members, to have urgent 
medical expenses, or to be otherwise disadvantaged. They tend to earn less, so their 
wages are less costly to replace with UI benefits. At the same time, the economy 
stands to gain more per dollar spent from covering these workers: Because they 
are more likely to be economically needy, today’s underserved workers will spend 
a greater share of their UI benefits rapidly in the local economy rather than sav-
ing these benefits. Furthermore, economically vulnerable workers are most likely 
to need other public assistance in the event of job loss if UI is inaccessible, so by 
bringing these workers under the protection of earned insurance, funded through 
dedicated payroll taxes, UI may reduce spending on taxpayer-financed assistance 
programs. Expanding UI coverage to underserved groups is, thus, a winning propo-
sition for taxpayers, policymakers, and working families alike. 

Measures to expand UI coverage

Urgent steps must be taken to fill in the gaps in coverage and reform financial eligi-
bility, to restore and broaden UI’s reach, and to halt the exclusion of disadvantaged 
worker groups. Several recommendations will be familiar to policymakers from 
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UI modernization efforts in 2009; these recommendations encourage or require 
several reforms that have already been improving coverage for years in a handful of 
states. In fact, adopting just three of these recommendations—extending eligibil-
ity to part-time workers, workers who voluntarily quit a job for good cause, and 
workers who qualify under the alternative base period, or ABP, rather than the 
standard base period, or SBP—would cover 13 percent more unemployed work-
ers, according to updated analyses commissioned for this report by the Urban 
Institute.132 The early adopter states provide excellent blueprints for implement-
ing these reforms in remaining states. In its FY 2016 budget proposal, the White 
House proposed creating a new UI modernization fund that would provide incen-
tive funding for states to adopt two or more such measures.133 Additional recom-
mendations go further, setting minimum federal standards nationwide to ensure 
UI’s countercyclical power and addressing recent labor-market changes to which 
few—if any—states have adapted. 

Reform monetary eligibility rules across states

A uniform federal standard for monetary eligibility should be introduced, har-
monizing the minimum amount of earnings—calculated as a share of the state’s 
average weekly wage—needed during the base period or alternative base period 
to qualify for UI. Specifically, any worker who has earnings of at least 300 times 
the state’s hourly minimum wage during the relevant base period—and who has 
worked during at least two quarters of that base period—should qualify mon-
etarily for UI benefits. In other words, a worker earning minimum wage would 
need to work at least 300 hours spanning more than one quarter during the base 
period. This would ensure, for example, that a worker who earned the minimum 
wage for 15 hours per week over a period of 20 weeks would qualify for UI.134 

In the longer term, policymakers should consider switching to an hours-based 
eligibility requirement, versus a purely earnings-based eligibility requirement, to 
ensure full equity between lower- and higher-wage workers in terms of the hours 
needed to earn UI’s protection.135 That is, if workers do not meet requirements 
based on wage earnings, an alternative federal standard based on the number of 
hours during the relevant base period should be applied. This alternative standard 
should be set at a level such that the lowest-paid workers—those who earn the 
minimum or subminimum wage—are not required to work significantly more 
hours during the base period than their higher-paid counterparts to be eligible 
for UI.136 This two-part minimum federal standard for monetary eligibility will 
promote greater horizontal equity among lower- and higher-paid workers, as well 
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as improve coverage among low-wage workers. This new alternative standard 
would require employers to report hours worked by employees—a practice that 
is commonplace in most other nations and would have multiple additional uses 
for policymakers beyond its applications for UI.137 Policymakers should study the 
examples of Washington and Oregon, where UI eligibility is already tied to hours 
worked, and encourage other states to begin collecting these data as well.138 

Extend full eligibility to part-time workers 

Unemployed part-time workers, who have qualifying work histories and wish to 
seek comparable part-time employment consisting of work for at least 20 hours 
a week,139 should be eligible for UI. Voluntary part-time work is a legitimate and 
important form of employment; in 2014, more than 20 million Americans—17 
percent of the workforce— voluntarily worked part time.140 Employers pass most 
of the cost of UI taxes on to workers in the form of lower wages—and part-time 
workers often face this wage penalty to the same extent as full-time workers. Yet 
one-third of states (21 states) do not allow these workers to obtain UI when 
they become unemployed due to a requirement that UI recipients seek full-time 
work.141 Affording qualifying part-time workers the same opportunity to earn 
protection as full-time workers allows individuals to choose the schedule that best 
suits their needs with greater freedom and less risk. Furthermore, since voluntary 
part-time workers are disproportionately women and more likely to be raising 
children or otherwise caregiving,142 covering them would strengthen UI as a pillar 
of a family-friendly economy, encourage women’s labor force participation, and 
better protect many children from economic insecurity.

States should also be required by federal law to allow workers who qualify for UI 
on the basis of full-time work but who wish to transition to a part-time schedule 
due to a major life change, such as the birth of a child or the illness or injury of a 
dependent, to seek and be available for part-time work (consisting of at least 20 
hours each week), as long as they are making a good faith effort to find suitable 
new work.143 In 2014, 10 of the states that allowed eligible full-time workers who 
separated from work for compelling family reasons to receive UI also allowed 
them to seek part-time rather than full-time employment. As highlighted above, 
this would particularly affect women, who are more likely to drop from full-time 
to part-time work when they give birth or must care for a dependent, and could 
help to increase female labor force participation.
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Reform qualifying reasons for leaving work

UI is primarily restricted to workers who are laid off and thus involuntarily sepa-
rated from their job. However, there are several commonsense exceptions that 
should be required by federal law to permit otherwise-qualified workers to receive 
UI who voluntarily separate from employment for good cause, including the rea-
sons described below. 144 

The first category of good-cause separations is due to injurious work-related rea-
sons that are beyond the employee’s control, such as erratic job schedules or cuts 
in hours and pay—circumstances that disproportionately affect low-wage workers. 
Recent research has explored the difficulties workers and UI applicants face due 
to irregular schedules and unpredictable hours and pay.145 For example, in states 
that require that a worker who quits voluntarily do so for job-related reasons in 
order to remain eligible for UI, a substantial reduction in work hours or persistent 
scheduling volatility are not always considered legitimate grounds for quitting, if 
those scheduling practices are deemed customary in an industry or occupation.146 
This research demonstrates that the effects of poor job quality extend well beyond 
low wages and represents a growing challenge within the U.S. workforce.147 For 
example, technology has made harmful practices such as just-in-time schedul-
ing—in which firms use software to determine workers’ shifts based on consumer 
demand, which fluctuates from day to day or even hour to hour—easier for 
employers. At the same time, a weak economic recovery—which robbed work-
ers of power to advocate for fair workplace terms—has allowed these exploitative 
practices to become widespread. 

One step state legislatures can take to protect workers from job-schedule volatil-
ity is to permit employees facing unreasonable scheduling practices to voluntarily 
quit work and still receive UI benefits, rather than disqualifying them on the 
grounds that such scheduling practices have become highly prevalent in certain 
industries.148 For example, when volatile scheduling results in a substantial reduc-
tion in scheduled weekly hours and expected earnings—either permanently or 
from those offered in the prior scheduling period—workers should have good 
cause to quit and search for more stable work elsewhere and not fear being 
excluded from UI. 

Ideally, improved labor standards in the future will obviate much of UI’s role 
in protecting workers from exploitative employer practices. In the meantime, 
however, UI is uniquely positioned to protect the financial security of workers 
who fall prey to harmful employer practices. Extending state-funded UI coverage 
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to workers affected by detrimental practices provides states with greater incen-
tive to monitor, mandate, enforce, and reward healthy employment practices. In 
theory, states could also use the experience-rating system to deter employers from 
harmful practices through the threat of being charged. However, employers would 
likely contest these charges in court, resulting in difficult and costly litigation. So 
although it is desirable for purposes of deterrence, charging employers for the 
costs of work-related good-cause separations should be optional rather than man-
datory for states. 

The second category of exceptions to no-fault separations involves compelling 
personal and family reasons, or reasons for separation not related to the employer. 
Individuals must sometimes quit for reasons beyond their control, such as to 
escape domestic violence; care for themselves or a family member during ill-
ness or injury149; care for children when child care has been lost and an alterna-
tive arrangement cannot be reasonably secured; or follow a spouse, partner, or 
co-parent who relocates. As of 2015, about half of states allowed at least one such 
compelling personal reason for otherwise qualified workers seeking UI.150 For 
separations in the second category, the employer should not be charged through 
the experience-rating tax system.
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Other family-friendly labor policies complement UI reform 
American workers need a family-friendly economy more than 

ever before. In increasing numbers, American workers are jug-

gling multiple responsibilities as parents, caregivers to elderly 

relatives, students, and multiple-job holders. And UI is not the 

only system that has failed to keep pace with the dramatic 

changes in families and the workforce. Modernizing social 

assistance for jobseekers must be part of a broader agenda 

to develop family-friendly workplace policies for our 21st 

century labor force—one that includes access to the necessi-

ties of economic security such as health insurance, paid leave, 

and child care. 

The United States took a significant step toward a family-

friendly economy by implementing the Affordable Care Act, 

or ACA, in 2014. In past decades, most Americans have relied 

on employer-provided health insurance. The ACA ensures that 

losing a job does not also mean losing vital insurance coverage 

and gives workers the freedom to accept better-suited work 

without jeopardizing their family’s health and safety. More than 

20 million Americans have gained health insurance under the 

ACA, reducing medical risks and financial burdens for fami-

lies.151 Importantly, the majority of states have expanded their 

Medicaid programs under the ACA, giving poor and low-income 

families greater access to health insurance coverage. However, 

to complete this step, the 19 states that continue to refuse 

Medicaid expansion must take immediate action to expand 

their Medicaid programs, closing the so-called coverage gap for 

poor adults.152 

Paid family and medical leave is another critical feature of an 

economy that works for working families. Each year, millions of 

workers welcome new children; provide care for family mem-

bers who are elderly, ill, or injured; or require time away from 

work to address their own injuries or illnesses. Yet the United 

States remains the only developed nation where workers lack 

access to paid leave. As a result, many Americans forego criti-

cal income—or risk losing their job altogether—when these 

natural events occur, while employers risk losing experienced 

workers. As of 2016, three states had enacted paid family 

leave policies, which research shows increase workers’ health 

and satisfaction and make it more likely that workers—par-

ticularly women—will return to the workforce after the birth 

of a child.153 A recent proposal from the Center for American 

Progress provides options for federal policymakers to expand 

paid leave policies to workers nationwide.154

A third important element of family-friendly economy is access 

to high-quality child care. Since 65 percent of children under 

age 6 have all of their available parents in the workforce, child 

care is an economic necessity for most young families.155 But 

it is out of reach for many: In 31 states and the District of Co-

lumbia, the annual cost of child care for an infant is more than 

tuition and fees at an in-state four-year public university. Exist-

ing forms of assistance reach only a small portion of qualifying 

families and are much lower than actual child care costs. Pro-

posals to make affordable high-quality child care available, such 

as one put forward by the Center for American Progress, would 

prevent parents from needing to turn to lower-quality care—

which can have negative consequences for their children’s 

development—while allowing more parents to participate in 

the workforce.156

Together with a modernized UI system and the proposed JSA, 

such policies lay the foundation for a family-friendly economy. 

By supporting modern-day working families, these and other 

policies have significant potential to improve health, produc-

tivity, and economic security—and to form a foundation for 

shared prosperity.157
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Modify the base period for determining eligibility

There are three enhancements states should make to the base period for determin-
ing eligibility, in order to extend coverage to workers who do not qualify under 
the standard base period, or SBP. The SBP, which in most states consists of the 
first four of the previous five completed calendar quarters before a worker’s UI 
claim,158 is an artifact of a time when wage reporting was slower. It omits workers’ 
most recent work history and can include wage rates as far back as 18 months. 

Many low-wage, seasonal, and temporary workers are ineligible under the SBP 
despite having active recent work history. More than two-thirds of states have 
now adopted the alternative base period, or ABP, allowing workers who do not 
qualify under the SBP to instead qualify based on the immediately preceding four 
quarters, eliminating the SBP’s one-quarter lag.159 Adopting the ABP is a relatively 
low-cost reform for states.160 Considering its low cost and high impact on coverage 
for low-wage and disadvantaged worker groups, federal law should require that the 
ABP be available to workers in all states. 

In addition to the ABP, all states should be required to adopt the extended base 
period, or EBP, for workers with qualifying conditions such as illness or injury. The 
EBP allows workers to qualify on the basis of older work history if they have no 
wages in the current base period. By helping injured or disabled workers to rejoin 
the labor market, the EBP may also lead to a modest reduction in applications for 
Social Security Disability Insurance, or SSDI, and Supplemental Security Income, 
or SSI, which sometimes coincide with permanent exit from the labor force.

Finally, similarly to the EBP, states should be required to extend the base period 
back to 18 months, as the state of Oregon does, to cover workers with erratic work 
schedules, whose earnings and hours during the base period are too sporadic to 
make them eligible.161

Extend UI to seasonal and temporary workers

In addition to stringent monetary eligibility rules that make it difficult for workers 
with sporadic, cyclical, and irregular hours to qualify for UI, multiple states main-
tain explicit restrictions on covering seasonal workers.162 Restricting the UI benefits 
available to seasonal employees shifts a large share of the burden of seasonal employ-
ment from firms to workers. These restrictions may not only rob laid-off workers 
of the opportunity to find higher-quality employment through UI-supported job 
searches, but also let employers off the hook for providing low-quality, seasonal jobs 
because they are able to evade experience-rated charging.163 UI programs were pri-
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marily established to mitigate the effects of involuntary unemployment; because it 
causes workers to be involuntarily unemployed for periods of time, seasonal work 
should be compensated under UI programs.

Indeed, practical experience in the majority of states indicates that seasonality 
provisions are not necessary to balance the dual goals of providing income sup-
port to seasonal workers and protecting the economic health of the state UI trust 
funds. The Advisory Council on Unemployment Compensation, or ACUC—a 
presidentially appointed, bipartisan group that met from 1993 through 1995—
studied state seasonality provisions. In its 1995 report, the ACUC recommended 
states repeal seasonal-work exclusions and subject seasonal employees “to the 
same eligibility requirement as all other unemployed workers.”164 

Similarly, many states restrict UI access for temporary workers. Many state laws do 
not treat the conclusion of a temporary assignment as an involuntary termination 
of employment. Instead, these states require workers to report to the temporary 
agency that laid them off for a new assignment. Workers who fail to contact the 
agency are deemed to have quit voluntarily and are thus disqualified from UI.165 
These laws trap workers in a type of indentured servitude, relegating them to a 
repeated cycle of short-lived, dead-end jobs. Furthermore, the laws prevent the 
experience-rating system from charging temp agencies for the disproportionate 
amount of unemployment they create. This, in turn, makes it more profitable for 
firms to employ workers on a temporary basis and may even give these firms an 
advantage over more responsible competitors. 

Eligibility restrictions for both temporary and seasonal workers (other than edu-
cational employees who have a separate set of eligibility requirements for cover-
age166) should be eliminated across states to build a more inclusionary UI system 
and to reward employers for creating higher- rather than lower-quality jobs.167

Enact strong partial UI formulas 

For workers who are subject to unstable job schedules, partial UI helps tempo-
rarily stabilize consumption in the short term—helping them afford necessities 
such as food and shelter—by drawing modest income from both wages and UI. 
This lifeline may keep workers from needing to quit a current job while seeking 
employment that provides a steadier schedule and paycheck. Partial benefits also 
encourage jobless claimants to maintain stronger connections to work. This may 
better position them for future job openings, as employers are known to prefer 
to hire workers who are currently employed or recently unemployed.168 Strong 
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partial UI is increasingly important considering recent experience: Involuntary, 
part-time unemployment was a strong factor in the weak labor market following 
the Great Recession and remained elevated in 2015—30 to 40 percent higher, by 
some estimates, relative to earlier recoveries.169 

A federal standard that allows weekly earnings in excess of the individual’s full 
weekly benefit—and disregards earnings worth a percentage of the full benefit—
would eliminate significant variation and prevent further erosion in state partial 
UI formulas, as well as ensure greater coverage of underemployed people overall. 

Specifically, states should be required to allow claimants to qualify for partial 
benefits as long as they are working less than full time and earning wages of less 
than 150 percent of their weekly benefit amount. Furthermore, when calculating 
a claimant’s partial UI benefit, states should be required to disregard from this 
calculation part-time wages worth at least 50 percent of the full weekly benefit 
amount. For example, a worker who was laid off from a full-time job paying 
$400 per week (slightly less than $21,000 per year) and was entitled to a full 
weekly benefit amount of $200 per week could earn up to $100 per week from 
part-time work before the worker’s UI benefits would be reduced. Thereafter, the 
UI benefits would be reduced by one dollar for each additional dollar earned in 
part-time employment.170 This formula ensures that the lowest-wage claimants—
those who are eligible for a state’s minimum weekly benefit or slightly above 
it—who find intermittent part-time work or face erratic scheduling would experi-
ence minimal or no reductions in their usual weekly benefit.171 On the whole, 
these improvements will allow jobseekers to maintain stronger attachments to 
work and increase their ability to provide for their families while they seek more 
permanent employment.172 

Promote efforts to end worker misclassification

According to the limited available estimates, about 1 percent to 2 percent of 
the American workforce is improperly classified by employers as independent 
contractors.173 The problem of misclassification is widespread: An estimated 10 
percent to 30 percent of employers misclassify at least one employee on their 
payroll.174 By misclassifying employees as independent contractors, employers 
take advantage of outdated labor laws to avoid paying UI taxes and getting charged 
through the experience-rating system. As a result, many workers are not protected 
by UI if they become unemployed, employers do not face appropriate penalties 
from laying workers off, and the UI system loses a significant amount of potential 
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payroll tax revenue. A 2000 study commissioned by the U.S. Department of Labor 
found that misclassifying just 1 percent of workers as independent contractors 
results in an annual average loss of $198 million to states’ UI reserves.175 

In the near term, these misclassified employees would be covered under the 
proposed Jobseeker’s Allowance (see Section 2) when they experience job loss. 
However, in the longer term, both the states and the federal government—includ-
ing the U.S. Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service—must act 
to better enforce labor laws. They must also, where necessary, reform these laws 
such that workers with sufficient job histories can be covered by UI. While these 
are not recommendations for the UI system explicitly, they are complementary to 
the report’s recommendations to expand UI eligibility: These recommendations 
mean that many employees who would not be eligible today—even if properly 
classified—would become eligible for UI. Covering these workers under UI will 
not only bring more workers into the traditional contributory system of earned 
insurance, it will also hold firms accountable for their layoffs through experience-
rated taxation and increase revenue to the UI trust fund. 

Summary of recommendations: Reform eligibility criteria to reflect our 
modern labor force and contemporary employer practices 

• Introduce a uniform federal standard for monetary eligibility across states, har-
monizing the minimum earnings requirement as a share of states’ average weekly 
wages during the base period or alternative base period (see below); claimants 
should be eligible if they have earned at least 300 times the state’s hourly mini-
mum wage during the base period and worked in at least two quarters 

• Encourage states to require employers to report hours worked and explore the 
creation of an alternative eligibility standard based on hours worked if a worker 
does not meet the earnings-based standard

• Establish a federal standard to allow unemployed part-time workers with quali-
fying work histories who wish to seek comparable part-time employment to 
receive UI. The standard should also allow certain claimants who qualify based 
on full-time work—but have experienced a significant life change such as the 
birth of a child—to search for part-time work, waiving the full-time work-search 
requirements for these individuals. In both instances, part-time work entails 
work for at least 20 hours per week.
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• Encourage states to permit employees facing unreasonable scheduling practices 
to voluntarily quit work without disqualifying them from UI, even if such sched-
uling practices are the norm in the particular industry or occupation

• Require states to expand qualifying non-job-related good-cause quits to include, 
at a minimum, escaping domestic violence; caring for themselves or a family 
member during illness or injury; caring for children when child care has been 
lost and an alternative arrangement cannot be reasonably secured; or following 
a spouse, partner, or co-parent who relocates—and encourage states to adopt 
unrestricted good-cause quits for compelling personal reasons; provide partial 
federal funding for these benefits; and exempt employers from charges through 
experience-rated taxation for these employees 

• Modify the base period for determining eligibility so that workers who do not 
qualify under the standard base period are covered 

 – Require states to adopt the alternative base period and encourage adoption 
of the extended base period for workers with qualifying conditions such as 
illness or injury

 – Require states to extend the base period to 18 months to cover workers with 
erratic work schedules 

• Require that states not treat seasonal workers (other than educational employ-
ees) differently than other workers in terms of eligibility for benefits

• Eliminate the requirement that temporary workers report for new assignment to 
the temp agency that laid them off; all states must treat the end of a temporary 
assignment as an involuntary termination of employment

• Require states to allow claimants working part time to qualify for partial UI ben-
efits as long as they are working less than full time and earning wages less than 
150 percent of their weekly benefit amount 

• Require states to disregard part-time wages worth at least 50 percent of a claim-
ant’s weekly benefit amount in calculating a claimant’s partial UI benefit 

• Promote efforts to end the widespread misclassification of employees as inde-
pendent contractors (see also Section 2)
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1.2.2 Boost benefit adequacy

To serve effectively as insurance for workers and a stabilizer for the economy, 
UI’s benefits must be sufficiently adequate in two respects. First, weekly benefits 
must replace a sufficient share of wages to allow a worker to sustain a modest but 
adequate level of consumption while seeking new employment. Many working 
families today have little or no savings; the loss of a job will usually necessitate a 
significant cutback in spending.176 Unemployment compensation reduces the like-
lihood that this cutback, although challenging, will jeopardize workers’ ability to 
put food on the table, put them at immediate risk of eviction, or throw them into 
poverty while they search for a new job. 

Second, UI benefits must be available over a long enough period of time to give 
workers a reasonable chance of becoming re-employed before benefits run out. In 
2014, it took the typical, or median, unemployed worker more than 14 weeks to 
find new employment—six weeks longer than before the recession,177 as shown 
in Figure 2 in Section 1.1.1. And many workers struggle for much longer to find 
work: Even if UI were restored to its conventional 26-week duration in every 
state, the one-third of unemployed workers who had been searching for work for 
longer than 26 weeks in 2014 would exhaust their benefits before becoming re-
employed.178 During recessionary times, when the length of unemployment spells 
usually rises, the duration of UI benefits needed to protect most workers also rise.

To assess the adequacy of benefits, therefore, researchers often ask the following 
two questions. First, what share of a typical eligible worker’s wages is replaced by the 
weekly UI benefit? And second, for how many weeks may the typical eligible worker 
receive UI benefits? They then ask how these measures compare to the level of 
benefits that would best protect workers from financial hardship, encourage workers 
to seek re-employment rather than exiting the workforce, and bolster the macro-
economy against recessions—while keeping UI program costs at a sustainable level. 

Benefit adequacy versus moral hazard 

Increasing benefit adequacy in either of these dimensions entails a trade-off. On 
the one hand, more generous benefits improve matching: It allows cash-strapped 
workers flexibility to seek a higher-quality, better-paying job—one that fits their 
skillset and interests and is thus a better match—rather than taking the first job 
they can find out of desperation and financial hardship. On the other hand, more 
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generous benefits may lead eligible workers to stay unemployed for longer than 
they otherwise would—an effect referred to as moral hazard—at an additional 
cost to the UI program. If moral hazard were the dominant effect, economists 
would expect more generous UI benefits to lead to higher unemployment rates 
and lower total economic output, offsetting the macroeconomic and matching 
advantages associated with UI. 

An abundance of research suggests the current UI system falls far short of pro-
ducing significant negative moral hazard consequences. Indeed, even during the 
largest expansion of the UI program in history—when benefits were extended for 
up to 99 weeks following the Great Recession—research by Jesse Rothstein of the 
University of California, Berkeley, found that UI increased the unemployment 
rate by a miniscule amount: 0.1 to 0.2 percentage points in 2011.179 Moreover, 
Rothstein found that at least half of this increase in the unemployment rate was 
due to a reduction in workers exiting the labor market. In other words, critics’ 
fear that UI will lead many recipients to stay unemployed for longer, causing 
the unemployment rate to rise, did not occur to any appreciable extent—even 
though UI benefits were available for more weeks than ever before in our nation’s 
history. And what’s more, to the extent that UI did cause a small uptick in the 
unemployment rate, it was for a desirable reason: Workers who would otherwise 
have become discouraged and dropped out of the workforce—thereby reducing 
our nation’s growth rate and damaging their own future labor-market prospects—
instead chose to search for a new job because of UI. This is evidence that UI was 
successfully achieving the goal of keeping workers attached to the labor force.

Further research uncovers additional reasons that a slight increase in the unem-
ployment rate resulting from UI is desirable. As noted above, these slightly longer 
spells of unemployment lead to improved matching between employers and 
employees, such that workers earned higher wages and stayed in their subsequent 
job longer upon becoming re-employed.180 Research finds that the benefits associ-
ated with this improved matching outweighed the increased expenditures on UI 
benefits.181 Research by economist Raj Chetty of Stanford University finds that 
about three-fifths of the increase in the duration of unemployment spells caused 
by UI improves social welfare because it addresses the liquidity constraints of 
families. In other words, UI benefits give workers more cash on hand, reducing 
their need to take an ill-suited or low-quality job out of financial desperation, and 
help them afford the costs of a thorough job search such as transportation and 
relocation expenses.182 
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In summary, these research findings indicate that moral hazard effects are small 
and that in any case, these small effects are offset by countervailing positive con-
sequences of UI through improved matching, workforce retention, and reduced 
liquidity constraints. When added to the positive externalities that UI has on 
the macroeconomy, including additional stimulus and stabilization effects, con-
cerns about moral hazard are shown to be misplaced when examining current 
U.S. benefits. 

Optimal UI benefit adequacy

In its original design, U.S. unemployment insurance was intended to replace about 
half of a worker’s wages for 26 weeks in nonrecessionary times. A host of eco-
nomic research suggests that these parameters—a 50 percent wage replacement 
rate for 26 weeks—represent a lower bound for optimal UI generosity during 
nonrecessionary times. Chetty suggests that UI benefits should replace more 
than 50 percent of the typical worker’s wages to balance the benefits of improved 
matching with the risks of moral hazard.183 Further research by Itay Saporta-
Eksten—then of Cornell University—takes into account the correlation between 
wages, consumption, and job loss—that is, the reality that lower-wage workers 
tend to have less job stability. This research suggests that the optimal replacement 
rate for wages is around 54 percent.184

UI benefits are inadequate in many states today 

States with inadequate benefits spend less money on their own UI programs in 
order to keep taxes low for employers in the state. However, recessions rarely 
respect state borders. Thus, the diminished capacity of irresponsible states—
which do not pull their weight in stabilizing the economy—has a negative 
spillover effect on the national economy, including on neighboring states that have 
acted more responsibly. 

Since the Great Recession, nine states have slashed the maximum duration of 
state-provided benefits below the conventional 26 weeks—although one, Illinois, 
has since returned to 26 weeks.185 As a result, eight of the nine states experienced 
faster-than-average declines in their recipiency rates—that is, the percentage of 
unemployed workers receiving UI—which were already among the lowest in the 
country.186 Among the most severe cuts were those made in North Carolina and 
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Florida, where benefits went from 26 weeks in 2013 to just 13 weeks beginning in 
2016 and from 26 weeks in 2013 to 12 weeks beginning in 2016, respectively.187 
That means the maximum benefit duration in these states was shorter than the 
average UI claim in the nation—16.4 weeks in 2014.188 

FIGURE 4

Several states have reduced maximum benefit weeks well below the 
conventional 26 weeks 

States' replacement ratios in 2015 and maximum weeks of regular benefits 
available in 2016

Note: The replacement ratio is the average ratio of UI claimants' weekly bene�t amounts to their usual hourly wages, normalized to a 
40-hour work week. 

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, "UI Replacement Rates Report: 2015," available at http://www.oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/ui_replace-
ment_rates.asp (last accessed April 2016); Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, “Policy Basics: How Many Weeks of Unemployment 
Compensation Are Available?” (2016), available athttp://www.cbpp.org/research/economy/policy-basics-how-ma-
ny-weeks-of-unemployment-compensation-are-available.
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However, even in the 45 jurisdictions that offer a maximum duration of 26 weeks, 
some workers cannot obtain 26 weeks of benefits: Most of these states rely on a 
variable duration formula, determining an individual worker’s maximum duration 
according to base period wages. Only eight states and Puerto Rico offer a uniform 
duration of 26 weeks.189

Each state has a somewhat different formula for determining the benefits an 
unemployed eligible worker will receive based on their work history. Broadly 
speaking, states employ a variation of one of four methods to calculate the benefits 
a worker will receive.190 Twenty-nine states use the high-quarter method, which 
bases benefits on the worker’s highest-earnings quarter during the base period. 
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The remaining states use a variety of alternative methods that are typically less 
generous toward a given worker. Some of these methods yield benefit amounts 
that replace far less than 50 percent of a worker’s recent wages—even for low-wage 
workers whose income puts them well below the maximum benefit level. The 
high-quarter method tends to be most generous, providing protection to workers 
with nonstandard work histories. 

In addition, all states currently set a maximum weekly benefit amount, or 
WBA. This helps keep program costs low by limiting the funds directed toward 
higher-income workers, who are most likely to have savings and least likely to 
need substantial wage replacement during the job-search process. Some states 
set this maximum WBA as a fraction of the average weekly wage in UI-covered 
employment. This ensures that the maximum WBA will keep pace automatically 
with future wage growth and, relatedly, the state’s cost of living. In 1995, the 
bipartisan Advisory Council on Unemployment Compensation recommended 
that states adopt a maximum WBA of two-thirds of the average weekly wage.191 
Although several states have done so, most states currently cap the WBA at much 
lower levels. In many states, the maximum WBA is too low: Benefits replace far 
less than half of the earnings for even lower-middle-class earners. Between 2014 
and 2015, for example, the maximum state-provided benefits ranged from 21.5 
percent of the average weekly wage in the District of Columbia to 64.3 percent 
in Montana.192 In several states such as Mississippi, where average weekly wages 
are relatively low, even high earners receive only just-above-poverty-level wage 
replacement. For workers who may have fixed payments based on income, such 
as a mortgage, this low cap on benefits may make UI insufficient to properly 
serve as insurance. 

As a result of differences in benefit calculation formulas and maximum WBAs, 
average replacement rates for workers vary widely across the states, ranging from 
32.3 percent in Alaska up to 55.3 percent in Oklahoma in 2015, as shown in 
Figure 4.193 
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At the same time, as many states have reduced the adequacy of benefits, the aver-
age length of unemployment has actually been increasing. The average unemployed 
worker was out of work for 29.1 weeks in 2015—almost double the average of 15.2 
weeks between 1980 and 2000.194 Research suggests that longer duration of unem-
ployment spells—as well as increased prevalence of long-term unemployment,195 as 
shown in Figure 6, and slower economic recoveries from recession—may be struc-
tural changes in the labor market that are here for the foreseeable future. 

Note: State average weekly UI bene�t amounts and state average weekly wages in covered employment are for the 12 months ending June 30, 2015. State maximum UI bene�t amounts 
are as of 2015.

Source: Authors' calculations from U.S. Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration, "UI Data Summary” (2015), available at http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/content/-
data_stats/datasum15/DataSum_2015_2.pdf; U.S. Department of Labor Employment & Training Administration, "Signi�cant Provisions of State UI Laws E�ective July 2015," available at 
http://www.unemploymentinsurance.doleta.gov/unemploy/content/sigpros/2010-2019/July2015.pdf; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages," 
available at http://www.bls.gov/cew/data.htm (last accessed March 2016).

FIGURE 5

UI benefit adequacy varies widely across states

Average weekly benefit amount and maximum weekly benefit amount as a share of state's average weekly wage, 2014 to 2015
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Furthermore, the typical working family is less prepared for the financial shock 
of unemployment than in the past because households’ levels of savings have 
declined in recent decades.196 This is not surprising given that wages have been flat 
or declining for the typical two-parent, two-child American family. At the same 
time, the costs associated with maintaining a middle-class lifestyle—child care, 
health care, retirement savings, housing, and higher education—rose by $10,600 
between 2000 and 2012 for that same typical middle-class family.197 Furthermore, 
a recent report found that only 41 percent of households had enough liquid sav-
ings to cover a $2,000 emergency.198 This savings crisis underscores the need to 
improve the replacement rate of UI benefits; households are more reliant than 
ever on earned income and have little savings to replace lost wages. The increasing 
financial precariousness of American households means that UI has all the more 
critical a role to play. 

In addition to offering inadequate benefits, some states explicitly deprive newly 
unemployed workers of the insurance benefits they have earned. All but eight 
states maintain a so-called waiting week, requiring workers who satisfy all of the 
requirements for eligibility to wait one week to begin receiving UI benefits.199 The 
waiting week, while saving states a modest amount of money, creates particular 

FIGURE 6

Seven years after the Great Recession, long-term unemployment 
remains elevated as a share of total unemployment

Total and long-term unemployment rates and average duration of unemployment, 
1970 to 2015

Note: Workers who have been searching for work longer than 6 months (26 weeks) are typically considered long-term unemployed.

Source: Authors' calculations from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Labor Force Statistics of the Current Population Survey," Table A-35, 
available at http://www.bls.gov/web/empsit/cpseea35.htm (last accessed March 2016).
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hardship among groups of workers who are most likely to be living paycheck to 
paycheck—such as low-income workers and younger workers—and likely to have 
urgent expenses, such as sole breadwinners. Furthermore, most states only even-
tually pay the benefits associated with this waiting week to workers who exhaust 
all available weeks of UI, shortchanging many workers during a time when they 
most need financial assistance. 

Currently, workers in any state who hold multiple jobs simultaneously or during the 
course of a tax year contribute a disproportionate amount into the UI system. This 
is because more than one employer submits payroll taxes on their behalf—taxes 
that are passed on to workers in the form of lower wages—yet they are not gener-
ally eligible for commensurate benefits. What’s more, these multiple-job holders are 
disproportionately likely to be low-income and to experience economic instability. 
This is the case even though low-paid workers already tend to face a greater share of 
their total income in payroll taxes than their higher-earning counterparts. 

Despite the increasing shortfall in UI benefit adequacy in many areas, however, 
states have little reason to improve adequacy in the absence of federal reforms—
and history suggests that many will not do so unless such reforms are manda-
tory.200 On the contrary, recent experience suggests that some states, when next 
faced with budgetary constraints, may further dismantle the adequacy of their 
programs as memory of the Great Recession fades.

Steps to improve UI benefit adequacy

Several changes should be taken to bring all states up to a minimum standard of 
benefit adequacy. In addition to setting minimum standards across states, the 
federal government can provide incentives in the form of additional resources to 
encourage states to boost UI adequacy above this minimum bar. 

A uniform minimum duration of 26 weeks of state-funded benefit weeks must be 
federally guaranteed to all UI participants. In light of evidence suggesting that 26 
weeks is the minimum benefit duration recommended by many economists201—
and considering the increased prevalence of long-term unemployment among 
the unemployed—states that provide earned insurance benefits for fewer than 26 
weeks are not only short-changing workers but also have negative spillover effects 
on the macroeconomic stability provided by more responsible states. Beyond 
this minimum duration, partial federal funding should be made available as an 
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incentive to states that wish to provide additional weeks of benefits. Specifically, 
we recommend the federal government contribute $1 of every $4 of the cost of 
additional weeks of state benefits beyond week 26, up to 39 weeks. In addition to 
increasing benefit duration toward what many economists consider optimal, states 
that accept incentive funding would give policymakers the opportunity to study 
the effects of longer duration during nonrecessionary times. 

Two key measures should be adopted to reduce the disparity in benefit adequacy 
and replacement rates across states. First, a federal standard should be established 
for the benefit calculation method, requiring adoption of the high-quarter method 
of benefit calculation in the 21 states that do not currently use it and requiring that 
benefits replace at least 50 percent of high-quarter wages for eligible workers whose 
earnings fall below the maximum WBA.202 Secondly, all states should be required to 
set their maximum WBA—the highest weekly payment a UI claimant can receive—
at no less than 50 percent of the state’s average weekly wages in covered employ-
ment. This will ensure that, at a minimum, all eligible workers with below-average 
earnings will see half of their wages replaced during unemployment. In addition, it 
will raise benefit amounts—substantially, in some cases—in the 30 states where the 
ratio of the maximum WBA to average wages is below 50 percent.203 Furthermore, 
although we recommend a federally mandated floor of 50 percent, states would be 
encouraged to index their maximum WBAs up to two-thirds (or 66-2/3 percent) 
of the state’s average weekly wage—as is currently the formula in an estimated 
five states and as recommended by the Advisory Council on Unemployment 
Compensation—to further improve benefit adequacy for moderate earners.204

As advocates for low-income workers have long recommended,205 the waiting 
week should be eliminated in the 42 states and the District of Columbia where 
it still exists206 to reduce hardship faced by workers who have little savings or 
immediate critical expenses.207 To further reduce the likelihood that economi-
cally vulnerable workers will face short-term emergencies that trigger a downward 
financial spiral, a portion of UI benefits should be made available as a lump sum 
up front for qualifying reasons, such as housing assistance to forestall eviction.208 

Finally, the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, or FUTA, tax should be reconciled at 
year’s end for workers who have held more than one job during the tax year. This 
would partially resolve the inequity for these workers. The amount paid in excess 
of a single-job holder would be returned to the individual by the IRS through the 
routine tax refund process. States that wish to give low-income workers an income 
boost could follow the federal example with their own state unemployment taxes.
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Summary of recommendations: Boost benefit adequacy 

• Require that all states provide at least a uniform maximum duration of 26 weeks 
of state-funded benefits for all claimants 

• Make partial federal funding available beyond 26 weeks, up to 39 weeks 

• Require all states to adopt the high-quarter method of benefit calculation with 
a minimum replacement rate of 50 percent for workers below the maximum 
weekly benefit amount, or WBA

• Require all states to tie their maximum WBA to at least 50 percent of the state’s 
average weekly wage and encourage states to tie their maximum WBA up to 
two-thirds (or 66-2/3 percent) of the state’s average weekly wage

Key federal reforms to Disaster Unemployment Assistance 
In addition to the basic UI program, federal law also authorizes 

Disaster Unemployment Assistance, or DUA, for people who 

lose their jobs because of the effects of disasters such as Hur-

ricane Katrina and Superstorm Sandy or because of terrorists 

attacks such as on September 11, 2001.209 While it is positive 

that such a program exists, major restrictions enacted in the 

late 1980s mean that the DUA program does not provide as 

adequate safety net to disaster victims as was intended. Any 

discussion of UI reform must, therefore, also consider reform to 

the DUA program.

There are four key reforms that will help dramatically im-

prove the DUA program. First, federal law currently requires 

unemployed workers in disaster areas to collect limited state 

UI benefits before getting DUA. The state UI trust funds are 

not intended to cover costs associated with a geographically 

concentrated disaster, and such a requirement puts too much 

pressure on those trust funds. This federal restriction should 

be removed. Second, DUA benefits are often inadequate to 

meet the needs of those who qualify for them. We recom-

mend that the DUA weekly benefit be made more adequate—

and ensure it remains so in future years—by pegging it to 

the national average weekly UI benefit for the calendar year, 

about $325 in 2015. 

Next, unlike state UI benefits, regulations require states to 

reduce an individual’s DUA benefits dollar for dollar with several 

sources of income, including private insurance payments, 

supplemental unemployment benefits provided by employers, 

and a certain amount of pensions and annuities. By contrast, 

such required deductions are much more limited for state UI 

benefits. These regulations should be repealed and DUA recipi-

ents should be subject to the same deduction rules that apply 

to the state’s unemployment benefits. 

Finally, currently DUA benefits have a maximum duration 

of only 26 weeks. But as recent major disasters and attacks 

demonstrate, recovery periods are typically substantially longer 

than six months.210 Therefore, we recommend that DUA be 

extended from 26 weeks to a minimum of 39 weeks—and up 

to 52 weeks—to account for the severe economic hardship and 

the increased prevalence of long-term joblessness.
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• Eliminate the waiting week

• Raise partial UI earnings disregards (see Section 1.2.1) 

• Reconcile FUTA taxes paid at year’s end for workers who have held more than 
one job during the year

• Improve the Disaster Unemployment Assistance, or DUA, program: 

 – Lift the requirement that unemployed workers in disaster areas collect state UI 
benefits before getting DUA

 – Peg the weekly benefit to the national average weekly UI benefit for the calen-
dar year

 – Limit the set of income deductions for DUA benefit determination to those 
used for UI benefit determination 

 – Extend DUA benefits from 26 weeks to a minimum of 39 weeks

1.2.3 Increase program access and recipiency 

The UI system has been a bedrock of the American economy since 1935.211 Yet 
unlike other well-established social insurance programs, such as Social Security 
and Medicare, UI take-up rates are relatively low. The take-up rate is a measure 
of participation; in the case of UI, the take-up rate generally refers to the share of 
recently unemployed workers who file new applications for UI benefits, regard-
less of whether they are eligible. Researchers typically examine take-up among 
workers who have been unemployed for fewer than five weeks.212 From 2006 to 
2015, an estimated 61 percent of newly unemployed workers applied for UI. This 
rate varies significantly by state, from as low as 28 percent in South Dakota to as 
high as 86 percent in Hawaii.213 On an annual basis, the UI take-up rate tends to 
rise and fall with the business cycle—in 2009, for example, following the Great 
Recession, nearly 8 in 10 recently unemployed workers applied for UI benefits. 
But the most recently available annual rate of 50 percent in 2015 is the lowest 
since 2000 and is just slightly greater than the all-time recorded low of 43 percent 
in 1989.214 This should be cause for concern, as research suggests that declining UI 
recipiency is due in part to stagnant application rates.215
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Evidence suggests a key explanation for lack of full participation is that many 
American workers believe they are ineligible for UI benefits. According to data 
from a 2005 survey, nearly 52 percent of newly unemployed workers who did 
not apply for UI reported it was because they believed they were ineligible, 
making it the most widely cited explanation among four categories of reasons 
for nonfiling.216 

Participation rates vary significantly by state, with take-up rates tending to be 
higher in more generous states.217 Recent research explored the demographics 
of nonapplicants for UI.218 It found that workers without a high school diploma 
and Latino workers were significantly less likely than college-educated workers 
and non-Latino white workers, respectively, to apply for UI benefits. Findings for 
nonfiling reasons suggest that greater shares of lower-educated and unemployed 
Latino workers lack knowledge of the program and eligibility criteria, and they fail 
to apply for a program they may be qualified to access. New analysis conducted for 
this report, displayed in Figure 7, confirms discrepancies between UI recipients 
and the overall population of unemployed workers. These differences suggest that 
in addition to awareness of the program, UI participation may also be influenced 
by benefit adequacy and the relative ease of accessing benefits, both of which 
determine an unemployed worker’s expected return from the program. 

Finally, unions have historically been an important source of information for 
workers on potential eligibility and the rights to benefits under the UI pro-
gram.219 The long-term decline of union density in the United States means 
that far fewer workers today have access to information through this channel: 
In 2014, just 14 percent of full-time workers were represented by collective 
bargaining agreements, compared to nearly twice as many—27 percent—three 
decades earlier.220 Research shows that unions have played a particularly impor-
tant role for African American and Latino workers, who experience significant 
wage and benefit premiums from union membership. 221 This suggests that the 
decline of unions may be especially detrimental to workers of color when they 
become involuntarily unemployed. 
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Why boost UI participation?

For several reasons, policymakers should seek to maximize participation in the UI 
program. In addition to the economic stimulus that UI benefits provide, higher 
take-up of UI increases pressure on state-level policymakers to maintain high stan-
dards and good practices within their state’s UI program, ensuring that the pro-
gram will be equipped to stabilize the economy during future recessions. Second, 
UI is earned insurance funded by its beneficiaries, primarily through a set of 
dedicated trust funds; greater take-up of this earned benefit among cash-strapped 
workers can take pressure off of taxpayer-financed public assistance programs. 
Finally, participating in UI decreases the likelihood that newly unemployed work-
ers will drop out of the labor market altogether, hampering economic productivity 
and growth and damaging their own future earning potential.

Gender Educational attainment

Race and ethnicity Age

FIGURE 7

Characteristics of UI recipients compared to all unemployed workers, 2006 to 2015

Notes: Except for educational attainment, which is limited to individuals age 25 and older, estimates are for individuals age 16 to 85. The Bene�t Accuracy Measurement, or BAM, survey data are a 
statistical sampling of state UI administrative data, managed by the U.S. Department of Labor. The sample captures paid claims in three programs: state UI, Unemployment Compensation for 
Federal Employees, and Unemployment Compensation for Ex-Servicemembers. Data from 2006 to 2015 are pooled together. Data are weighted to account for state population size and volume 
of bene�t payments.

Source: Estimates of unemployed workers are based on authors' calculations using Center for Economic and Policy Research uniform extracts of the Current Population Survey Outgoing 
Rotation Group, available at http://ceprdata.org/cps-uniform-data-extracts/cps-outgoing-rotation-group/ (last accessed March 2016). Estimates of UI recipients are based on authors' calculations 
using data provided upon request by the Bene�t Accuracy Measurement program of the U.S. Department of Labor.
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Measures to boost UI participation

Efforts to increase UI participation should address four key causes of low take-up: 
low visibility and awareness, lack of facilitated connections to benefits, barriers to 
access, and inadequacy. 

Increase program visibility and worker awareness

Insofar as nonuniversal take-up of UI is due to lack of worker awareness or low 
program visibility, policymakers can look to other domestic programs, as well 
as to international experience, for examples of how to increase take-up. For 
example, while take-up of Social Security and Medicare can be expected to be—
and, indeed, is—nearly universal by virtue of the programs’ age-based eligibility 
criteria, these two programs are nonetheless also made highly visible to American 
workers thanks to the taxes that fund them. Virtually all Americans who receive a 
pay stub—as well as self-employed Americans who pay quarterly taxes—see the 
Federal Insurance Contributions Act, or FICA, tax prominently displayed. These 
highly salient personal tax contributions create buy-in to Social Security and 
Medicare as personally earned benefits, despite the fact that both programs are 
funded using the so-called pay-as-you-go model. 

Following the example of these higher-take-up social insurance programs, poli-
cymakers could increase UI’s visibility by requiring FUTA taxes paid on behalf 
of employees to be reported on both end-of-year tax statements and employee 
pay stubs, similar to the FICA tax. Simply seeing the tax on a pay stub, as with the 
employee portion of the FICA tax, could increase worker awareness of UI, making 
workers more likely to recognize that their employers have paid into the program 
on their behalf and to view its benefits as earned. Increased visibility may both 
increase the likelihood that workers take advantage of the program when they 
experience job loss and bolster public support for the UI program in the future. 

Another method to increase awareness involves directly notifying individual 
workers of their potential eligibility. This could be accomplished by mandating 
that states send a letter to workers when they separate from an employer—a step 
for which states can already be reimbursed222—informing workers of potential eli-
gibility for UI, informing them of how to apply, and even providing an estimate of 
their potential weekly benefits if their claim is accepted. Conceptually, this notice 
letter could be modeled after the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification, 
or WARN, Act, which obligates midsize and large employers to provide most 
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workers with 60 days’ notice before a mass layoff or plant closing.223 With thought-
ful design, this letter could also impart that UI is an earned benefit and reduce 
stigma around participating. 

For example, the letter could inform workers that employers deduct UI payroll 
taxes directly from workers’ paychecks—which affects money wages—and that, 
for this reason, UI can be considered part of a workers’ earned compensation 
package. Research by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services on 
reminder letters for child-support payments suggests letters affect the behavior of 
recipients, modestly increasing the likelihood that they will engage.224

In addition to these measures, recommendations elsewhere in this report that 
would make jobseeker’s assistance nearly universally available—both through 
expansions to the UI program detailed in Section 1.2.1 and through the intro-
duction of a new Jobseeker’s Allowance in Section 2—should increase public 
awareness that such assistance exists, leading a greater share of eligible workers to 
participate in UI. 

Facilitate connections to benefits 

One area ripe for further exploration by scholars and policymakers is the use of 
employer-filed claims. Previous research finds that ease of filing, in general, raises 
application rates and that employer filing has an especially positive effect on UI 
applications.225 For workers who may lack knowledge of the UI program or have 
questions about their eligibility status, employer filing facilitates a connection to 
benefits when it might not otherwise exist. It is most common in manufactur-
ing settings in states in the Southeast.226 States commonly rely on some form 
of employer filing for work sharing participants, as well as for workers who are 
partially unemployed or on temporary layoffs.227 At minimum, employer filing in 
these instances should be federally mandated. States should also explore the pos-
sibility of expanding this practice into other service-providing sectors. 

In addition, the U.S. Department of Labor should explore the feasibility of 
developing a federal performance standard requiring states to maintain a certain 
minimum UI application rate, calculated as the share of workers unemployed for 
fewer than five weeks who file initial claims for UI benefits over a specified time 
period. The steps identified elsewhere in this section—such as increasing use 
of employer-filed claims, sending workers with a letter upon separation from an 
employer, and so on—would help states meet this standard. And in turn, such a 
standard could help policymakers gauge states’ progress on these steps.228 Greater 
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ongoing awareness of what share of their state’s newly unemployed workers are 
filing applications for UI benefits may also lead state policymakers and agency 
heads to identify and remove other common obstacles to filing claims and to more 
proactively connect jobless workers to state UI programs. Setting the appropriate 
time frame and level for such a standard will require additional research by the 
U.S. Department of Labor. State-level data on unemployment duration are already 
available on an annual basis, but these data have a high degree of statistical noise, 
or random fluctuations. This noisiness, combined with the high degree of cycli-
cality of the annual rate, suggests that a multiyear average is advisable. However, 
recent experience could inform the choice of a standard. On average across the 
past 10 years, for example, 37 states saw at least half of their newly unemployed 
workers apply for UI, but just 16 states had application rates of two-thirds or 
greater. A sensible standard, covering fewer years, may lie somewhere between 
these two benchmarks. 

Remove barriers to access by increasing UI administrative funding

Underfunding of program administration erects major barriers to accessing UI. 
Funding for UI administration is a primary part of the federal role in UI—yet the 
federal government has consistently abdicated this responsibility, shortchang-
ing states in the appropriations process. In FY 2012, federal funding fell short of 
covering states’ administrative expenses by an estimated $231 million; had fund-
ing simply kept pace with inflation since 1995, it would have been $600 million 
greater in 2013. The shortfall in administrative funding—which is exacerbated 
during times of higher unemployment—leaves states without sufficient resources 
to ensure all UI applications receive proper treatment, much less sufficient 
resources to update their outdated technological infrastructure.229

In addition to underfunded administrative services, a growing number of states 
are disregarding their obligations to operate fair and accessible UI programs,230 
often by constructing complex automated claims-filing systems and overly 
stringent documentation requirements that are unsupported by the necessary 
customer service. Such changes may suppress participation in UI by potentially 
discouraging eligible workers from initially applying for the benefits they have 
already earned or by preventing workers from successfully submitting ongoing 
weekly claims. This may be especially true among lower-wage workers, who may 
be less likely to have access to application materials, informational resources, or 
the Internet.231 Other worker groups for whom new system technologies and auto-
mated claims-filing practices may pose significant challenges include workers with 
disabilities, workers with limited English proficiency, older workers, individuals 
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with limited computer technology experience, and individuals with literacy issues. 
In states with poorly designed claims-filing systems, many workers who do not 
fall into any of these categories may also struggle with filing. For these and other 
reasons, low-wage workers are only half as likely as higher-income workers to get 
UI, even though they are two and a half times more likely to experience unem-
ployment in a given year.232 A modernized UI system must include more aggres-
sive enforcement by the U.S. Department of Labor of existing federal standards 
regarding UI benefit access.233

In order to alleviate the administrative funding crisis for the UI programs through-
out the country, we recommend the following five steps:234

1. End sequestration: Congress should reject proposals to extend these automatic 
budget cuts at any time in the future.

2. Restore UI administrative funding: Congress should increase UI administra-
tive funding by a total of $600 million over the next three years. This will ensure 
minimum levels of state UI agency staffing and adequate telephone service for 
claims filing and related benefit information. More importantly, before this 
supplemental period is over, Congress should—with assistance from the U.S. 
Department of Labor—update the formula that the federal government uses 
to determine and distribute administrative funding to states. At minimum, the 
formula should better reflect the costs associated with processing UI applica-
tions, claims investigations, and appeals during periods of lower and higher 
unemployment.

3. Improve UI technology, including by leveraging federal bargaining power: 
Congress should appropriate $300 million in one-time funding for states to 
modernize their UI information technology, or IT, infrastructure, including 
updating their worker profiling models. Additionally, the DOL should take 
advantage of the federal government’s position as a large-scale buyer to negoti-
ate favorable terms with information technology and phone system vendors. 
Contracts for technology upgrades should provide that states may recoup pay-
ments if changes are not implemented in a timely or cost-effective manner. 

4. Increase federal oversight of UI IT systems: According to the Government 
Accountability Office, the DOL lacks the capacity to monitor upgrades to state 
UI IT.235 Given the costs associated with this unfortunate reality, the DOL 
should greatly expand its monitoring of state systems and establish customer 
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service standards and enforcement mechanisms that target current system 
failures. For example, all state phone systems should schedule call backs to 
claimants who are unable to reach an agent on their first attempt. States with 
a significant share of workers who cannot reach an agent by phone within a 
reasonable period of time should be held out of compliance with existing UI 
timeliness standards. 

5. Institute systematic federal audits of state UI IT systems: First, states should 
follow the lead of California, New Mexico, Oregon, and Tennessee, which 
recently made public detailed audits of contracts to upgrade their UI IT sys-
tems. These audits documented significant cost overruns and system failures. 
More importantly, the DOL should require systematic auditing of state UI IT 
systems. A new DOL audit regime should include sensible measures of success 
and failure—including, for example, whether a state offers adequate customer 
service; states could be assigned a grade. For the sake of transparency, state 
grades should be ranked and prominently featured on the DOL website.

Increase the returns to UI participation

Finally, insofar as participation is influenced by the adequacy of UI benefits, the 
recommendations to improve adequacy in Section 1.2.2 above—particularly 
those that would most affect states with the lowest benefit levels and shortest 
durations—would have the side effect of boosting participation in the program.

Summary of recommendations: Increase program access and recipiency 

• Require FUTA taxes paid on behalf of employees to be reported on both end of 
year tax statements and employee pay stubs, similar to the FICA tax 

• Mandate that states notify all employees of potential UI eligibility following 
separation from an employer

• Explore development of a federal performance standard requiring states to main-
tain a certain minimum UI application rate among newly unemployed workers 

• Require that state UI programs provide methods for employers to file initial and 
weekly claims on behalf of their employees for short-term layoffs and business 
shutdowns, partial UI, and work sharing
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• Require states’ automated online claim-filing systems to comply with federal 
standards that ensure the process of filing initial and continuing claims for UI 
benefits can be readily understood and accomplished by the vast majority of 
claimants, including workers with limited English proficiency, disabled workers, 
older workers, and workers with literacy challenges; mandate that states provide 
alternate means of filing claims for workers who are unable to file through a 
state’s online system

• Fully fund UI program administration in annual federal appropriations 

• Improve UI technology by providing one-time funding of $300 million to help 
states modernize their UI IT infrastructure—including updating worker profil-
ing models—and increasing federal oversight of states’ IT systems 
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1.3 Prepare the unemployment 
insurance system for the next 
recession

1.3.1 Reform UI’s financing and improve solvency

How UI is funded

As described in detail in the text box below, the UI system is funded by two dedi-
cated payroll taxes: the federal, or FUTA, tax and a state-level, or SUTA, tax deter-
mined by each state. Employers pay these taxes on behalf of their workers, although 
in practice most of the taxes’ incidence falls on workers in the form of lower wages.241 

The FUTA tax rate is 0.6 percent. It is assessed on the first $7,000 of an employee’s 
wages; so long as they earn at least this amount, high- and low-wage workers alike 
pay $42 each year.242 States have significant discretion over both their SUTA tax 
rates and taxable wage bases, although the SUTA taxable wage bases cannot be 
lower than the FUTA taxable wage base. Additionally, within each state, the SUTA 
rate facing an individual employer is adjusted according to that employer’s experi-
ence rating. (see Section 1.1.2) 

Revenues from the FUTA tax feed into a federal UI trust fund, and revenues from 
each state’s SUTA tax feeds into that state’s individual trust fund. States use the 
revenues they collect to fund regular UI benefits for claimants, and the federal 
government is responsible for using revenues to cover states’ costs for administer-
ing their UI programs, as well as funding re-employment services and—in times 
of recession—Extended Benefits. 

If states deplete their trust fund reserves, they may borrow from the federal gov-
ernment to pay UI benefits, and most did during the Great Recession. They must 
repay the loans with interest before three years’ time, however, or the federal gov-
ernment gradually increases the effective FUTA tax rate by 0.3 percent per year in 
that state until the loan is repaid.243 
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Shortcomings with funding and solvency

The federal taxable wage base—just $7,000—is strikingly low. In 1983, when it was 
last increased, it represented more than 43.1 percent of wages in covered employ-
ment; today, more than 30 years later, it represents less than 27 percent.244 By 
comparison, the Social Security taxable wage base was $118,500 in 2015—nearly 
17 times that of UI.245 As a consequence, the FUTA tax is highly regressive and has 
become more so over time. Workers earning the minimum wage pay the same dollar 
amount as workers with six-figure salaries. Yet despite having contributed a much 
greater proportion of their overall pay, low-wage workers receive significantly less 
unemployment compensation if laid off and, in many cases, do not receive UI at all.

How UI is funded
The UI system is jointly funded by the states and the federal 

government. Funds are provided by two dedicated taxes, one at 

the federal level (the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, or FUTA, 

tax) and one at the state level (the State Unemployment Tax 

Act, or SUTA, tax). Employers pay these taxes on behalf of their 

workers, although economists agree that the incidence of all of 

the federal tax—and most of the state tax—falls on workers in 

the form of lower wages.236 The amount of tax paid by employ-

ers is primarily determined by two factors: the tax rate and the 

taxable wage base upon which the tax rate is assessed. In the 

case of the state tax, an individual employer’s tax rate is also 

partly determined by its experience rating, an adjustment fac-

tor based on the employer’s historical behavior (its experience) 

with layoffs. (see Section 1.1.2) 

The federal tax rate is currently 0.6 percent and is assessed on 

a taxable wage base equal to the first $7,000 of an employee’s 

wages each year.237 The federal taxable wage base is not 

indexed to wages or inflation; it has remained at $7,000 since 

1983. This means that high- and low-wage workers alike pay 

$42 per year, so long as they earn at least $7,000 per year. This 

makes the tax regressive, meaning that lower-wage work-

ers pay a larger proportion of their wages in taxes than their 

higher-wage counterparts. 

As for the SUTA tax, by law a state’s taxable wage base cannot be 

lower than the FUTA taxable wage base. Currently, that means 

the minimum taxable wage base for each state’s UI tax is $7,000 

per worker. While many states have increased their taxable wage 

bases above this level, few have increased them substantially, and 

three—including California and Florida, two of the largest states 

in terms of UI-covered workers—maintain the minimum base of 

$7,000.238 As a result, for many workers the SUTA tax is as regres-

sive as the FUTA tax. However, 19 states and the U.S. Virgin Islands 

index the SUTA base so that it increases automatically each year, 

and a few, such as Washington and Hawaii, have wage bases near 

or above the annualized average weekly wage, making their SUTA 

taxes less regressive.239 States have discretion over the tax rates; 

although there is variation across employers within each state due 

to experience rating, average SUTA tax rates on employers ranged 

from about 1 percent to more than 6 percent in 2015.240 

With the revenue raised by these taxes, states are responsible 

for funding UI benefits for claimants, while the federal govern-

ment is responsible for covering states’ costs for administering 

the program, as well as funding re-employment services and—

in times of recession—Extended Benefits. Revenues from the 

FUTA tax feed into a federal UI trust fund, and each state’s SUTA 

tax revenues feed into its individual trust fund. 
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Federal policymakers’ failure to increase the FUTA taxable wage base has another 
effect: A narrow federal taxable wage base allows states to maintain regressive taxes 
as well because by law the FUTA base sets the minimum for states’ SUTA bases.

In fact, states have consistently failed to forward-fund their trust funds—that is, 
build up trust fund reserves during economic expansions—and have instead cho-
sen to maintain low SUTA tax rates and narrow tax bases. This is often the result of 
a short-term approach by state policymakers, who are tempted to cut taxes during 
healthy economic times.

As a consequence, when unemployment rises states are unable to meet the 
increased obligation of UI benefits in ways that can actually harm businesses 
through reduced demand in the economy during recessions. At the end of 
2007, the eve of the Great Recession, two-thirds of states had too little in their 
trust funds to cover even one year of UI benefits.246 In the face of increasing UI 
expenses, state policymakers are left with a choice of raising taxes during a down-
turn or cutting UI benefits during a time when working families are most in need. 
However, cutting benefits undermines UI’s ability to act as an automatic stabilizer, 
with negative consequences that spill over to the national economy, including to a 
state’s more responsible neighbors. 

FIGURE 8

The real value of the federal taxable wage base has shrunk 
by more than half since it was last raised in 1983

Over the same period, net compensation received by American workers nearly doubled

Note: Figure shows the value of the Federal Unemployment Insurance Tax Act, or FUTA, taxable wage base and the net compensation 
for workers relative to their in�ation-adjusted values in 1983. Endpoint values are in in�ation-adjusted 2015 dollars. Net compensation 
includes wages, tips, and the like as reported by employers on a W-2 form and subject to federal income taxes.

Source: Authors' calculations from Social Security Administration, "AWI Series and Underlying Data", available at https://www.ssa.gov/o-
act/cola/awidevelop.html (last accessed March 2016).
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In the fallout from the Great Recession, 36 states depleted their trust funds and 
had to take out loans to finance UI benefits247—$51.2 billion from the federal 
government at the peak.248 To date, states have also relied on an estimated $11.4 
billion of private borrowing.249 In late 2015—almost seven years into the eco-
nomic recovery—three states and the U.S. Virgin Islands still had outstanding 
loans totaling $7.6 billion and faced higher FUTA tax rates for this reason.250

Recommendations to improve financing and boost solvency

As a first step, policymakers should make the federal and state UI taxes more 
progressive and stable by simultaneously increasing the taxable wage bases and 
lowering the tax rates. Federal policymakers should gradually raise the FUTA 
taxable wage base over a six-year period—until it reaches half of the Social 
Security taxable wage base,251 or about $59,000—while simultaneously lowering 
the federal tax rate. Because states’ taxable wage bases must be at least as great as 
the federal taxable wage base, this increase to $59,000 would automatically raise 
all states’ taxable wage bases to varying degrees. Federal policymakers should 

27%

FIGURE 9

The share of wages subject to state UI taxes has significantly 
eroded—especially in the largest states

Ratio of wages subject to state unemployment taxes to total wages paid in covered 
employment, 1938 to 2014

Note: The 10 largest states are those with the greatest numbers of workers in covered employment in 2014: California, Florida, Georgia, 
Illinois, Michigan, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas.

Source: Authors' calculations of data from the U.S. Department of Labor, "ET Financial Data Handbook 394 -- FOREWORD," available at 
http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/hb394.asp (last accessed March 2016).
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allow states the flexibility to phase in this change as they prefer over a period of 
six years.252 Thereafter, the wage base should be linked to growth in the Social 
Security tax base so that it will increase automatically in future years. At the 
same time as they broaden the wage base, policymakers should lower the FUTA 
tax rate. The rate should be lowered to a degree that ensures sufficient revenue 
to support an expanded Employment Service, fund benefits that the federal 
government will be newly responsible for under this proposal, and prepare to 
finance the federal agenda for automatic economic stabilization described herein 
during the next recession. 

Likewise, states could lower their SUTA tax rates in tandem with increasing 
their taxable wage bases—but would be subject to new requirements that would 
ensure they properly forward-fund their UI programs. Specifically, states should 
be required to increase trust fund reserves to reach an average high-cost multiple 
of at least 1.0—in other words, a level of reserves sufficient to pay out benefits for 
one year under recession-like conditions—within five years.253 This requirement 
would ensure that states build up trust fund reserves during economic expansions, 
which in turn would afford policymakers the option to reduce tax rates during 
recessions to provide economic stimulus. Thereafter, states’ UI tax rates should be 
linked to their trust fund reserves so that tax rates automatically increase in non-
recessionary times when the state’s trust fund reserves are forecast to dip below 
the target average high-cost multiple of 1.0. To reward states that maintain healthy 
levels of reserves, federal policymakers should also introduce differentially higher 
interest rate payments for states when they exceed this target. 

On top of this, federal policymakers should establish a minimum rate below which 
states’ UI tax revenues cannot fall. Finally, federal policymakers should also better 
align the experience-rating formulas across states—including gradually raising the 
lowest maximum tax rate from the current 5.4 percent to 7.0 percent—as dis-
cussed in Section 1.1.2. 

Together, these changes will reverse decades of erosion in the taxable wage base, 
make the payroll tax significantly more progressive, and enhance the solvency of 
the UI system.254
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In addition to these measures, policymakers should step up efforts to ensure 
employers pay the UI taxes they owe. This includes better funding of enforcement 
efforts to reduce so-called SUTA dumping.255 SUTA dumping refers to efforts by 
employers to avoid higher SUTA taxes, particularly the experience-rated compo-
nent. For example, a firm may buy another firm that has a lower SUTA tax rate 
and shift its employees to that firm. Or a firm may obtain multiple tax account 
numbers from the UI administering agency and shift employees to the account 
number with the lowest tax rate each year. Furthermore, as mentioned above, 
states and the federal government should better enforce labor laws—or amend 
them when necessary—to curb the widespread misclassification of employees as 
independent contractors. 

Finally, the federal government should increase its role in funding certain types of 
benefits. This includes, for example, providing partial federal funding for benefits 
claimed for personal reasons unrelated to the employer (see Section 1.2.1) and 
additional weeks of benefits offered by states between 26 weeks and 39 weeks. 
(see Section 1.2.2) 

18

FIGURE 10

Far fewer than half of states have the recommended level of reserves in 
their UI trust funds

Jurisdictions reaching or exceeding an average high-cost multiple of 1.0, 1957 to 2015

Note: Totals include the 50 states and the District of Columbia, as well as Puerto Rico starting in 1984 and the U.S. Virgin Islands starting 
in 1997. States with an average high-cost multiple of 1.0 or greater have a level of reserves that can be expected to �nance UI bene�ts 
for at least one year under recession-like conditions.

Source: Authors' calculations of data from the U.S. Department of Labor, "ET Financial Data Handbook 394 -- FOREWORD," available at 
http://ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/hb394.asp (last accessed March 2016); U.S. Department of Labor, State Unemployment Insurance Trust 
Fund Solvency Report (2016), “Total Maximum Amount of Outstanding Advances, United States,” available at http://www.ows.doleta.gov-
/unemploy/docs/trustFundSolvReport2016.pdf.
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Summary of recommendations: Reform UI’s financing and improve solvency 

• Broaden the FUTA taxable wage base to half of the Social Security taxable wage 
base—or about $59,000—over a period of six years and link the base to the 
Social Security base going forward. Simultaneously lower the FUTA rate, raising 
sufficient revenue to support an expanded Employment Service, fund benefits 
for which the federal government will be newly responsible under this proposal, 
and prepare to finance Extended Benefits during the next recession

• Require states to set SUTA tax rates as necessary to reach a target average high-
cost multiple of at least 1.0 within five years

• Link states’ SUTA tax rates to their trust fund reserves so that rates automati-
cally increase when the state’s trust fund is forecast to dip below the target level 
of reserves

• Introduce differentially higher interest rate payments for states that exceed the 
target average high-cost multiple

• Establish a minimum tax rate for states 

• Standardize the experience rating system across states, including increasing the 
lowest maximum tax rate (see Section 1.1.2) 

• Increase enforcement efforts to reduce SUTA dumping

• Increase the federal role in the UI system by providing partial federal funding for 
certain types of benefits, including benefits claimed for reasons unrelated to the 
employer (see Section 1.2.1) and additional weeks of benefits offered by states 
between 26 weeks and 39 weeks (Section 1.2.2)

• Provide full federal funding for states’ UI administration costs (see Section 
1.2.3) 
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1.3.2 Improve the ability to respond to recessions

The unemployment insurance system should be a core part of a broader strategy 
to automatically stabilize families, communities, and the macroeconomy during 
economic downturns. Laying out such a strategy in full is beyond the scope of 
this document but should include additional fiscal measures to stabilize state and 
local finances, help a wider range of families maintain and smooth consumption, 
expand public investment in employment opportunities, assist especially hard-hit 
communities, and generally increase aggregate demand in the economy. Tried and 
true measures—such as increasing subsidized employment and national service 
funding,256 enhancing the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, transfer-
ring federal resources to stem state and local employment loss, introducing well-
targeted temporary tax cuts for struggling families257, and making investments in 
infrastructure—can prevent recessions from worsening and prime the pump to 
help the economy rebound.258

During and following the most recent recession, UI played a particularly tar-
geted yet sizeable role as part of a larger federal fiscal response. In 2009 alone, UI 
saved more than 2 million jobs259 and kept 5 million Americans out of poverty.260 
Between 2008 and 2012, UI prevented an estimated 1.4 million home foreclo-
sures.261 That success, while appropriate for UI, was far from assured on the eve of 
the recession, however. It took substantial additional, temporary policy measures 
from lawmakers262 to produce a strong UI response to the loss of millions of jobs 
over an 18-month period. This section recommends several steps that policymak-
ers should take to prepare UI for future downturns. 

How UI responds to recessions

By reaching more workers and their families as unemployment rises during a 
recession, states’ regular UI programs tend to automatically expand as unem-
ployment grows. The economy, in turn, benefits from the boost in consumption 
financed by increased UI benefits. 

Still, when jobs are scarce, workers need more time to look for and find employ-
ment.263 For this reason, there is a program within the permanent UI system that 
provides for automatic extensions of maximum UI benefits as state economic 
conditions deteriorate: the Extended Benefits, or EB, program. 
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The EB program is intended to kick UI into high gear during recessions. The EB 
program automatically turns (or triggers) on or off in an individual state depend-
ing on specific measures related to unemployment, as specified in state and federal 
law.264 Under current law, all states provide 50 percent more weeks of benefits 
through the EB program during periods of high and increasing unemployment. 
For example, a worker who would normally receive 26 weeks of regular state 
benefits would receive an additional 13 weeks under EB.265 Benefits under the EB 
program are 50 percent federally financed and 50 percent financed by each state. 

For the purposes of the EB program, unemployment is measured by the state’s 
three-month average insured unemployment rate, or IUR, which accounts for 
unemployment only among UI-eligible workers. Specifically, the IUR counts three 
types of unemployed workers—those who have filed a valid UI claim, are in their 
UI waiting-week period, or are receiving UI benefits—and divides this total by the 
number of employees covered by UI. To trigger Extended Benefits, the IUR must 
be at least 5 percent and must also be at least 20 percent greater than each of the 
same 13-week periods during the prior two years. 

Under federal law, states also have the option of adopting an additional trigger that 
uses the more standard unemployment rate, called the total unemployment rate, 
or TUR. The optional TUR trigger provides the same 50 percent increase in ben-
efit weeks when the three-month average TUR is at least 6.5 percent and is at least 
10 percent higher than the same period in either of the prior two years. This TUR 
option also allows for 80 percent additional weeks of benefits—or 20 additional 
weeks for a worker receiving 26 weeks of regular state benefits—when the TUR is 
at least 8 percent and is at least 10 percent higher than the same period in either of 
the prior two years. 

Beyond the EB program, Congress can further extend UI benefits through emer-
gency extensions. The most recent program—the Emergency Unemployment 
Compensation, or EUC, program—was established in 2008. EUC benefits—
which come on top of the regular state-funded 26 weeks of benefits and the EB 
program—are 100 percent federally funded.266 Unlike the EB program, which 
is intended to be automatically triggered when recession hits, emergency exten-
sions such as the EUC program are implemented by Congress only on an ad hoc 
basis. EUC benefits were most recently extended in 2012 and expired at the end 
of 2013.267 At that time, EUC provided up to four tiers of benefits, each of which 
offered a number of additional weeks of UI benefits depending on the state’s 
unemployment rate. 
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UI’s current countercyclical response falls short 

Nearly since its inception, the EB program has proven largely inadequate. First, 
the current financing arrangement—under which states are responsible for half of 
the cost of EB—provides states with a financial disincentive to utilize EB, instead 
waiting in hope that Congress will enact fully federally funded emergency bene-
fits. This disincentive has meant, for example, that a number of states have failed to 
adopt the optional—but more appropriate—TUR trigger because doing so would 
increase the likelihood that the state would trigger on EB during a downturn. 

A second problem is that the EB program often turns on too slowly—if at all—
when conditions in the labor market worsen and then turns off before conditions 
have adequately improved. As states have shrunk the share of workers who are 
covered by and access UI at a given time, the IUR has become increasingly irrel-
evant as a gauge of a state’s unemployment conditions since it ignores all workers 
who are not eligible or attempting to access UI. However, even the optional TUR 
trigger falls short during lengthy recessions and recoveries because it requires con-
tinued deterioration in the labor market merely to remain turned on. This fact is 
particularly troubling in light of recent research suggesting that economic recover-
ies take longer in modern times, especially with regard to labor-market recovery.268 

In the past, policymakers have routinely—yet belatedly and insufficiently—
extended UI benefit durations during recessions when the existing EB program 
has proven inadequate. In the wake of the Great Recession in 2010, for example, 
a number of tiers for additional weeks of UI benefits also needed to be estab-
lished through the EUC program in response to the recession’s devastating 
effects. In particular, policymakers recognized that the average unemployment 
spell had become longer as jobs became scarce in the recession and that the 
average unemployed worker needed more weeks of UI benefits to successfully 
search for work. Enacting and sustaining these emergency extensions was politi-
cally challenging, despite a sudden and deep nationwide decline in employment 
and economic conditions. A different presidential administration and different 
Congress easily could have failed to extend benefits in this manner despite the 
extremely high UI exhaustion rate and the unprecedented number of jobseekers 
per job opening. Unfortunately, there is little reason to believe that workers can 
consistently rely on policymakers to enact needed measures in a timely way for 
every future downturn. 
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Recommendations to improve UI’s ability to respond to recessions 

As a first step toward ensuring that the UI program plays a robust role in mitigating 
future recessions, policymakers should adopt this report’s recommendations for 
modernizing UI during nonrecessionary times. Expanding eligibility, improving 
benefit adequacy, boosting participation, and enhancing re-employment services 
will ensure a stronger countercyclical response from the UI system when a down-
turn hits. But two additional steps are needed to alter UI’s recessionary response. 
The first and most critical is fixing the EB program. An improved EB program 
would further extend and expand UI automatically when reliable economic indica-
tors document that labor-market demand is deteriorating. Second, UI’s response to 
recessions can also be improved by introducing automatic countercyclical adjust-
ments to re-employment services for the long-term unemployed, work sharing, 
federal UI tax rates, and allocation of financial aid for higher education. 

Repair the Extended Benefits, or EB, program

If the UI system is to reliably counteract recessions, the EB program must have 
different financing, triggers, and benefit tiers. First, rather than splitting the cost of 
Extended Benefits equally between the states and the federal government—thereby 
discouraging states from ensuring that the EB program is maximally responsive and 
effective—a more sensible approach would be to fully fund EB at the federal level. 
Full federal funding of EB was in place temporarily upon enactment of the Recovery 
Act of 2009.269 It spurred widespread state adoption of the better-suited TUR trig-
ger270 and substantially enhanced the UI system’s response to the Great Recession. 

Second, rather than hoping that policymakers will be wise and fast enough to 
build a strong emergency program each time an economic crisis occurs, the EB 
program should be modified to add new benefit tiers and its triggers should be 
reformed. As the president’s two most recent budgets proposed, the EB program 
should offer an increase of 50 percent in regular state benefit durations at TURs of 
6.5 percent, 7.5 percent, 8.5 percent, and 9.5 percent.271 The recommendation in 
our proposal would trigger the appropriate tier of benefits on when either: 

1. The state’s TUR equals or exceeds one of those thresholds (the standard state 
trigger) 

2. The state’s TUR, plus any TUR increase from the same period from any of the 
prior three years, equals or exceeds one of those thresholds (the alternative 
state trigger)272 
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For example, if the TUR was 6 percent in South Dakota from January to March 
2015 and 5.5 percent from January to March 2012, one would add the 0.5 percent 
increase over time to the 6 percent TUR in early 2015 to trigger on the first tier 
of these benefits. In this situation, South Dakota would trigger on the first tier of 
Extended Benefits under the alternative trigger, even though its TUR was insuf-
ficient to trigger on under the standard trigger. In part because EB would be fully 
federally financed, these new triggers and tiers would not be optional for states. 

We propose that the reformed EB program provide an additional 13 weeks—or, if 
lower, 50 percent of a claimant’s maximum potential duration of regular benefits—
beginning at 6.5 percent TUR in a given state and for each additional percentage 
point above that level, up to four tiers. So, for example, UI claimants in a state 
where the TUR equaled or exceeded 6.5 percent would automatically receive an 
additional 13 weeks of unemployment compensation. States could become eligible 
for these first four tiers under either the standard trigger or the alternative trig-
ger. After the fourth tier, the reformed EB program would provide an additional 
six weeks—or, if lower, 25 percent of a claimant’s maximum potential duration of 
regular benefits—for each additional percentage point the TUR exceeded 9.5 per-
cent. For instance, UI beneficiaries in a state that reached 10.5 percent TUR would 
receive an additional six weeks of unemployment compensation, in addition to the 
52 weeks provided by the first four tiers of EB and the 26 weeks of regular state-
funded benefits. However, unlike the first four tiers, states could only qualify for 
tiers five and above under the standard trigger. In other words, only states that had 
very high TURs in the current period would trigger additional weeks of benefits 
beyond the fourth tier; states’ past TURs would not be considered.

In addition to these state-level triggers, additional tiers of benefits would trig-
ger on based on the national unemployment rate. National triggers would be set 
starting at 7 percent and at each percentage point above that threshold (8 percent, 
9 percent, and so on). National triggers are a long-standing practice that remains 
important for two reasons. First, one part of a state may experience far higher 
unemployment than another part of a state, making that state’s overall TUR an 
insufficient indicator of economic distress within the state. Second, extending 
benefits nationwide during times of high unemployment—even in areas that have 
not yet reached high levels of unemployment—will fully deploy UI’s powers as 
an automatic stabilizer, helping prevent the further rise and spread of unemploy-
ment. The highest trigger that has turned on in a state—whether national or state 
based—will apply to workers in that state. (see Figure 11 and Appendix A for a 
breakdown of proposed triggers)
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There is little reason to worry about a robust countercyclical UI expansion having 
sizeable undesirable consequences. Research suggests that UI extensions dur-
ing the Great Recession—the deepest recession in generations—increased the 
overall unemployment rate by only about half a percentage point, making the 
costs of a ramped-up program less than previously thought.273 In addition, one of 
the mechanisms through which the UI system increases the unemployment rate 
is by preventing workers from exiting the labor force; labor-market exits lower the 
unemployment rate without improving desired outcomes.274

Additional improvements for strengthening UI’s countercyclical response

Several additional improvements to UI can help stabilize employment during reces-
sions. A first change— ensuring all EB recipients receive in-person Reemployment 
Services and Eligibility Assessments, or RESEAs, within the first few weeks of their 
UI claim—would improve outcomes for the long-term unemployed.275 Long-term 
unemployment, which often affects workers who face the greatest challenges to re-
employment, tends to rise as a share of unemployment during recessions.

FIGURE 11

Proposed federal Extended Benefits program

Extended Benefits would activate under conditions of high or rising state unemployment or high national unemployment

Note: Figure illustrates the proposed Extended Bene�ts program for a state that o�ers 26 weeks of regular UI bene�ts. TUR stands for total unemployment rate. For state and national TUR 
triggers, tiers are not capped, meaning an additional six weeks of Extended Bene�ts will be available for each additional percentage-point increase in the relevant TUR.
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A second set of improvements involves work sharing programs, which Section 
1.1.2 of this report proposed requiring states to establish. Because the UI costs to 
employers associated with work sharing are generally the same as if an equivalent 
number of hours were reduced through layoff, federal funding of work sharing 
benefits could be a particularly effective incentive at the beginning of a recession. 
One known result of rising unemployment is that the average duration of jobless-
ness typically grows longer, and the number of long-term unemployed increases. 
If employers are provided an alternative to layoffs and the costs of compensating 
reduced work hours are federally subsidized, employers will have much greater 
incentive to consider reduced hours through work sharing as a business strat-
egy during downturns. Thus, to further heighten the program’s countercyclical 
response, the federal government should fully fund work sharing benefits in states 
that trigger on EB, whether under one of the state-level triggers or under the 
national trigger. States should receive full federal funding for work sharing benefits 
for a minimum of one year and up to the entire length of time during which EB is 
triggered. That is, federal reimbursement would continue for work sharing plans 
approved up until the date of EB expiration. Since work sharing plans are generally 
approved for six months, this would allow continuation of federal funding for the 
entire length of operation—for some, until after the EB program ends. 

In addition, states should suspend the experience rating of work sharing bene-
fits—that is, not charge participating employers—for as long as states are receiv-
ing federal reimbursement for benefits paid,276 instead of socializing the costs of 
these job-saving benefits by spreading them across the UI system. Once economic 
conditions in states decline enough to trigger on EB, these changes will reward 
employers who choose to retain workers under work sharing plans in place of lay-
offs—which, while temporary from the employer’s perspective, are nevertheless 
devastating for individual workers. 

Third, FUTA tax rates ideally fall during downturns, when employers face 
reduced demand—a change that would be offset by increases in these tax rates 
during economic expansions. These adjustments could be triggered by changes 
in the national unemployment rate, turning on for the rest of a calendar year and 
the following calendar year, to allow for reasonable employer and IRS adminis-
tration of temporary changes.

A final recommendation would mitigate the negative effects of recession on our 
nation’s next generation of workers: giving financial aid officers at higher-edu-
cation institutions discretion to substantially reduce or eliminate the Expected 
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Family Contribution, or EFC, for federal student aid for UI claimants and their 
dependents during recessions. Eligibility for student aid is typically calculated 
based on the prior year’s income, so a family that experiences a job loss may be 
expected to pay more than they can afford. Policymakers should formalize guid-
ance such as that issued by the U.S. Department of Education in 2009, which 
encouraged financial aid officers to exercise professional judgment in determining 
eligibility for financial aid—including not counting UI benefits toward determi-
nation of income—without fear of negative consequences.277 This would enable 
students to benefit from maximum federal financial aid during their family’s time 
of economic hardship and uncertainty and would decrease the likelihood that 
they will drop out or otherwise disrupt their education due to parental job loss.

Summary of recommendations: Improve the ability to respond to recessions

• Fully fund the Extended Benefits, or EB, program through federal revenues, 
ending the current equal split with states

• Establish several benefit tiers in EB to replace the current two tiers

• Introduce more appropriate EB triggers to reflect the possibility that economic 
recovery may take longer today, especially with regard to the labor market

• Provide Reemployment Services and Eligibility Assessments, or RESEAs, to 
every EB recipient

• Make work sharing more countercyclical, including by providing full federal 
funding for work sharing for at least one year in states that trigger on EB and 
encouraging states to suspend experience rating of work sharing benefits during 
periods of federal reimbursement

• Adjust the federal unemployment insurance tax, or FUTA, to become 
countercyclical

• Encourage financial aid officers to exercise professional judgment in determin-
ing the Expected Family Contribution for federal student aid for UI claimants 
and their dependents during recessions
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Section 2: 

Recommendation to establish 
a Jobseeker’s Allowance
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The need for a new effort to help jobseekers with limited resources 

Under our proposed reforms to unemployment insurance, or UI—detailed 
in Section 1—a significantly larger share of all unemployed workers would be 
eligible for UI benefits. For example, under just three of our reforms—requiring 
states to adopt the alternative base period, enabling workers who are seeking part-
time work to be eligible, and permitting unrestricted good-cause quits—UI would 
cover 13 percent more newly unemployed workers, according to updated analysis 
by the Urban Institute commissioned for this report.278 

However, a substantial share of unemployed jobseekers would remain ineligible 
for UI, even under our proposed expansions. This includes many jobseekers who 
have very limited recent work history, often because of caregiving responsibilities 
or health issues; young people looking for work after completing school or a train-
ing program; and workers who have exhausted UI. This also includes independent 
contractors, or ICs—that is, self-employed workers who file 1099 tax forms.279 
(As discussed in Section 1.2.1, labor laws must be better enforced and strength-
ened to prevent employers from misclassifying employees as ICs.) 

To reach a greater share of these workers and jobseekers, this report proposes a 
new federal means-tested program: the Jobseeker’s Allowance, or JSA. At its core, 
the JSA would help jobseekers who are ineligible for UI find employment and 
attach or reattach to the labor market through job-search assistance, through job 
preparation and training, and by addressing barriers to employment. By providing 
short-term income support and employment services to a wide range of job-
seekers, the JSA would encourage them to actively search for work and improve 
their work-related knowledge and skills. Providing a JSA of modest duration 
would especially help low-paid workers who face a volatile job market and who 
frequently lack precautionary savings and the income-smoothing employment 
protections generally afforded to higher-income workers, such as paid leave and 
flexible schedules. A JSA would also provide an incentive and support for indi-
viduals with limited or no recent work history to reconnect with or newly attach 
to the labor force, as well as connect them with training and education opportuni-
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ties. This feature could help improve labor-market outcomes for low-income and 
previously self-employed discouraged workers—individuals who want to work 
and are available for work but have given up actively looking for a job in the face 
of challenging labor-market conditions. A JSA also could serve broader goals of 
social integration and family stability while promoting efficient geographic reloca-
tions for job opportunities.

The remainder of this section describes the core features of our proposed 
Jobseeker’s Allowance. The proposal would:

• Provide a standard, means-tested federal benefit to help workers with limited 
resources who are ineligible for UI due to limited recent earnings history or UI’s 
nonmonetary eligibility restrictions

• Establish a benefit level that is less generous in amount and duration than UI but 
meaningful enough to support job search in combination with other support

• Set a rolling time limit on receipt to prevent overuse and control costs

• Strictly enforce requirements for and strongly support job search, including by 
connecting workers to subsidized employment, national service, apprentice-
ships, and other opportunities as appropriate

• Allow participants who find employment away from home to receive any bal-
ance of their allowance to subsidize relocation

• Ensure a robust countercyclical response during recessions
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Overview of the new Jobseeker’s Allowance

A federally funded JSA, available in every state and jurisdiction where UI is 
available, would help close gaps in the safety net for workers and their families, 
while also incentivizing new, continued, or renewed attachment to the labor 
force. Similar to UI, the JSA would provide eligible jobseekers with a weekly 
allowance that would help meet workers’ basic needs and job-search-related 
costs such as transportation. The allowance would be meager compared to 
already-modest UI benefits—lasting roughly half as long and equaling less than 
half the typical UI weekly benefits—and unlike UI’s earned insurance benefits, 
it would be subject to a means test. Table 5 provides a comparison between the 
proposed JSA and the reformed UI system. The JSA would be a parallel and 
complementary program to UI but would differ in terms of the populations it 
serves, the benefits and services it provides, the criteria required for eligibility, 
and its administration and financing. The following section explores each of 
these aspects of the JSA in greater detail. 

Gaps remain in the public assistance system
Currently, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, or 

SNAP, is the primary federal program that provides meaningful 

income security to jobseekers who are left out of UI. However, 

SNAP benefits are very modest—the maximum monthly benefit 

for a one-person household is only about $194—and can only 

be used to purchase groceries.280 Moreover, existing SNAP 

restrictions severely limit benefits for unemployed jobseekers 

without dependents.281 In the past, many low-income jobseekers 

ineligible for UI could have also turned to programs such as Tem-

porary Assistance for Needy Families, or TANF, or state General 

Assistance, or GA, programs for help; in many states today, these 

programs are minimal to nonexistent. For example, as of July 

2015, TANF benefits for a family of three with no other cash in-

come were below 50 percent of the federal poverty line in every 

state.282 Moreover, TANF income assistance reaches only one in 

four poor families with children and offers little assistance in the 

way of connecting families to work.283 State GA programs have 

also shrunk in terms of availability and adequacy. Today, just 26 

states offer GA programs, and in nearly every state, the benefits 

have decreased in inflation-adjusted terms since 1998.284 In part 

as a consequence of these trends, roughly 3.6 million unem-

ployed Americans who were actively looking for work lived with 

families that had disposable incomes, including from noncash 

benefits, below 150 percent of the poverty line in 2014.285 The 

safety net also does much less to protect jobless workers from 

deep poverty than in the past. According to the Center on 

Budget and Policy Priorities, “Among very poor unemployed 

workers looking for work in any given week, the safety net lifted 

60 percent above half of the poverty line in 2005, down from 70 

percent of very poor unemployed workers in 1995.”286
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As with UI, an individual must be able to work, available for work, and actively 
seeking work in order to receive the JSA. Unemployed jobseekers participating 
in JSA would also have to meet strictly enforced job-search requirements at least 
as stringent as their state’s UI job-search requirements. If employment had not 
been found after 13 weeks of job search—or sooner in some cases, as described 
below—JSA participants would receive more intensive services and assistance.

As a complement to UI, JSA would be administered at the federal level by the U.S. 
Department of Labor and would be a core part of the workforce development 
system. To ensure cross-program coordination and alignment, program rules 
would be aligned to the extent possible and consistent with rules in SNAP and 
Medicaid. The JSA would include automatic extensions at the national level, based 

TABLE 5 

Comparison of reformed unemployment insurance program to 
proposed Jobseeker’s Allowance

Unemployment insurance Jobseeker’s Allowance

Target population Workers involuntarily separated 
from recent employment

New labor market entrants, re-entrants, 
UI exhaustees, legitimately self-employed 

workers, and intermittent workers with 
limited resources

Eligibility Involuntary separation from 
employment and voluntary 
separation for good cause; 

minimum recent earnings history

At least age 19 or GED/high school degree 
holder; ineligible for UI; annual household 

income below the Social Security maxi-
mum taxable wage ($118,500 in 2015)

Benefit duration At least 26 weeks with tiers of 
Extended Benefits during economic 

contractions

At least 13 weeks with tiers of Extended 
Benefits during economic contractions

Weekly benefit level Weekly benefit varies with base-
period earnings; maximum weekly 

benefit of at least 50 percent of 
state average weekly wage

Uniform weekly benefit of $170 (about 
half of a typical low-wage worker’s wages) 

indexed to the 10th percentile of wages

Administration Federal funding for state admin-
istration for benefits and service 

delivery; federal government main-
tains state financial accounts

Federal funding for state administration 
for benefits and service delivery; federal 
government splits state administrative  

and outreach costs evenly

Financing State payroll taxes fund regular 
benefits; federal payroll tax funds 
Extended Benefits; federal appro-

priations fund state administration

Federal funding from general revenues 
with options for partial offsets

Services Re-employment services (required 
for long-term unemployed)

Employment services, skills and training 
options, subsidized employment option
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on national unemployment rate triggers, mirroring the tiers and triggers proposed 
earlier in this report for a revamped UI Extended Benefits program. Similarly, 
there would be a JSA counterpart to Disaster Unemployment Assistance, which 
provides unemployment insurance to workers, including those who are self-
employed, in the event of earnings loss or unemployment due to a disaster.287

Likely positive effects from the Jobseeker’s Allowance

Although the JSA would be much more modest and shorter term than UI, many 
of the JSA’s personal, social, and economic benefits would mirror those of UI. In 
fact, this can be considered a direct goal of JSA: to make the positive effects associ-
ated with UI—on jobseekers, families, society, and the economy—much more 
widespread. However, we propose the JSA due to the importance of preserving 
UI, with its more adequate benefits, as an earned insurance program. 

The immediate personal benefits of the JSA would fall on a different population than 
UI—namely, UI-ineligible jobseekers and their families. By providing even very 
modest income support for jobseekers who are not eligible for UI, the JSA would 
reduce the risk and degree of hardship during spells of unemployment and job 
search, reduce income volatility, and prevent negative social outcomes such as fore-
closure and eviction. In turn, the JSA could reduce family stress and improve family 
stability by mitigating some of the root economic causes of family dissolution. 

A well-designed and well-implemented JSA should reduce duration of receipt for 
other public benefits and increase taxable earnings by quickly connecting people 
to jobs and job-preparation tools and by bringing discouraged workers back into 
the labor market. The JSA should also improve the quality of participants’ subse-
quent employment. JSA benefits could prevent jobseekers from needing to accept 
a low-quality job right away out of financial desperation. As has been demon-
strated for other social insurance programs,288 JSA could increase wages upon re-
employment by enabling cash-strapped workers to search for an opportunity that 
better matches their interests and skills.289 Additionally, the JSA could help people 
relocate for better work opportunities. 

The JSA’s effects on the economy would multiply and amplify those of UI. Similar 
to UI, the JSA would enhance the automatic stabilization function of the tax and 
transfer system. During and following a recession, the JSA likely would have a 
similar economic multiplier effect to other programs that serve those who are 
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temporarily cash-strapped or unemployed, such as SNAP, which generates an esti-
mated $1.72 to $1.79 in additional economic activity for every dollar spent,290 and 
UI, which generates $1.70 to $2.50 in economic activity per dollar spent.291 This 
economic multiplier effect would occur because JSA recipients would likely spend 
their benefits rapidly in order to meet their immediate needs. This spending, in 
turn, would stimulate demand and help stabilize the economy. In fact, because it 
would serve a less advantaged population than UI—and less advantaged families 
tend to spend a greater share of additional income immediately—we might expect 
public funds spent on JSA to have an even larger multiplier effect than UI. 

Eligibility

Under our proposal, the federal government would set JSA eligibility standards, 
with state flexibility for enforcement of participation requirements and for 
developing any benefit supplements. To be eligible for JSA, individuals would 
be required to be unemployed or underemployed and be available and look-
ing for work. Jobseekers would also need to be ineligible for UI, either because 
they have no recent work history or it is too limited or because their reason for 
job separation rendered them ineligible for UI. For workers whose separation 
did not qualify as a so-called good-cause quit under UI, the JSA would apply 
the state SNAP standard for voluntary quits292 to determine whether a worker 
would need to wait to become eligible for JSA. Individuals would also need to 
have at least a high school degree or equivalent or be at least 19 years old (18 
years for foster youth).293 Furthermore, full-time students would not be eligible 
for the JSA, except for individuals at least 18 years old who seek employment 
while working toward a GED.

Examples of individuals who would be eligible for JSA include people making the 
transition from school to work; workers with temporary or permanent disabilities; 
individuals who are transitioning from full-time caregiving (for a spouse, child, or 
other family member) or recovering from their own illness or injury into the paid 
labor force; those who have exhausted UI benefits; those who formerly worked 
as independent contractors or were self-employed; underemployed independent 
contractors who are experiencing reduced demand for their services and need 
to smooth their income as they seek new employment or engage in training; and 
workers who do not meet nonmonetary requirements for UI.294
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To limit costs and target JSA to a population most likely to benefit from it, appli-
cants would also be required to meet certain financial requirements. Eligibility 
would be limited to households with incomes below the monthly equivalent of 
the Social Security taxable wage base, which is $118,500 for 2016.295 This means 
test represents an important difference between UI—which is social insurance 
that workers earn through their payroll tax contributions and is available to all 
qualifying workers who have contributed regardless of their income or family 
means—and the more modest JSA, which is not conditional on contributions 
from participants.

In addition, eligibility would be limited to 52 weeks in any rolling five-year period 
to limit costs and misuse, with exceptions for people experiencing extreme hard-
ship through no fault of their own—such as victims of domestic violence and 
disasters—and time limits suspended during recessions. Weeks of receiving JSA 
during training, education, or subsidized employment would not count toward 
JSA time limits. States could modify the time restrictions to make them more 
generous if they so choose. 

Benefits and services

The Jobseeker’s Allowance represents an opportunity to offer basic income insur-
ance with employment-related conditions to a wide range of unemployed workers 
who are ineligible for our proposed expanded UI. By providing short-term income 
support and employment services, JSA would encourage jobseekers to actively 
search for work and improve their work-related knowledge and skills. Participants 
would receive a modest uniform stipend of $170 per week—or about half of a 
typical low-wage worker’s wages, indexed to the 10th percentile of wages—for 
up to 13 weeks.296 This would make the JSA less generous than earned insurance 
benefits, such as UI and the paid family leave benefits proposed by the FAMILY 
Act297, and less than the earned income from a minimum-wage job.298 

Similar to the UI program, the JSA would have an earnings disregard, meaning 
that a modest amount of earnings would be ignored—or disregarded—for pur-
poses of determining eligibility and calculating the benefit amount. Specifically, 
participants could earn up to 50 percent of the JSA benefit—or $85 per week—
without facing a reduction in their JSA. Above this threshold, the JSA benefits 
would be reduced at a rate of 50 percent for each additional dollar earned.299 This 
would encourage re-employment by allowing participants to engage in part-time 
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work as a stepping-stone to a full-time job; reduce financial hardship by lowering 
the penalty for having modest supplementary earnings during a job search; and 
speed labor-market transitions by allowing underemployed individuals—includ-
ing independent contractors who experience reduced demand for their services—
to search for new opportunities prior to becoming totally unemployed.

All JSA participants would be eligible to receive this stipend until they either found 
employment or reached 13 weeks of job searching. For many participants, receipt of 
JSA would be less than 13 weeks. Participants who find employment that requires 
relocation would also be eligible to receive any balance of their allowance to sub-
sidize relocation. This would allow participants to search across a wider range of 
employers, facilitating better matching between employers and employees and, in 
turn, potentially leading to higher wages and more stable employment.300 The JSA 
also includes a countercyclical trigger (identical to our proposed UI trigger) that 
would automatically facilitate proportionately more weeks of benefits in periods of 
high unemployment. During these periods, additional weeks of JSA receipt would 
not count toward time limits, even for those who have already reached these limits.

All JSA applicants would be screened upon application to determine individualized 
placement into one of two program pathways for meeting the employment-related 
requirements: job search and career ladders or individualized mobility strategies.301 

Path 1: Job search and career ladders

The majority of placements would likely be in Path 1, which includes job search 
supports and connects jobseekers to career-specific training and education 
opportunities. In this path, a worker would have 13 weeks to seek employment 
opportunities with a job-search requirement at least as demanding as that state’s 
UI rules. Searching for part-time work would be permissible, which would help 
serve populations such as workers who are primary caregivers for a young child or 
workers with disabilities. If after 13 weeks of job searching, the jobseeker had still 
not found employment, the worker would be routed directly into a Platform to 
Employment-, or P2E, style intensive engagement model (described below) with 
continued benefits contingent upon participation in this opportunity.302 This path-
way also would be made available to certain workers as appropriate at the start 
of their JSA participation. P2E offers long-term unemployed workers a five-week 
preparatory program—including skills assessments, career readiness workshops, 
participant assistance programs, coaching, and more—after which workers receive 
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assistance finding open positions at local companies. The worker then enters a 
trial placement of eight weeks during which wages are subsidized. If, during this 
trial period, the worker meets placement expectations, a full-time job offer would 
ideally be extended.303 A P2E model for jobseekers could also encompass work 
activities such as apprenticeships and publicly funded or subsidized avenues back 
into the labor market, such as subsidized jobs304 or national service positions.305 
In addition, if it were determined as part of the screening process that additional 
training and education—potentially combined with JSA306—or entrepreneur-
ship was the best path, the worker would be guided toward Pell grants, Small 
Business Administration resources, programs under the Workforce Innovation 
and Opportunity Act, or other appropriate services. 

Path 2: Individualized mobility strategies 

Even among workers who are able, available, and actively searching for work, there 
will be a subset of individuals facing significant barriers to work, including but not 
limited to workers facing homelessness, mental health or substance abuse prob-
lems, or domestic violence. In some cases, these workers may be better served by 
and directed to other social assistance programs. However, for many others, more 
intensive and integrated services may be needed through JSA to ensure labor-mar-
ket success. In these cases, jobseekers would be routed to Path 2. In this path, the 
13 weeks of JSA benefits would require engagement with a program navigator to 
connect the participant to a host of wraparound services, such as mental or behav-
ioral health services, beyond the work supports such as child care and transporta-
tion assistance that would be provided under Path 1. (Relatedly, as part of a plan 
to connect young Americans to first job opportunities, President Barack Obama 
proposed increasing funding for the Career Navigators, who play a similar role in 
our nation’s current workforce development system, in the administration’s FY 
2017 budget proposal.307) Because this population may need additional time to 
secure employment, they would be eligible for an additional 13 weeks of benefits, 
which would count toward their JSA time limit. In addition, navigators and job-
seekers would work together to develop an individualized plan to overcome the 
participants’ barriers to employment and prepare them for work in the medium 
to long term with reasonable benchmarks for progress. As a caveat to these plans, 
however, jobseekers could not be penalized for failing to meet program contingen-
cies if the services to which they were referred were not available. 
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In both paths, participants would have access to legal help with services such 
as expungement or pardon of a criminal record or conviction, improving credit 
reports, and other needed legal services to help remove barriers to employment.

Reaching underserved worker populations through the JSA 

The JSA would reach multiple populations of jobseekers who are currently under-
served by our nation’s social insurance system—including, notably, workers with 
disabilities and independent contractors.

Workers with disabilities

Workers with disabilities or chronic health conditions that do not rise to Social 
Security’s strict disability standard may not be able to participate in—or secure—
full-time unsubsidized work. In fact, workers with disabilities are twice as likely 
as nondisabled workers to be unemployed.308 Workers with disabilities are also 
more likely to have low-wage jobs and work part time—often earning wages not 
nearly adequate to cover the additional costs associated with a disability, let alone 
provide a financial buffer to protect against hardship in the event of a job loss. As 
a result, a modest unemployment assistance program such as JSA would be an 
important step toward ensuring that unemployed jobseekers with disabilities or 
chronic health conditions could receive the accommodations and services they 
need to connect to employment. This might include the provision of supported 
work and/or the appropriate modification of job-search requirements or other 
work- and education-related requirements to allow for participation in treatment, 
counseling, and rehabilitation. These workers would also receive wraparound ser-
vices and supports, as detailed in the recent Center for American Progress report 
“A Fair Shot for Workers with Disabilities,” to help them attach to and remain in 
the labor market.309 If desired, these workers could also be routed to a broader 
subsidized employment program, such as described in recent reports from the 
Georgetown Center on Poverty and Inequality and the Center for American 
Progress, which can include options for long-term supported work.310
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Independent contractors 

An important challenge for economic security proposals is their ability to help 
independent contractors, or ICs—self-employed workers who fill out 1099 tax 
forms—when they lose work, especially those with limited resources. As dis-
cussed in Section 1.2.1 above, labor laws must be better enforced and strength-
ened to prevent employers from misclassifying employees as ICs. However, there 
are many workers who are properly classified as independent contractors and will 
remain ineligible for UI even under these improvements. Unlike employees, ICs 
are not currently entitled to a host of benefits, including unemployment insur-
ance. While these workers may have more flexibility than workers in traditional 
employment relationships, this lack of access to critical benefits leaves ICs particu-
larly vulnerable to economic insecurity and hardship. 

The United States lacks national data on the extent and growth of independent 
contracting.311 In 2013, Census survey data revealed that about 10.2 percent of the 
workforce reported being self-employed in their main job, and researchers specu-
late that about 64 percent of these workers—or 6.5 percent of the overall work-
force—are ICs.312 While Census data suggest that self-employment has been fairly 
stable or declining over time—yielding little information on trends in indepen-
dent contracting313—IRS analysis of 1099 and Schedule C filings instead indicate 
that both independent contracting and self-employment have been on the rise.314 
Recent work by Lawrence F. Katz of Harvard University and Alan B. Krueger of 
Princeton University also found a sharp rise in contingent and alternative work 
arrangements, including temporary help agency workers, on-call workers, contract 
company workers, and independent contractors or freelancers. The share of work-
ers engaged in these arrangements increased from 10.1 percent in early 2005 to 
15.8 percent in late 2015.315 

Employees who are misclassified as independent contractors should be properly 
classified, and regulatory guidance and vigorous enforcement are necessary to 
address this misclassification problem. But a clear hole in our nation’s economic 
security system is the very limited protection against temporary earnings loss 
experienced by workers who are not considered employees of any employer. The 
proposed Jobseeker’s Allowance is particularly well suited to help people who 
rely on independent contract work. The JSA is not calculated based on hours or 
earnings and, in fact, does not require prior employment or earnings. By providing 
modest income security, the JSA also offers an opportunity to engage independent 
contractors with insufficient work opportunities, helping them gain new skills that 
are valued in the labor market. 
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Potential future directions for JSA 

The JSA would offer a fairly meager benefit compared to UI and would be 
extremely time-limited. It also would be intended only to provide minimal income 
support for unemployed workers in relatively low-resource households. The JSA 
benefit would be insufficient on its own for meeting basic needs, and it would not 
address other insecurities facing independent contractors and contingent workers 
such as retirement or the risk of long-term or permanent disabilities. These limits 
to the JSA suggest that for such groups of workers—individuals who are building 
or have built work histories but lack the traditional employee-employer relation-
ship and are thus excluded from programs such as unemployment insurance—a 
more generous solution is warranted.

In the future, policymakers could explore the possibility of building off of the min-
imal JSA proposed herein—which is funded by general revenues—to establish a 
more generous tier of JSA for independent contractors and other self-employed 
workers. This more generous tier could, for example, require or encourage contri-
butions from firms relying on these workers (in the case of independent con-
tractors) or from employees themselves (in the case of the self-employed).316 In 
particular, there has been an increasing focus in recent years on the lack of benefits 
provided to gig or sharing economy workers classified as independent contrac-
tors.317 The JSA could potentially be used to provide more adequate unemploy-
ment assistance for workers at companies that rely on independent contractors as 
an integral part of their workforce. 

Administration and financing 

The JSA benefit would be administered primarily at the state level through the 
same agency designated by the state to administer UI. The current Office of 
Unemployment Insurance at the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and 
Training Administration would be the responsible agency at the federal level. 

The JSA benefit would be federally funded. State administration, outreach, sup-
port services, and workforce development expenses for JSA recipients would be 
jointly funded by states and the federal government through a 1:1 federal match of 
state spending. The federal government would pay for these costs through general 
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revenues. If policymakers wish to offset the cost of the JSA, a number of possibili-
ties could raise needed revenue. For example, a modest offset could come from 
modifying a tax reporting exemption. Specifically, when a business pays $600 or 
more during a year to an individual—that is, an independent contractor—for 
services performed, that business is required to submit Form 1099. This creates 
a third-party record of income earned by independent contractors and increases 
the likelihood taxes will be paid on that income. However, the U.S. Treasury 
Department exempts most corporate payees—primarily small businesses—from 
this reporting requirement. For this reason and others, small businesses are among 
the biggest contributors to the so-called tax gap—the amount of tax owed that is 
not paid on time—which is estimated at 16 percent to 20 percent of total taxes 
owed.318 Previous proposals, including the president’s FY 2008 budget, have 

The United Kingdom’s Jobseeker’s Allowance
The United Kingdom has an income-based Jobseeker’s Al-

lowance—similar to the JSA proposed in this report—to 

complement its contribution-based JSA, which is similar to 

UI in the United States in that recipients must have sufficient 

work history and made sufficient tax contributions. The 

income-based JSA is available to less-than-full-time working 

households: Recipients cannot be full-time students; they 

must average fewer than 16 hours of work per week, and a 

partner of the recipient cannot average more than 24 hours 

of work per week. The program is limited to workers with 

£16,000 (approximately $24,125) or less in savings, and the 

benefit phases out with income above £6,000 ($9,045).320 The 

weekly benefit varies by age and marital status, ranging from 

£57.90 ($87) for single 18- to 24-year-olds to £73.10 ($110) for 

older singles to £114.85 ($173) for couples where both adults 

are age 18 or older.321

Although the weekly benefit for the United Kingdom’s income-

based JSA is less generous than the proposal in this report (ap-

proximately 65 percent to 85 percent of the proposed U.S. JSA), 

the U.K. income-based JSA is often combined with a number 

of other benefits—such as housing and child benefits—un-

matched by the U.S. tax and transfer system.322 In addition, the 

U.K. income-based JSA is available for up to six months, twice as 

long as the proposed U.S. JSA.

U.K. income-based JSA claimants commit to spending a number 

of hours per week—generally 35 hours—taking “all reasonable 

action” and “any particular action” specified to find paid work.323 

The definition of all reasonable action includes both the quan-

tity and quality of the claimant’s work search. There are also 

exceptions to this hours rule for people with certain caregiving 

responsibilities and health impairments, as well as deductions 

that allow people to reduce the time they spend searching for 

work if they are engaged in other specified activities, such as 

volunteer work.324

The income-based JSA was, in part, intended to help young 

people attach to the labor force by providing income support 

and job-search assistance, as well as subsidized employment if 

no job is found. Research suggests that it significantly increased 

transitions to employment among young adult workers, par-

ticularly in the near term, through both job-search assistance 

and the job subsidy.325



pointed out that reversing this exemption would reduce the tax gap, thus raising 
revenue, and would also reduce misclassification of independent contractors. 
Other potential offsets include one or more widely supported reforms to tax 
expenditures such as those listed in a recent report from the Center for American 
Progress.319 Examples include the preferential tax treatment of income from capi-
tal gains, dividends, and carried interest or the corporate jet subsidy. 

In addition, as noted earlier, to avoid multiple spells of benefits, the JSA program 
would limit total months of receipt during a multiyear period with limitations 
temporarily suspended during recessions. These limitations could represent a 
floor, with states able to provide more adequate benefits if they so choose. States 
also could supplement JSA benefits with their own funding.

The German unemployment assistance program 

The resilience of the German labor market during the global 

recession and ensuing years has been the subject of intense 

interest by U.S. scholars, media, and policymakers.326 Germany 

weathered the Great Recession better than neighboring coun-

tries due in large part to a combination of work sharing—in 

which companies reduce the hours of employees who then 

receive partial UI benefits, as discussed in Section 1.1.2—and 

other hours-reduction policies such as working-time ac-

counts.327 In addition, a series of UI and other labor market 

policy reforms implemented between 2003 and 2005 are 

credited with helping to stem the rise in unemployment during 

the recession.328 These reforms were intended to address the 

high unemployment rates in the decade following reunification 

and respond to concerns that German UI beneficiaries were not 

finding jobs quickly enough.329 

The German UI system is notably stronger and more generous 

than the existing American system. It is essentially comprised 

of two tiers of benefits: standard earned “unemployment insur-

ance” benefits, known as Arbeitslosengeld I, herein referred to 

as Tier I benefits, and means-tested “unemployment assis-

tance,” known as Arbeitslosengeld II, herein referred to as Tier 

II benefits.330 A separate tier of means-tested social assistance 

benefits, known as Sozialgeld, are available to individuals who 

cannot work and are thus ineligible for Tier II benefits, either 

due to a disability, illness, or caregiving obligations.331 The pro-

posed Jobseeker’s Allowance most closely resembles German 

Tier II benefits. Similar to the proposed JSA, the German form of 

means-tested unemployment assistance is meant to secure the 

livelihood of lower-income workers who are able and available 

for work but ineligible for standard UI benefits. The German 

system may offer lessons about developing additional alterna-

tive forms of income and re-employment support for workers 

who fall outside of standard UI rules.

German Tier II beneficiaries include anyone between the ages 

of 15 and 65 who are able, available for, and actively seek-

ing work.332 This includes workers who have exhausted Tier 

I benefits.333 Recipients are required to register in person as 

unemployed and available for work with a local office of the 

Federal Employment Agency and to accept any offer of suit-

able work or training.334 
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Tier II benefits are not based on prior earnings and are treated 

as social welfare benefits.335 Prior to the system reforms, these 

benefits were meant to preserve a worker’s standard of living 

throughout a spell of unemployment. Today, benefits are set 

at levels intended to cover basic needs.336 They are paid at the 

beginning of each month. The level depends on a worker’s 

marital status and household structure; as of January 2016, 

the basic benefit was €404 (approximately $437) per month.337 

Workers with dependents younger than age 18 are eligible for 

monthly supplements ranging from €237 ($259) to €306 ($335) 

per month, depending on the age of the children.338 

For beneficiaries who have some earnings, such as from 

part-time or sporadic work, up to €100 ($108) per month is 

disregarded for purposes of the benefit calculation. Gener-

ally, income or assets in excess of this threshold that serve the 

same purpose as benefits—that is, to secure a basic standard 

of living—are deducted from the monthly payment.339 In this 

way, the German system for unemployed jobseekers is set up to 

guarantee that beneficiaries who earn wages from short-term 

jobs come out financially ahead compared to simply claiming 

benefits and electing not to work at all.340 Assistance for family, 

housing, and child care expenses, along with certain retirement 

savings, are excluded. 

Although Tier II benefits are intended to ensure basic stan-

dards of living, they cover a much broader range of family 

expenses than would be considered standard in the United 

States. In addition to cash benefits, beneficiaries receive 

assistance for housing and heating costs.341 Additional 

expenses for special circumstances such as pregnancy, single 

parenthood, disability, or a medically prescribed diet may 

also be covered.342 

While the duration of Tier I benefits ranges from 6 months to 

24 months, depending on the claimant’s age and employment 

history,343 the duration of Tier II benefits is indefinite as long 

as beneficiaries continue to meet eligibility rules. A claimant’s 

need for benefits is typically assessed every six months.344

Finally, whereas Tier I benefits in Germany are financed by 

dedicated tax contributions from workers and employers, Tier 

II benefits are financed by federal and municipal governments 

through general tax revenues.345 Administration of Tier II benefit 

payments—along with Tier I benefits and social assistance—is 

handled by the Federal Employment Agency.346 Local agencies 

handle provision employment and social services and help con-

nect workers to benefits.
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Cost and funding options
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In fiscal year 2014, the United States spent about $42 billion on the UI system, 
including both state and federal benefit outlays. Of this amount, about $35.9 bil-
lion was for regular state benefits.347 The total cost of the proposal in this report—
including improvements to UI and the new Jobseeker’s Allowance—would 
increase spending by about $18.9 billion per year if economic conditions remain 
similar to 2014 and 2015.348 About two-thirds of additional costs would be borne 
by the federal government and the remaining one-third by states. In addition, the 
federal government would also incur a one-time cost totaling $0.9 billion in the 
initial years. Assuming that inflation matches the projections of the Congressional 
Budget Office and that wages rise at roughly the rate of inflation, the 10-year 
nominal cost of the proposal would be approximately $206 billion. Greater detail 
on the cost estimation approach is provided in Appendix B. 

The new JSA accounts for about 58 percent of this amount, or about $10.9 billion 
per year, and would serve an estimated 5.4 million jobseekers annually in eco-
nomic conditions similar to 2014 and 2015. Spread across the entire labor force, 
this comes out to a cost of less than 19 cents per worker each day. The average 
annual cost per worker served by JSA would be a little more than $2,000. About 
three-quarters of JSA’s cost would consist of the allowance itself—that is, the 
monetary benefits paid on a weekly basis to participants who meet the eligibility 
and job-search criteria. The remainder of the cost would come from nonbenefit 
items such as training and administration. 

TABLE 6

Estimated annual cost of proposal

Recurring single-year cost of UI reforms and new JSA, in billions of dollars

Unemployment insurance Federal $1.6 

State $6.4

Jobseeker's Allowance Federal $10.9

Total $18.9 

Note: Cost estimates are based on 2014 labor-market conditions. Excludes one-time federal costs of $0.9 billion.

Source: Authors’ analysis of multiple data sources, including data from the U.S. Department of Labor, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and 
the White House Office of Management and Budget. Cost estimation approach is described in the Appendix B of this report.
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The relatively modest federal cost for UI reform would be financed from the 
changes made to the FUTA taxable base and rate, described in Section 1.3.1. 
Similarly, states would finance increased spending with changes to SUTA taxes: 
Under this proposal, nearly all states would be required to raise their taxable wage 
bases to varying degrees; they could then adjust tax rates downward as appropri-
ate to finance existing obligations and proposed reforms (within the restrictions 
proposed above). The states with the least adequate UI systems—in general, the 
same states that maintain very low tax rates and small wage bases—would incur 
the greatest cost under our proposed reforms. 

As previously noted, the Jobseeker’s Allowance would be fully federally financed, 
but funding would come from general revenues rather than from the UI system. 
Policymakers would have the option to offset the JSA’s cost, including from rev-
enue sources described in Section 2.
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Conclusion

For eight decades, our nation’s unemployment insurance system has been critical 
to the prosperity of America’s working families, its communities, and its economy. 
UI protects families from financial hardship when workers lose a job through no 
fault of their own, while also stabilizing our economy during recessions and has-
tening the return of economic expansion. However, our nation has dramatically 
underinvested in UI—and as a result, the UI system has failed to keep pace with 
changes in the workforce and families. A smaller share of unemployed workers 
has access to UI than at any time on record, and the program’s finances remain in a 
dismal state almost seven years after the Great Recession. 

A weakened UI program leaves our nation dramatically underprepared for the 
next recession—which, while unpredictable, is likely approaching: In its recorded 
history, the United States has never experienced an economic expansion lasting 
longer than 10 years. Yet even if the country continues expanding for an unprec-
edented period, UI is underperforming today in its role as a tool for improving job 
placements, maintaining labor-force attachment, promoting skills and training, 
and ensuring economic security for workers and their families. 

The Center for American Progress, the Georgetown Center on Poverty and 
Inequality, and the National Employment Law Project propose to update the 
unemployment insurance system to reflect 21st century realities. Our recommen-
dations would give more unemployed workers access to the tools they need for 
successful re-employment and training and bolster effective job-retention mea-
sures that reduce layoffs. These recommendations would also expand UI eligibil-
ity and access, as well as improve the adequacy of UI benefits, providing more 
American families with stronger protection against the shock of unemployment. 
And, crucially, our proposal would prepare UI for its role as our economy’s first 
line of defense when the next recession arrives.
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However, even an updated UI system will not reach all jobseekers. We propose 
a new Jobseeker’s Allowance—a modest, temporary, means-tested benefit—to 
assist jobseekers who would remain left out of UI. The federally funded JSA would 
connect these jobseekers to employment opportunities and help them improve 
their work-related knowledge and skills. The JSA would boost labor force partici-
pation, provide greater economic security to working families, and complement 
UI as a macroeconomic stabilizer. 

The measures in this proposal—including both reforms to the UI system and the 
new JSA—would roughly double the number of unemployed workers who are 
currently served by our nation’s social assistance system for unemployed jobseek-
ers. Through JSA, these proposals would, for the first time, extend protections 
against job loss to multiple groups of jobseekers such as independent contractors, 
the self-employed, and workers returning from caregiving or illness. 

Since the next recession is inevitable, policymakers must act now to strengthen UI 
and assist the many American jobseekers whom our current system leaves behind. 
Working families and our economy need a social insurance system that is respon-
sive to today’s economic realities and workforce and puts unemployed workers 
and our country back on a path to prosperity.
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Appendix A:  
Proposed Extended Benefits program

TABLE A1

Proposed federal Extended Benefits program for long-term unemployed workers

The proposed Extended Benefits program would activate under conditions of high or rising state unemployment or high 
national unemployment

Tier
Additional weeks  

of benefits

State trigger Alternative state trigger National trigger

On Off On Off On Off

1 Lesser of 13 weeks 
or 50% of benefit 

entitlement

6.5% TUR < 6.5% TUR Current TUR + 
increase from 

same period in 
any of past 3 years 

= 6.5%

Current TUR + 
increase from 

same period in 
any of last 3 years 

< 6.5%

7.0% TUR < 7.0% TUR

2 Lesser of 13 weeks 
or 50% of benefit 

entitlement

7.5% TUR < 7.5% TUR Current TUR + 
increase from 

same period in 
any of past 3 years 

= 7.5%

Current TUR + 
increase from 

same period in any 
of past 3 years  

< 7.5%

8.0% TUR < 8.0% TUR

3 Lesser of 13 weeks 
or 50% of benefit 

entitlement

8.5% TUR < 8.5% TUR Current TUR + 
increase from 

same period in 
any of past 3 years 

= 8.5%

Current TUR + 
increase from 

same period in any 
of past 3 years  

< 8.5%

9.0% TUR < 9.0% TUR

4 Lesser of 13 weeks 
or 50% of benefit 

entitlement

9.5% TUR < 9.5%  TUR Current TUR + 
increase from 

same period in 
any of past 3 years 

= 9.5%

Current TUR + 
increase from 

same period in any 
of past 3 years  

< 9.5%

10.0% TUR < 10.0% TUR

5 and  
above

Lesser of 6 weeks 
or 25% of benefit 

entitlement

10.5% TUR < 10.5% TUR None None 11.0% TUR < 11.0% TUR

Note: This proposal would not cap the number of weeks of Extended Benefits, or EB, that exhaustees of regular UI benefits in high-unemployment states could be eligible to receive under the state 
and national triggers. An additional six weeks of EB would be available with every additional percentage-point increase in the state TUR above 10.5 percent or the national TUR above 11 percent. 
However, EB would be limited to four tiers under the alternative state trigger, as shown.
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Appendix B:
Cost estimates

This appendix describes the approach to estimating the cost of the major recom-
mendations in this report, including both reforms to unemployment insurance, 
or UI, and the newly proposed Jobseeker’s Allowance, or JSA. Estimates reflect 
expected costs during nonrecessionary conditions—specifically, economic envi-
ronments similar to 2014 and 2015.349 

These estimates are intended to provide only a general sense of the scope of 
the proposal’s costs and should be interpreted cautiously for multiple reasons. 
Notably, while cost estimates rely mainly on data from calendar years 2014 and 
2015—the most recent data available at the time of estimation—the values of 
these inputs are expected to change over time, and several states have already 
undergone policy changes that will affect subsequent data. Furthermore, this 
analysis does not capture behavioral responses to changes in social assistance 
for jobseekers.

This analysis does not estimate costs for countercyclical measures—such as the 
proposed Extended Benefits program—which would largely depend on the sever-
ity of future economic downturns. Several of the reforms we propose are expected 
to have relatively little or no cost, and we exclude them from this analysis.350 

Subject to these assumptions, the estimated cost of the proposal in this report is 
$18.9 billion per year. Of this amount, $8 billion—or about 42 percent—would 
be used to modernize UI, while the remaining $10.9 billion would go toward cre-
ation of the new JSA. Two-thirds of these annual costs, including all of the cost of 
the JSA, would be borne by the federal government, and the remaining one-third 
by states. In addition to these annual costs, the federal government would incur a 
one-time cost of $0.9 billion.
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Unemployment insurance reforms

Federal costs

The federal costs of the proposal are mostly concrete and do not require estima-
tion.351 Section 1.1 calls for increasing federal investment in re-employment 
services by a total of $1.54 billion each year, including $535 million to the 
Reemployment Service and Eligibility Assessment, or RESEA, program and $1 
billion to the Employment Service, or ES. In addition to these recurring costs, the 
federal government would incur three concrete one-time costs: 

1. $600 million for states’ administration costs

2. $300 million for states to modernize their information technology 
infrastructure

3. $28 million to help states establish Self-Employment Assistance, or SEA, 
programs

To assess the cost of establishing SEA programs, we compute the inflation-
adjusted value of grants—offered by the U.S. Department of Labor in 2012 to 
establish and improve SEA programs—in the 44 states that did not have active 
programs as of 2014.352 With one exception, covered below, this concludes the 
federal costs in the proposal. 

A final federal cost comes from the recommendation that the federal government 
partially reimburse states for regular benefit weeks beyond 26 weeks, up to 39 
weeks.353 We presume that both Massachusetts and Montana—which offered 
maximum durations of 30 weeks and 28 weeks, respectively, in 2016—would 
accept the 25 percent federal funding without changing their maximum durations. 
We somewhat arbitrarily—but, we think, not unreasonably—also assume that 
three additional states would take advantage of the opportunity to extend their 
maximum durations for three weeks.354 We assume these states face the average 
of unemployment compensation cost across states for 2014. We assign new state 
adopters the average UI exhaustion rate—that is, claimants exhausting benefits as 
a share of first payments—across states in 2014 and conservatively assume that 
all exhaustees would receive the full additional weeks.355 Under this recommenda-
tion, federal costs would increase by about $83 million per year, and state costs 
would increase by about $80 million.
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State costs

We begin with the cost of operating and maintaining Self-Employment Assistance, 
or SEA, programs, discussed above. Drawing on analysis by economist Adriana 
Kugler of Georgetown University, who examines SEA programs in Washington 
state and Massachusetts, we estimate that across the 42 states that do not currently 
operate SEA programs, total costs would be slightly less than $82 million per 
year.356 We presume that in the long run, 1 percent of UI claimants would partici-
pate in SEA—a high, and thus conservative, estimate relative to past experience. 

Next, Section 1.2 gives multiple recommendations for expanding eligibility and 
improving the adequacy of UI benefits. We begin by evaluating the cost of extend-
ing the maximum benefit duration in states that offered fewer than 26 weeks of UI 
at the end of 2014.357 We use this variation in states’ maximum weeks and exhaus-
tion rates to linearly approximate the decline in the exhaustion rate with each 
additional week of benefits.358 For each affected state, we use this approximation to 
predict the change in the exhaustion rate that would result from bringing the state 
up to 26 weeks and multiply this change by the number of weeks required to reach 
26 weeks. At the end of 2014, bringing all states up to a maximum duration of 26 
weeks would have cost approximately $506 million per year.359 

In states where the maximum duration is well below 26 weeks, this reform would 
likely lead to an increase in the average duration of UI claims.360 To adjust for this, 
we estimate a new average benefit duration for each state, using the weighted aver-
age of the actual 2014 average duration for nonexhaustees and the new expected 
duration for exhaustees.361 We employ this new average duration where appropri-
ate in subsequent cost estimates. 

Second, we evaluate the recommendation that states set maximum weekly UI 
benefit amounts at no less than half of the state average weekly wage, or AWW. 
In recent years, this would have required changes in about 22 states.362 Using data 
from the 2014 March Current Population Survey to construct the national earn-
ings distribution of adult civilian employees, we identify the share of employees 
whose UI benefits likely would be affected by this policy were they to experience 
unemployment.363 We then approximate the aggregate increase in benefits these 
workers would receive, based on affected states’ AWW, average benefit durations, 
and number of first UI payments during 2014.364 In total, we estimate that this rec-
ommendation would require affected states to disburse an additional $3.1 billion 
in UI benefits during a typical nonrecessionary year. 
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This reform would slightly change the average weekly benefit amount, or WBA, in 
affected states.365 To account for this when evaluating subsequent recommenda-
tions, we compute a new average WBA.366 In the average affected state, the new 
average WBA is about $12.50, or about 0.2 percent, higher.367

Next, we evaluate the cost of switching to the high-quarter method of benefit 
determination in states that have not already adopted it. Comparing the average 
UI replacement rate in high-quarter states to their counterparts, we find that the 
average wage replacement rate was 3.8 percentage points greater in these states. 
Assuming that each newly adopting state would experience an increase of this size 
in its average replacement rate after adopting the reform, we multiply that increase 
by affected states’ number of first payments, average WBAs, and average durations 
as of 2014. Switching to the high-quarter method nationwide would cost states an 
estimated $568 million.

We turn next to the cost of eliminating the waiting week. We exclude the eight 
states that did not have waiting weeks as of 2014, as well as the four states in 
which the waiting week is paid after a specified period of unemployment.368 In the 
remaining states, providing an additional week of benefits has a cost roughly equal 
to the average WBA for each claimant.369 However, the waiting week does not 
shorten the maximum possible duration of UI benefits for claimants who exhaust 
benefits; rather, it only delays the timing of payment by one week. For this reason, 
we scale our estimate down by the share of UI claimants in affected states who 
were nonexhaustees in 2014. Eliminating the waiting week would cost affected 
states about $931 million per year in additional UI benefits.

We now evaluate three key UI modernization reforms that would expand eli-
gibility—adopting the alternative base period, allowing part-time workers to 
seek comparable employment, and allowing good-cause quits. A concurrently 
published study by the Urban Institute analyzes the effect on UI eligibility 
among newly unemployed workers if these reforms were to be implemented in 
all states.370 From this study’s analysis, we examine the subset of workers who 
reported searching for a job—excluding, for example, those returning to school—
in states that had yet to adopt the reforms in 2014. Using the weighted average 
increase over the past 12 months estimated by the study, these three reforms 
would have collectively increased the eligibility rate by 8.7 percentage points, 
an increase of 13.4 percent. We assume that UI participation would increase 
proportionately to eligibility.371 For the relevant subset of workers in the set of 
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states affected by each reform, we estimate the number of new UI recipients and 
approximate the weighted averages of their expected WBAs and UI durations.372 
Based on this analysis, we project that extending these reforms nationwide would 
cost slightly more than $1.1 billion in affected states.

Together, the cost of these reforms to the UI system total about $8 billion per 
year, with additional one-time costs of less than $1 billion. 

Jobseeker’s Allowance 

The cost of the JSA program would have six primary components, each of which 
we evaluate in turn below.

Regular weekly JSA benefits 

Regular JSA benefits—that is, the $170 weekly payments received by participants 
for up to 13 weeks—would constitute about three-quarters of total JSA costs. To 
estimate the cost of benefits, we separate likely JSA participants into three popula-
tions using recent labor force data on nonemployed individuals.373 Then, we apply 
labor-market data on nonemployment durations to estimate how quickly each of 
the populations turns over—that is, cycles through nonemployment—to translate 
the point-in-time nonemployed population into an annualized estimate of JSA 
participation.374 For most eligible individuals, we assume a participation rate of 61 
percent in accordance with the United Kingdom’s high range estimate of take-up 
of its own Jobseeker’s Allowance for recent years.375

• Population 1 is made up of individuals who have recent workforce experience. 
This includes workers who have been laid off, left work, or have been dismissed 
from a job but would not be eligible for unemployment insurance even under 
the expanded UI eligibility criteria.376 The JSA would serve about 468,000 work-
ers in Population 1 each year.

• Population 2 consists of labor-market re-entrants and new entrants, who made 
up about 29 percent and 11 percent of the nonemployed population in 2015, 
respectively. This includes new graduates, individuals returning to work after 
caregiving or health problems, and secondary earners with little or no work his-
tory. The JSA would serve about 4.7 million workers in this population each year.
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• Population 3 would be made up of select groups who are not currently in the 
labor force. So-called discouraged workers are the largest group in this popula-
tion who would participate in the JSA. Disadvantaged workers and those facing 
significant barriers to employment are likely to be disproportionately repre-
sented in Population 3.377 We estimate that the JSA would serve about 160,000 
individuals in Population 3 each year.

In total, the regular JSA program would serve an estimated 5.4 million workers 
each year—although not all would receive the full 13 weeks of benefits—at a cost 
of $8.2 billion in regular benefits. 

Employment-related services 

We assume that JSA participants would receive employment-related services—
described in Section 1.1.1—at the same rate that UI beneficiaries would under 
our UI proposal and that the average per-participant cost of these services would 
be roughly equivalent across the two programs.378 Based on expected participa-
tion, the cost of providing these services to the JSA population is estimated at just 
less than $1 billion per year.

Program administration 

Because the JSA would serve similar purposes as unemployment insurance—and 
would require similar tools, technologies, and knowledge from administrators—
we gauge the cost of administering the JSA in accordance with states’ existing UI 
programs. We assume that administration costs would scale proportionately to 
the increase in the size of the population served, which would have been about 80 
percent the size of the UI population in 2014.379 However, in light of economies of 
scale between the two programs, as well as the shorter duration and more straight-
forward assessment of benefits under the JSA, we assume these services would 
cost about one-quarter as much per participant. These assumptions entail annual 
administration costs of about $0.5 billion. 
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Training and education

Under JSA, jobseekers who exhaust their initial 13 weeks of benefits would be 
routed into a Platform to Employment-type pathway.380 The three populations 
of jobseekers described above would be expected to participate in this path 
at very different rates—and to incur different average costs associated with 
training.381 

• Population 1, the recently unemployed, has relatively strong labor-market 
attachment and a short duration of unemployment. We presume that about 10 
percent of them would use JSA training, commensurate with take-up rates of 
Workforce Innovation Act, or WIA, training opportunities among adult workers 
to whom these opportunities were available in recent years, at a cost of $2,500 
per participant.382 

• Population 2, composed of re-entrants and new entrants, experiences the short-
est duration of unemployment. Moreover, many new entrants join the labor 
market from an educational or skills-building setting and have less need for 
additional training. We assume this population would take up at half of the rate 
of Population 1 with a per-person cost equal to Population 1.

• Population 3 contains disadvantaged and discouraged workers, a larger share of 
whom may struggle to find work within 13 weeks. We presume that one in four 
of these individuals—more than twice the share in the less disadvantaged popu-
lations—would be routed into the training path. Moreover, training and related 
opportunities would be more expensive for these individuals. For this popula-
tion, we double the average training cost for Populations 1 and 2 to $5,000. 

Under these conditions, JSA training activities would cost about $0.9 billion per 
year. However, as described in Section 1.1.1, this proposal would increase funding 
for Employment Service grants, about 60 percent of which typically go toward 
jobseekers who are not UI eligible. The majority of these jobseekers would be 
eligible for—and would likely participate in—JSA. Because this funding is already 
accounted for under the unemployment insurance reform proposal cost estimate, 
we subtract the amount of this overlap from the overall JSA cost. 
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Extended JSA benefits

JSA participants who undertake qualifying training or educational opportunities 
after the initial 13 weeks could continue to receive the weekly allowance, condi-
tional upon following their training or education plan. We assume that the average 
participant in training or education receives an additional 13 weeks of benefits.383 
Using the estimated take-up rates described above for training opportunities, we 
estimate that extended JSA benefits would cost $0.6 billion per year.

Wraparound support services

For disadvantaged populations and those with barriers to work, the JSA would 
make funding for wraparound support services—such as eviction prevention, 
transportation, or expungement assistance—available to support participants’ 
job search and family economic security. Given that jobseekers facing barriers to 
employment—those who, under the JSA, are most likely to be routed into paths 
with training, education, or a subsidized job—are also most likely to be financially 
or otherwise in need, we presume that the population in need of support services 
would be roughly the same size with an average cost of $300 per claimant.384 This 
entails an annual expenditure of nearly $98 million on support services. 
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 364 Authors’ calculations from various state-level data 
series for calendar year 2014 from U.S. Department of 
Labor, “ET Financial Data Handbook 394 – FOREWORD.” 
Consistent with other recommendations in Section 1.2, 
we assume that UI benefits replace about 50 percent 
wages for those who do not exceed the maximum cap.

 365 Analogous to average benefit duration, discussed pre-
viously, multiple recommendations in this report would 
likely affect states’ average WBAs. However, we expect 
that increasing the lowest maximum benefit amount 
would have the largest effect. For this reason, we esti-
mate the cost of this reform early on and assume that 
changes in average WBAs due to other reforms have 
relatively little impact on this reform’s cost.

 366 This calculation combines three factors: the shares of 
the worker population that would be fully, partially, 
and not affected, as previously discussed; states’ aver-
age WBAs in 2014; and the gap between each state’s 
2014 maximum benefit cap and the recommended 
maximum benefit (50 percent of the state’s average 
weekly wage).

 367 Several other reforms, such as requiring all states to 
use the high-quarter method of benefit determination, 
would also raise the average WBA somewhat. However, 
this increase would be small by comparison to the 
change in the maximum benefit cap.

 368 We assume that these four states—Kentucky, Missouri, 
Tennessee, and Texas—would incur relatively little 
additional cost from eliminating the waiting week 
because it would primarily involve shifting the timing 
and not the amount of payments. U.S. Department of 
Labor, Comparison of State Unemployment Insurance 
Laws: Chapter 3. 

 369 Data for calendar year 2014 come from U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, “ET Financial Data Handbook 394 – 
FOREWORD.” 

 370 Thomas Callan, Austin Nichols, and Stephan Lindner, 
“Unemployment Insurance Modernization and Eligibil-
ity” (Washington: Urban Institute, 2016).

 371 Since a different set of states lacks these policies, we 
conduct our analysis for a separate set of states in the 
case of each reform. However, the Urban Institute anal-
ysis gives only the combined effect of the three reforms 
on eligibility. Thus, after excluding workers who do not 
search for a job after separation, we use information in 
Table 2 of the Urban Institute report—which gives the 
percentage-point increase in eligibility from each re-
form separately—to decompose the expected change 
in eligibility into the separate contributions of reforms 
to the base period, part-time workers, and good-cause 
quits. In doing so, we make the simplifying assumption 
that all pairwise correlations between the populations 
affected by each of the three reforms are identical. 
Under these assumptions, about 16 percent of the total 
eligibility change would come from the base period 
reform, 70 percent from the inclusion of part-time 
workers, and 14 percent from allowing good-cause 
quits. Callan, Nichols, and Lindner, “Unemployment 
Insurance Modernization and Eligibility.”

 372 Weights are the product of the number of first pay-
ments, the average WBA, and the average duration in 
the affected states in 2014. They are intended to be 
proxies for the relative size of affected states’ programs.

 373 Nonemployed individuals include both unemployed 
workers and individuals not currently participating 
in the labor force; 2014 data from the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, “35: Persons not in the labor force by 
desire and availability for work, age, and sex,” available 
at http://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat35.htm#cps_eeann_
nilf.f.2 (last accessed January 2016).

 374 This yields an estimate of how many workers would be 
eligible in the first year of the program. However, when 
the JSA has been in place for multiple years, restrictions 
on eligibility based on past participation would exclude 
a portion of otherwise-eligible individuals—primarily 
those who experience three or more spells of unem-
ployment after taking up the JSA during their first two 
spells. A 2007 Census Bureau analysis reports that the 
average number of unemployment spells among those 
who were already unemployed in the four years be-
tween 2004 and 2007 was 1.5. (This is an average across 
those who experienced only one spell, those who expe-
rienced two spells, and those who experienced three 
or more spells.) We expect this average to be slightly 
higher over five rather than four years and slightly 
higher for JSA’s more disadvantaged population than 
for the general unemployed. Thus, we assume that in 
the long term, about 10 percent of individuals would 
be disqualified based on past participation. 

 375 The range given by U.K. experimental statistics is 
55 percent to 61 percent. We use the upper-bound 
estimate of take-up in the United Kingdom because 
the United States has fewer additional supports avail-
able to jobseekers, making U.S. workers more likely to 
draw down the benefit. See U.K. Department for Work 
and Pensions, “Income-Related Benefits: Estimates of 
Take-up - Financial Year 2013/14 (experimental)” (2015), 
available at https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/437501/ir-
benefits-take-up-main-report-2013-14.pdf. This value 
seems reasonable in light of the fact that we would 
not expect take-up of the very modest JSA to exceed 
that of the more generous, earned benefit of UI, which 
recent research has estimated at 64 percent. (See 
Stephane Auray, David L. Fuller, and Damba Lkhagva-
suren, “Unemployment Insurance Take-up Rates in an 
Equilibrium Search Model” (2013), available at http://
www.fullerecon.com/tupaper_2.pdf.) A lower bound is 
likely provided by the take-up of the Supplemental Nu-
trition Assistance Program, or SNAP—which has stricter 
means testing than the JSA but benefits of similar mon-
etary value and fewer conditions on receipt. Recent 
research suggests that SNAP take-up among recently 
unemployed workers with less than a bachelor’s degree 
is 20.4 percent. (Authors’ calculations from Luke Shaefer 
and Alix Gould-Werth, “Supported from Both Sides? 
Changes in the Dynamics of Joint Participation in SNAP 
and UI Following the Great Recession,” Table 2. Discus-
sion Paper 1422-14 (Institute for Research on Poverty, 
2014), available at http://www.irp.wisc.edu/publica-
tions/dps/pdfs/dp142214.pdf.) This suggests that the 
take-up rate of 61 percent that we use throughout is 
conservative. We make an exception to this take-up 
rate among a subset of Population 3 individuals—those 
who report being unemployed because of significant 
family responsibilities. We assume a much smaller share 
of these workers, just 1 in 10, would participate in the 
JSA. We anticipate that roughly 75 percent of eligible 
workers would demonstrate successfully that they can 
pass the means test on household income.

 376 In addition to these two larger groups, we also include 
a small percentage—5 percent—of workers who are 
on temporary layoff but would be induced by the 
availability of the JSA to search for a different job rather 
than waiting to be recalled by their employers. U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, “A-34: Unemployed persons 
by reason for unemployment, sex, age, and duration of 
unemployment,” available at http://www.bls.gov/web/
empsit/cpseea34.htm (last accessed January 2016).

 377 Conceptually, this would exclude the portion of 
disadvantaged jobseekers who qualify for and choose 
to instead utilize employment assistance through other 
programs, such as Temporary Assistance for Needy 
Families, or TANF, job placement assistance, which 
simultaneously offer income assistance.

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/437501/ir-benefits-take-up-main-report-2013-14.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/437501/ir-benefits-take-up-main-report-2013-14.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/437501/ir-benefits-take-up-main-report-2013-14.pdf
http://www.fullerecon.com/tupaper_2.pdf
http://www.fullerecon.com/tupaper_2.pdf
http://www.irp.wisc.edu/publications/dps/pdfs/dp142214.pdf
http://www.irp.wisc.edu/publications/dps/pdfs/dp142214.pdf
http://www.bls.gov/web/empsit/cpseea34.htm
http://www.bls.gov/web/empsit/cpseea34.htm
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 378 Estimates are based on 2015 enacted funding for 
Reemployment and Eligibility Assessments and the 
Employment Service; U.S. Department of Labor, 2016 
Budget in Brief (2016), available at http://www.dol.gov/
dol/budget/2016/PDF/FY2016BIB.pdf. 

 379 Unemployment insurance served about 6.9 million 
workers in 2014. Authors’ calculations from various 
state-level data series for calendar year 2014 from U.S. 
Department of Labor, “ET Financial Data Handbook 394 
-- FOREWORD.”

 380 Similar to UI, the JSA program would connect partici-
pants with existing development opportunities—in-
cluding training, education, subsidized jobs, and so 
on—but would not directly provide these opportuni-
ties itself. For this reason, we apply estimates of the 
marginal cost of training per participant rather than 
the cost of creating new programs to provide these 
services.

 381 Costs associated with per-participant job training are 
notoriously difficult to pinpoint in previous research—
particularly in isolation of less expensive services. More-
over, training expenditures per participant vary widely 
across localities, programs, individuals, and types of 
training received. 

 382 In 2012, 10.4 percent of Workforce Innovation Act adult 
participants received training. This share had been de-
creasing as the nation recovered from recession; we as-
sume conservatively that about 10 percent will partici-
pate in coming years. Burt S. Barnow and Jeffrey Smith, 
“Employment and Training Programs” (Cambridge, MA: 
National Bureau of Economic Research, 2015), Table 8.5, 
available at http://www.nber.org/chapters/c13490.pdf. 
We assume a cost of $2,500 per participant, consistent 
with Heinrich and others (2011), as cited in Harry Holzer 
and others, “Does Federally-Funded Job Training Work? 
Nonexperimental Estimates of WIA Training Impacts 
Using Longitudinal Data on Workers and Firms” (Bonn, 
Germany: Institute for the Study of Labor, 2013), avail-
able at http://ftp.iza.org/dp7621.pdf. 

 383 Some would begin training before exhausting initial 
benefits, making this duration shorter. For others, the 
training opportunity may extend beyond the extra 13 
weeks.

 384 In their implementations of the Workforce Innovation 
and Opportunity Act, many local workforce develop-
ment boards have a maximum cap of $750 to $1,000 
per year on services for adults, with a waiver process 
available if further need arises. Since the JSA would 
typically be received for a much shorter term than one 
year, we presume the average participant would reach 
about one-third of this maximum expenditure.

 

http://www.dol.gov/dol/budget/2016/PDF/FY2016BIB.pdf
http://www.dol.gov/dol/budget/2016/PDF/FY2016BIB.pdf
http://www.nber.org/chapters/c13490.pdf
http://ftp.iza.org/dp7621.pdf
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